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ABSTRACT
Because good self4oncept among children is closely

linked to successful learning, an Australian school developed a
school-wide program to raise children's self-esteem. The_ project
focused on working with autistic children and a relay cycle and run
between Perth and Adelaide. This paper details the process of
developing and carrying out The project. Th'e preface gives the
background for the program. Topics covered in the' body of the papek.
include: (1) the introduction of the relay in 19'83; (2) planning; (3)
sponsorship; (4) organization; (5) curriculum planning; (6) the
cycle; (7) the run; (8) the grand finale; (9) outcomes;' and (10)
conclusion. Each step of the process', from the original idea for the
program on, is covered in ,detail. ..failures as well-as successes are
descgibed. A bibliography is ,included, as well as appendices which
cover the-results from a self-concept inventory administered before
and after the program., These results indicate substantial improvement
instuddnts' self-esteem. (IS),
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4.1

`WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY...

44,

This book stands at a milestonOn the general arei of self-.concept. it is
the first published account in Australia of a whole -school approach to.

,social development, based on self- concept theory but is more than this..
It is anaccount t in hdrnan terms, of one school's valiant and successful
attempt to. raise its own morale.
Through the media of a cycle/run from Adelaide to Perth, a story' unfolds
of courage.detemination and comradeship which should serve as an exorable
to us all. This book should be required reading to all schools interested in the
persafil development of their children.

Dr Denis Lawience
Western Australian Colleges of Advanced EducatIpn

(Claremont Campus)
4
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ABSTRACT: KIDS HELPING KIDS

f
--6()AA self-concept of children is Closelt to successful 1T4ning. -In

.cW4, a. Perth schoolsucceeded.i.n.raisitig,theiself-eSteem of. its students
ir-c)uclh .A.schbol wide programme. Outcomes lnklbded a cheque for over fif-

,*?0!) thousand dollars which waft donated to 'charity, growth physical
t A and enhanced student attitudes, behaviours and telationshipS. Kids
Helping Kids describes the planning; difficulties, achievements and-eval-
a-ft)n of.this-ptogramme which included student initiated assemblies, guest

,:;p(mkers, an . inte.gratQO curriculum focussed on the strengths of disabled
.and a three thousand three hundred kilometre cycle and run by one

.'1,Indred students. The book- provides guidelines for schools interested ,in
'fund raising, pastoral care and self- concept projects, '

qk

t
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1

The, authors express th4ir,appreciation to the administration, staff. and
-,--tudents of Cyril Jackson Senior High School who gave freely of their time
tr.-) make this book possible.- Special.thanks is'exended to Janet Ristic,
Deputy principal; for her helpful advice and to Mrs R. Panegyres for the
artwork on the cover.

This bocce was'printed by year ten students of the print 'enterprise, a
.

student run, profit making business, located at Cyril Jackson Senior High
-IctiOoL T'pin was on .an Apple. I1+ Computer running Wordstar.

This book was made possible by a grant from the Projects of National
-;icnificance .Programme of the CommonWealth Schools' CommisSion, Canberra,
Australia.
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KIDS HELPING 'KIDy

BY

C.

DON PUGH-AND LOU 1HOMPSON

'Don Pugh M.A., M.Ed., Works two days a week.as -Curriculum Support Coordin-
ator, SeCondary,, for the Priority Schools' Programme in the Metropolitan

.North East- Educational Region. He served as the Project '84 official
recorder, and. evaluator. Don's role in the compilation of this book has
been to coordidate, report and draft a description of significant events.
To maintain authenticity and to capture the underlying spirit of the pro-
jest, Don fas included quotations fran a number Of. speeches and interviews.

,Gou-Thompson, M.A. .(lions), Dip Teach., Lecturer with the West Australian'.
'.Colleges of Advanced Education, Churchlands Campus, served asa social

consurtant for '84. Lou's role has-been to provide
explanations and cemments'on the projects theoretical, philosophical and
-psychologiCal basis.

\The authors hope that their report of Cyril. Jackson Senior High- School's.
social development. programme will provide Leaders with a clearer underl-

standing Of the complexities Belated to social development and will' fost.4r

a sense of direction for'soCial development programmes id other schools.

The authors are avail-able to organise talks or inservice for school staffs.
themes of self-concept, school development and the Cyril Jackson Senior'

High:School experience. This, ok is available from the authors for $6.95.
Their addresses are:

Don. Pugh

17 Irv'ine Street
Peppermint Grove, West Adstralia, 6008
Ph (09) 384-9043

Lou Thompson'
13 Aberfeldy Crescent,'

r DuncraigeWest. Australia,. 6023
Ph (0%) 448-4928

A half hour VHS videotapq,made by media students of Cyril Jackson Senior
High School on the school's, social development project is available from:

The Librarian .

Cyril Jackson Senift High School
53 Reid Street
Bassendean , WA 6054 (0"
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S
PREFACE

Effects of Poor Se f Concept

"A new teacher faced a class o iirty 'basic level' students_in a large

metropolitan co-educationa lh scheN. These students had experien

continual' academic failurf -The school had deketmined that the teacher's

job was to provide them with a programme that would prepare:them for early.
entr into the work force.

Franklin!! HEM never forget my first encounter with this student.
(
Staff

had Whisioered his reputatTon. Franklin was the local villain. He was

champion street fighter of his neighbourhood. Everyone in the community

knew that he had, eight court appearances and the local shop keepers 'bad

1 - introduced,-special secutqq'measures to combat the Franklin menace. As

early as year two his school reports showed that his school performance was

hopeless, his attitude negative and his manner.aggressive.and.threatening.
His previous year's teacher had indicated that working brief .tor Frank-

lin had simply been to 'keep him out, of trouble.'

'Following fifteen minutes of the standard class.iqroductions a boy sitting
alone )1t the back of the room called out! 'Hey, Sir!' (Ah, so this is the

'notorious Franklin). 'I want to tell you something. I hate school. L

hate every teacher I!,ve ever had and I dOn't like you. Don't ask me. to do

any writing or maths. I've smoked since I was nine and I smoke thirty a

day now. So that I don't get suspended, I smoke in the dunny. When I

leave-the room that's Where I'm going'.

Rules foi this student had .been clearly defined. In a few brief Moments of
dialogue-Franklin had established his .Working conditions. For the next six

weeks schooling, Procteded along the lines' prescribed by Franklin and the,

clossroom teaching progressed smoothly. .111112 remaindeK of the class all but

ignored Franklin in going abdut their daily tasks. /Then, one Wednesday

evening at prime viewing time, footage was shown on Eelevi,ion,of a South

Vietnamese.- soldier shootin4a Vietcong prisoner. The next day the kids

arrived, bubbling over. They wanted to discuSs this incidenFor two
hours.they shared .the experiqnce, and the atrocities of the war. The dis-

cussion completed the students were asked to write down their thoughts 'on
War and peace. A voice from the back callod out..

buN'Sir! But' -can I draw you som thine

For. the next two hours Franklin worked at his drawing. The finished pen-
,called sketch woo an excellent, corimunicative piece of work. He had burned

the edges of his drawing with a cigarette..Franklin's explanation: '

'War is just the ro'sult of someone brainwashing the peo010. What comes out

of this brainwashing is something lethal, . The first people affected by

this are' the innocent people: Today, the result will be nuclear warfare:' -

Wh did he burn the edges?

'Well., it doesn't matter where you live. Everyone gets thir .fingers

,
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This eforE was. hardly the work of an unintelligent person. -Not did
it, indicate a spAcial artistic talent but a mature, ,perceptive r aponing

1-abilities,
For the next two years tried to convince Franklin t he had

1-abilities, -a strength that he sho5kdevelop and indeed follow up ink the
vocattOpal world. He could not be convinced.

'Sir,. 1 awdumb. 'I'm leaving school 61e day I.td6 fifteen.'

Franklin left On the day that he turned fifteen and gpit a labouring job inv_
a.nearbY bakery. A year later Franklip, sporting a powerful new motorbiker
apOoached me after schrol in the staff car park.

'Hey' Sir! See,:. I toll you I'd get one. And tonight I join the gharks'.

The Sharks wereia local*bikie group. .That night Franklin underwent the
.Shark's initiation ceremony. He drank half a dozen bottles of beet and set'
out to do his 'ton' along the highway. He hit the ton and then hit a r
parked milk truck. Franklin died three years-later from the injuries he
receives.

What an unnecessary waste. The story-of Franklin is a story ofa person
who had lots of negative thoughts about himself. He wasn't aware of his
real strengths. He believed hf was dumb and school wasn't for him. Frank-
lin thought that the only w6y people would recognise him was by acting
tough. Franklin died because of a disturbed, insecure and incomplete self-
concept."

On hearilthis story, the class of year nine students were exhilarated.
Babble fi led the air as thirty students spoke at once. , "What, a story!
His artwork was good, don't you think." The talk given by Lou TNampson, a
consultant- with an interest in,.facilitating Programmes for improving self-
concept, had really impressed these studentg.

Lou went on to tell his attentive audience of-students about Project '94.

This was a programme to charlenge them, and all the students of Cyril
Jackson Senior High Schbol to prove their worth and in doing so to improve
'their self-concept, their relations with others and their academic perform-
ance. Cyril Jackson Senior High School's social 4development programme
represented a coordinated approach by a- le staff and. its community to
avoid such a sad waste of human'potential'as was represented in the tragic
Franklin story.

5
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CHAPTER ONE: THE INTRODUCTION OF THE RELAY RUN.
o

1.1 The Schqd1 Cqntaxt

0w .

"Cyril Jack n Senior High School is situated in Bassendean, :-8 light indus-
trial subu b of Perth, Wstern Australia near the historic town of Guild-
fwd.) The area is characterised by both large warehouses and small tndus-

,

trieg.

4tA school survey .in February, 1984 indicated nearly a fifteen percent unem-
- ployment rate amongst the fathers most df whom were of working class back-

ground. A quarter of the students came from one parent families. Three
quarters of the studente' parenti were immigrants from European countries.

11,

Some of the students at Cyril Jackson Senior High School Are believed to
be underachieVing in comparison with some of the other State schools which
serviced:, affluent neighbourhoods. Furthermore, surveys had indicated that
these students, in particular, ssessed poor self-Concept.

-' 1.2 Building Self-Esteem

Teachers at Cyril Jackson Senior High School undertook la programme ,to
reestablish the self-concept of the student body. For students to gain
self- esteem,, experiences, obtained. at the schoOt demonstrated that the
students must be exposed 'to 'opportunities for success and recognition in
the curriculum. For the non.4cademiC'ttUdentt, other ways must be fou9
for them to contribute meaningfully to the. school. Turthermore,.:these'.
students required public recognition and the respect of tho, they like fOr
their positive' ac Ohs.

A *

The problem 'of proy 04 an avenue for building self-esteem ig.a -mit edit-
ional school such aS 14 Jackson Senior High.School was a difficul ono. N
Constraints fabedy e:teachers included large classes Which were groupitd
'by. age, subject and.ability, fixed timetables, limited resources and' a,. "'
narrow spitem of alUAtion. Under these circumstances, it was difficult
to find ways to'provi4'fhe communication, friendly interaction and mutual
respect required for social developMent. ...71eabhers simply did not have the
opportunities to place their non-academic students in situations where they
could demonstrate their strengths and gain recognition for.their successes.

G6odself-concept, sound communications and relationships withothers Mb-
.

menced with classroom teachets and :,.classrd0 processes. ,However, the
constraints were such that additional school wide supports were vital.
Students needed to be removed from.their'familiar situations end exposed to

. challenges which would require them to take.-responsibilitk., solve real life
problems and to work together both to explore their abilities andrto ach-
ieve theirloals. It waslound to be -"easier when those challenojeCinvolved

.

the 'parents, the teaallors and the students away from the traditional school
setting.

The model used-by Cyril Jackson Senior High School commended with surveying
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the staff, the ,students and their parents in July,' 1'982, to discover, theft

perceived needs. From these' needs, a school-v:4de theme was "determined and

specific objectives for a ntimber of self-cohcept projects were written.

This theme was worked into the curriculum of all subject areas and referred

to throughout the school year by all the teachers. The parents and the

students were involved.-in the organisation of the theme, and in- working out

those day by day steps by which the objectivestcoulAhe implemented. The

process had led to a commitment by aIl'the staff to facilitate development

of the overall student body's self-concept:

1.3 Project '84: An Overview

In 06tober,- 1983, the staff and some parents at Cyril Jacksaa'Senior High

School were receptive to Dr. Denis Lawrence and Mr. Lou Thompson from the

West Australtilp Colleges of Advanced Education when they proposed an illnov--

ative sOcil tievelcppment project;' The theoretical basis for the social

:development plan was the need to.xedOcerthe gapoWnten the students' views.

of their ideal selves and their actual self-image. Research studies had

,indicated that capitalizing, on students' successes in the non-academic as

well as. the academ4c areas would improve their pelf-esteem and -their acad-

eMiC performance.' "'Teachers. would improve their acceptance of students,

their ,communications, their sense of empathy,and'their appearancp of gen-

uineness. The ultimate outcome was to be a more effective education

system.: 1

The theme of the social development programme at 'Cyril Jackson Senior High

:School in 1984 became 'Kids Helping Kids', incorporating a process for the

raising ,of ftiods to help*thedisable4. This the was connected with a

developing pride in the name 'Cyril Jackson Senior High School' and the

cry, 'We can do it!'#

In planning the project, all the staff committed themselves to integrate

some social development themes in their year's programmes related to the

project's arms. The culmination of the programme was the organisation of

a relay cycle and run. Parents and students a s twell as teachers would be

involved in the foUr organising committees, ;these being Running,

Curriculum, Media and Communtty Involvement. ,

In the second term of 1984, the training for the 'Cycle and run sections of

Project '84, as the 'venture was calpd, was well,underway. Ovei eighty

students completed the rigorous requirements of,the progressive ten week

programme to d strafe the required levels'of fitoess. The remainder of

the student iv .s encouraged to involve themselv4 in actively sponsor=

ing the cyclists and runners...

The work of the curriculum committee moved through an 'awareness of, dis-L

abled people', phase in first term t& 'direct involvement' with aut tic

children in" second term. Classes discussed films, listened to guest k-

ers and-then, in some cases, had the opportunity to have autistic child en

in. their classrooms. This experience provided a basis for thWtheme , ds

Helping Kids' .p

As a result.of sponsorship of the students, who undertook a three thousand
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three hundred kilometre relay, the school succeeded jn raising over fifteen
thousand .dollars beyond'its expenses. In a well pOblicized.finale these
funds were, donated td charity to assist children with handicaps. The
documented change in self-concwt which resulted.from the relay and assoc-
iated .fund _raising has jo to substantialland beneficial changes in the
students' behaviours 'ardond. the'schodl.

?

1

1.4 4 Introducing the Concept

Thursday, October20th,- 1983, was-an unusually hot day. The sun in 8
cloudless sky drove the-temperature to an unseasonable thirty four degrees..
Celsius. Classes were dismissed at two thirty to allow -a staff meeting...

This meeting was given unusual status. In a departure from custom, alid,,of

'Cyril). Jackson's feeder primary schools hadAbeen notified'afid were invited
to send their staffs or staff representatives. Parents had also 'ben
inv4.ted and thirty parents were there.- One primary school's entire ,staff,
had arrived while all feeder schools, were represented. Janet Ristic,
deputy principal, had gone personally-to eadh school to issue invitations
and this contact had made the difference between poor and good attendance

The, first speaker, introduced by the president of the Staff Association,
Rod Evans, was Dr. Denis Lawrence,'a"psychology lecturer. Dr. 'Lawrence was
well known for'his research into the relationship. of self-concept,and the
remediation of reading.

rTh'

1.5 The Nature of Self-Concept

"Over the last ten years", he stated, "I have undertaken research ilAo the
. importance q,f self-esteem in students and I have been especially inte ed

in the effect of its enhancement upon their .behaviour." He continua: by
noting that. the lack of self-esteem manifested itself in.two. types of
behaviour.' "The classic characteristics ", he stated, "of tVe childiwith-

,low self-esteem are timidity, shyness, and withdrawn behaviour.

The other type of .behaviour, shows itself in
teacher's natura'1 reaction to this type of action,"
"is that the student needs.to be pqt in his place.
way, such behaviour is as much a sign of low set
behaviour."

aggressiveness. The
DK. Lawrence

inYet,, n a diffkent
f-esteem as withdrawn

Dr. Lawrence went on to explain that Eysenck (1959) had shown that people
may be classified from introverts to extroverts. Eysenck found that, when ,

%TrAiStrated, they move towards'the opposite ends; of the-spectrum by becoming
more timid or more aggressive.

tc

"Self-concept," Dr. Lawrence.afWmed, "is a compldx issue.' There,areimOre
than one thousand terms in common usage for self-concept." Dr. Lawrence).
quoted Michael Argyle (1961) who defined 'self-concept" as the sum total of

:,314 a- persofi's psycholOgical and physicalcharacteristics and their evalu ion
of them. TM's definition referred to',global self=-concept... G16bal lf--

o-
.V.
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concept was found
self-esteem. 'Dr.

.

to,pe split into three parts
Lawrence explained: .

: ideal ;Pod.

-"Self-image- is the idea that one glits of oneself frow others, fram one's.

friends, family and school. It refers to the perception one has of one-.

self as-a person both mentally 1-1d Self - image is created by

the way that people reacted toothers either through their acceptance or

theirrdlection. Our ideal self -is a vision of socially acceptable ways or

behaviours such as being clean, palate and tidy. It referted to. the

physical things 'one should be able to do and those mental things which,

should be'masteied such'as reading and arithmetiO.".

At any polint, Dr. Lawrence. sugg

self-image and the ideal self.

from their pregent position to
problems and become depressed

? ,

sted;, "there is a discrepancy atPeen
tudents'move in their-normal Aelielopment

lit their _Aspirations:' Students have

COY stop pOogressing towards the ideal,

Wen 6tudents find, that they cannot do the things that they should be

striving towards,- then they are "'at risk'. Students may became worried

and exibuS'becau§e of the pressUre on them to*reach,the ideal. They begin

to feel that there is something wrong with them and they blaMe themselves. ,

They may feel 'guilty about the sort of people they pre. Consequently, when

presented with similar types A tasks, they naturally avoid these "by with-.

" drawal or .aggiessime behaviour. In this way they avoid the humiliation

.caused by .failing.

cs,

a

The other.extire is the.situation where insufficient pressure is put on"

students outside the school environmental There is insufficient anxiety to

reach the ideal. /These studentataNe non-achieving but possess good self-

esteem because they are utiaware of their inadequacies."

Dr. Lawiehce listed some char

"At is formed through the -e

.A.,* and determines lar9ely wt4
ions which do not fit thei?

eristics of self-concep

enceO of the 6ildren.
ple-do. Studentsjgeel
ception of themselveS.

t.
It is a motivator

insecure in-hituit-
It is resistant to

' quick change. Carl Rogers (1 -961) reported that people' cling, to /their

handicaps for safety and familiarity. They chanfe gradually."

.
,

er Dr. Lawrence suggested that the self-concept of students should be enhancgc

4" because ,those children with higher self-concept have higher attainment. 'If

"Research writings," he said, "have shown a consistent positive correlation

between the level of self-esteem and academic ,achievement at all levels.

Teachers being in the business of academic.achieveMent must look .at the

emotional side of chisldren." AN- .0

Ne*aan do this,." the speaker recommended,,"by firstly, examining ourselves

and .tls[r. attitudes." He added that researcher, Robert Burns; (1961) has

demonstrated correlation between the self - esteem of teachers, and thoOr

studentS. Teachtrs with low self-esteem have students with low self- ,

.esteem. The colerse is also true. In essence, teachers are the models,i:

which students r lect over ti

"f--

4Psychologists " Tor.irLawrenoe- said, "hive suggested Chat it is not the

techniques whi are important bilt rather the quality of the relationships_

between the to hers and the students. . For the establishment of good

9

.r
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Alf

relationships three qualities are crucial. These are aCceetance, genuine
., ness and pmpatily. A

Carl Rogers has explained that- teachers must totally accept the student
although teachers may rejectia Specific behaviour: Students must operate
within a framework whfch provides for their self-regard and self -*es
StUdepts'. self-esteem must not be reduced during a disciplinary action.
Rather, the students must he separated from'7their behaviours.. The behav-
iouns must be criticised rather than the child,

Genuineness nefers to being sincere* 'Teachers should be perceived.as real
people with hobbies and interests with 'which students may identify. Robert
Burns has found that teachers who are unable to.establish a rapport tend
to - teach more formally. They attempt tol2keep tt-ieir authority,. a good
control measure, but not a good way to improve student-self- esteem. .Being
genuine means being natural, 'spontaneous, and being genuinely interested in
the students. It means reviewing the teacher's own self-concept to dis-
coyer .why a teacleor can or cannot make relatiOnships easily and spontan-
eousl. Often teachers, hide behind a mask,sand' fear to risk their person-
ality because they folitar.tht they will lose self-respect and the respect of
'others.

.The third quality, empathy must be communicated to students so that they
know ,t.hat the Coacher real l unders,tands. what jA feels like to be, them.
it means liStening Co the stud6nts' feelings in an understanding way and
reflecting back, an .understanding of their upsets. Punishing oe ridiculing
the students submerges the behaviours temporarily without. Changing the
behaviours or solving the problems.

After explaining the meaning of self-concept, Dr. Lawrence rapidly reached
the .central theme of his message to the staff. "Self-concept is tot
something which you can improve with a book -on strategies," he stressed.
"Rather,. it depends on the quality of the relationship developed between
tile teacher aria his students. A good relationship may only be developed
b7 teachers examiniig their own attitudes on how they'perceive and relate
ato their-students." Dr. Lawrence went on to demonstrate that'educational
research- had!:ndicated that teachers who fockled on improving their' stud-
ents' el.-f---Opt succeeded in Improviiig their students' behaviours and
academic petformaTe in theprocess.

4

1.6 The We5t Leederville Run

The second speaker', Mr. Louis Thompson,was known to several staff for his
efforts, in 1983,. in organising a run for West Leederville Primary'School
Students from Kalgoorlie to, erth, a distance of about .Seven hundred kilo-
metres. .

'"Perhaps", he began, "the number of schools we've recently visited to talk
on self-concept is an indication of the need in this area. A project at
West LeederVille Primary School in 1983, provides a model whith ;can be
expanded. I'm .glad .tha principal is sitting right at the back of this
room because when he hears of the challenge I'll.offer this school, he may .

throw something."
. .

. lk

44



Lou cop t:

Primary
improve
ting on

concept
cluded
ground.
of want
cothment:

inued, "In early 1983, Doll Lech,, the principal' of West Leederville

School, x;kod 16r assistance. He wished to help the school to

the behaviour of sze- -students who were having difficulty in get-

with each other. -4". Following some informal visits and a .self-

'inventory, some important need areas were revealed. These in,

the physical assertion or authority by a few students in the play

Students lived for the present and sought immediate satisfaction

s. For instance, the behaviour was exemplified by a 'student's

'If he calls me a boong, I'll fix hiwright:now."

Lou explained that the students saw their teachenrs as neutral .figures but

were opposed to school,as an institution. Consequently, vanaalism was a

problem. Students had compartmentalised themselves, -held limited aspirat-.

ions and were afraid to go beyond their circumscribed boundaries.

Lou added that the difficulty with the term self-concept was its vagueness.

"It's hard to explain to students how to like oneself or how to get on with

othets. The teacher needs a concretelnodel or reference point with which

students can identify. They need to realize that their words have influ-

ence and can hurt. They need ,tb see that we've strengthi,as' well as

weaknesses. The West Leederville teachers needed this conciee model for

their students.".

Lou. explained how this model was achieved.. "At an assembly, gon.Anderson,,

a blind marathon runn6r was introduced. He was to rirovide'the students.

with their model demonstrating that even handicapped people have strengths.

The school, decided that a few handippped children. who had obvious

strengths and weaknef-3ses should be introduced into their classes. . Twe

weeks after- the.Anderson visit, the students were asked if they would like

to meet autistic children, bizarre kids with some -strange behaviours.

They wouldn't coniiunicate. Some would scream out, or wet their pants, or

flap their arms, and run in circles. Students were asked to-We/come these

unusual guests for two hours once a week."

"Normally," Lou said, 'teacher aides accompany autiistic children at, all

times.' However, the West Leederville children related so well to the

autistic kids, that these aides could leave for coffee and lunch. The

experiment was successful."
, / -

"This situation," he said, "was used as a-referral rint by all the West

Leederville tea(thers. In a playground fracas teach*s, for instance,

would say 'You can communicate well with autistic childicen. Why can't you

get along with each other?' Autistic children representeda model for these

students to refer back to and to think about. With%the climitment and hard

work of the West. Leederville teachers," Lou said, "their.Students"gradually

became less seff-centred and less concerned over theimmediate wants.

)
4

However, the L'mited vision of the students causedrthe staff tt. ',trY to ,;:

'pull the sch Oi
out of its tiny shoe box'. The school would try, some-

thing beyond the aspirations of the students, to show that something which

seemed impossible could, in fact, be made possible. In. effect, these ,

students icould be part of a dream made 'to come true. The staff felt\that,

by doing such an activity once, the students would later in, life have the

confidence in thfnselves to try a seemingly impossible task again. They

4
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mould have expanded ambitions and aspirations. It was also hoped that some
immediate effects would be a better awareness of their fr'iends' needs,
greater ease . with their own feelings, recognition of the Strengths- and m
weaknesses of others and respect f the rights-of others.

.

The idea that 91e staff adopted as to have-the t4 children'run'the seven
hundred kilometres of mostly dry, flat farmland between -. Kalgoorlie and
Perth. The purpose of run was to expand the children's horizons and to
draw some public attention to their friends, the autistic children.t

The first reaction to the idea of the run was that it was impolteible, that
they couldn't do it. The authorities said, Ws impossible: Don't do
it'. The parents, many from SouthetnEurope said, 'YoulliKen't taking my,
daughter all the 'Way up to Kalgoorlie to sleep in a tent in the scrub. Oh
no! It's not on.'

The staff listed all.the objections, and one by One° solved. trim., The
school ran the distance and enabled the Autistic Society to raise a large
sum of money. For one glorious hour, people in the school were set on a
pedestal. It was the only time that a West Australian school appeared on
all three Pert television stations during the prime news period for a

' positive event. For an.hour, the staff and students knew what it was like
to make the impossible become possible."

"Yet," Lou warned, "the project's long temoutcomes were less successful.
Parents were,conceined over unrealized promises for chahgep of behaviour in
their children. Many of he old behaviours came bhck. -" Some behaviours
simply didn't change. The four key instigatprs of conflict were also good
runners and went to_Kalgoorlie. It was expected that at leasteon the run,
they would show an awareness of others. Yet they broke out of their

. billets the first night.. At ,Northam, they threatened to Jump into the
"`wooded Avon River unless they were granted theft way. The new ,bus was

damaged.

On Friday night, after the run, an autistic child became lost". In 'the
morning, one of the problem students appeared at Mr. Thompson's room still
in his Kalgoorlie tracksuit, crying: 'I've looked everyWhere-all night and
T still can't find him.' Here was a genuine example of one kid caring for

fl another." 0

"What I've learned from the run," Lou asserted, "is.that self-concept is
about you and'yotir relationships with your students. It's abOut getting
on together. Theory suggests that ill.the students need a concrete model
'to .show.them how to make their relationships work- The process is sloW.
Perhaps, the teachers expected.kr"much, .too quickly. There are many

. year§ of conditioning that the students have to come to. terms

"A school," T40111 asserted, "must-start ,with an event which 'grabs kids by
.the scruff. of the neck'gand excites them. Studenti have. to be. seen as
Amportant. .They have to'feel that they, hae done 'Something impossible.
It had' to be.a teal experience; achieving recognised success. Otherwise,
unless teachers, are careful' they will produce some unhappy ':adults. In
1986, ten. children from the average year'ten claSsroom statistically will
be unemployed. If your students ,bave difficulty 4n getting on with .each
other now, hoo.will-they get on with hours and hours of free time when they



are frustrated and.in poverty."

SI

1.7 Challenge and Response

Lou Thompson completed his addred with a challenge. "I am quite keen and

I have the organisational_ knowledge to get one hundred children to. run

from Sydney to Perth."
T

9

The audience laughed. Yet the address stirred considerablstaff: discus-

sion. "Was it worth it?" elicited from Lou a firm "Yea, it wee, -abso-

lutely." A question on whether the West teederville run was 'really 'a

failure led to a testimonial by another teacher on the value of the project

in making at beast one student she knew from that school a better person.

"The "run," Lou stated, "did not achieve the set objectives, but perhaps

these were too unrealistic":

Refreshments followed, permitting an informal chat about Lou's proposal to

assist Cyril Jackson Senior High School' with a similar project. One group

consisting of sports minded staff members seriously discussed/the proposal.

"Do you think we could do it?" ene member asked. -Lou joined this group to

answer some questions and,to elaborate on the Sydneyto Perth proposed run.

"There won't be any fund raising to fly the students to Sydney or to ,pay

for the run." Lou emphasized. "I'll handle the sponsorship,and all schbol

costs will be paid by the sponsors. Your role wif be to train the

:Students and to carry out the run."

Lou's enthusiasm was infectious. Janet Ristic, ,the deputy principal,'

indicated her administrative support. A submission -for partial funding

Could be submitted to .the Commonwealth Participation and Equity nProgramme

Whose deadline was October 26, one week later. Following- discuseionsi

these teachers indicated their enthusiasm for theidea and their willing-

ness to serve on a 'run' planning committee.

The following day the idea was discussed with the. principal, Mr Harry

Bennett. Recalling. that Friday, Harry stated:, "I was supportive of-the

idea from the start. Our students lead faitly uneventful, quiet exist-

ences. I'm a great believer in the role of he_school'in making-memorieC

These are memories of:challenges faced by the students and overcome: Such-,

4memories remain with .those students for the remoinder of-their lives. An.

event such as a run would Stay vivid in those students' minds long after

ve forgotten everything *lse about the school."

nsequently, .Mr. Bennett consulted by telephone with the Director General

of Education to gain an initial 'reaction,." As the reaction was favourable,

the members of the run group placed the idea to the entire staff for a vote ,

of approval on Monday, Optober°24th: A quick vote at the morning tea break

indicated. unanimous staff support for an investigation into the possibiltty

that the school could carry out the run.

On: Wednesday, a Participation and :Equity submission entitled a "Social

Development Programme." was drhfted by.the Deputy.PrinciOal, Jahet

It was apparent that this initiative was important in motivating the staff.

'members to investigate' the project further'since it indicated,administrat-
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ive approval and support,

This submission sought funding to employ_ ou Thompson on a part time basis
for the first term,i'1984 as a consulthnt tq-the school to assist the Cyril
Jackson's staff in developing a classroom climate conducive for
development. The second. part of the pregramme was for some support for the
Sydney to Perth run for one hundred students to raise money for the Autis-
tic Association. Th'e third component of the submission sought funding to
permit autistic chirdren to visit the school.

Following the completion of the Participation and Bguity Programme (P.E.P.)
submission, .Lou "Thompson was invited to the school for the entire day of
Thursday, the 10th November, 1983. The schedule 'was a, heavy one 'for him,
involving talks with the administration, the senior staff, and those mem-
bets who were interested in the run.

Addressing Mr. Harry Bennett, the principal, and the two,deputy principals!
Lou Thompson briefly 'outlined the outcomes which he felt Cyril Jackson
Senior. High School should achieve from the prograinme and run. "This pro-
ject", he stated, "will bring together the Cyril Jackson community to
achieve a common goal. Everyone would have tasks and a part to play.
The project would," he said, "be the basis for ongoing projects'on which
the school could build." Using an analogy, Lou stressed that the project
would be an .umbrella, providing a reference point.around which teachers
could refer in their programmes. Lou stated, "students would develop,
belief in themselves,' in their ability to attempt and succeed in a feat
which, at first, had seemed utterly impossible."

1.8 IntrOduction,of the Concept to Senior Staff

Nddressing the Senior Masters, Lou went on to say: "TeacherS know more-Chan
ever before about the content.of their ,subjects. However, society is
unhappy that.many students aren't .making the most of their oppOrtunities.
SoCially, man students.are unable to take full advantage of their school-
ing experience. Often, students lack confidence in themselves and in
their abilities. Th6y perceive their schooling as being unpleasant. If
students are confident and happy with themselvessocially, they'll relate

.

\better to their teachers. They'll enjoy school, learn more and perform
. better academically.'

Lou suggested some guidelines for the run. All` costs would be covered by
the sponsors who. would use their name in. connectton with the run. Stu-

. dents could contribute a small amount towards costs as part of their social
development. Fund raising-would be undertaken,by an outside organisation,
rather than the school. All med4 coverage would be 'handled by the Princi-
pal who. would ensure that the Students would not,be exploited' for, com-
mercial gain. A management committee-with both school and' community
representatives was necessary ,to provide the final approval for all de-
cisions.-

4 Lou outlined his role irCthe project. He would_beinvolved "boots and
I all" through being in- the hoof one day a week. He sought official

school recognition for hiS itvolyement but did not want media recognition,
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which he. felt would depcive th4'school of necessary recognition for its

efforts. He would.provide a theoretical base and would offer direction and '

'a rationale for the staff and the studerits in assemblies, camps, classes

and small grodesA He would also act'as a consultant for Staff in modifying

and integrating ,their curriculum based on the'running experience.

"The run is,the cu'mination," Louiti3td,t "The curriculum aspects of the ,

programme must be ongoing from we6k.one. A humanistic programme whidh

involves every teacher and every subject is essential for social develoPr

meqt. Teachers must reinforce the.social model which stressed concern

about the needs of others. Teachers Nmst work, tOgether to 'establish a

common attitude that regardless of difference's, Cyril Jackson's students

could work together, in harmony as a team. to achieve a common goal which

would benefit others. , These themes would have to be;a part Of every, lesson

to focus attention, week by week, on the,pthoOl's goals. As a

studentA would learn that they'd make the impossible, possible by cooperat-

ion," 1

The senior staff's attitudes at this initial meeting were supportive.

>However, some questions following Lou's address to the Senior Staff.indic-

ated .sope concerns to be resolVed. These included:- the role of year

twelve students in tie run and a possible, conflict with their study, ways

of coping with the disinterested students, the role of staff who were

already committed 'outside,of the school, and possible conflict of the

timetabling of the run with work experience, exams and other timetabled

activities. S.gnior staff asked that Lou address the Staff Association

meeting planned for the following Thursday, the 17th November.
1,4

1.9 Obtaining Staff Commitment

The room was crowded and twenty parents attended the regular staff meeting

of November 17th. The noise of conversation'died quickly as Rod Evans,

the Staff Association's president, inEroduced/Mr.,Bennett who announced:

"On November,24th, Dr. Vickery, (the Director General) will be informed

whether we wish to proceed'with the programme and about any special needs

that we'd require for the project. The one monfh relay is a wonderful

opportunity for the students. However, it's a large logistic exercise and

a big time commitment for the'teachers. Spih-offs from the project will

include the involvement of the students and tfie staff together and in-7,

creased'community participation in the school." ,

'Following.Harry's address Lou Thompson spoke. "The last time I spoke to.

you was as an entertainer with a project,' a long wayilfrom here, Now Ii5m

talking about a project involving you. I k ow you can'complete this self-
.

concept venture!"

1.10 The Theoretical Basis for Social'9Development
I

The staff were informed that the proposed project possessed a theoretical

basis. Socialdevelo nt was 'a complex, individualized process which many.



students could find difficult to comprehend. Thus Cyril O'i)A*son's social (
develOpment programme maw, to be based around an experiential approach-which
emphastr,ed activities tpat.encou6ged"discovery learning.

I

-Secondly,' there wag the need for a theme for the students to use as a

source of reference. Trot Cyril Jackson Senior High School, the relay run
and involvement with handicapped children could be chosen as a theme for

referral by the students for their clarification and direction.

Thirdly, the students .needed to work initially within the boUndaries of
self-awareness. Subsequent emphasis would be directed at interpergonal
relationships and ifinally.toWards the role of the 'self' in the -communityt
Lou explained ways in which staff could support the programme.

"The run would provide a tasis for iilustratihg the correct social behav-
iours for distuptive students. The project would:act as an umbrella to

promote interest in subject themes related to the disabled, care for
others, and runnitg. The atmosphere Created by the project Would permit
increased staff involvement with.the 'community. Finally, teachers could
become' involved on .copmittees." Lou stressed, however, that the actual
runwould not, in'any way, cut into school time. "There is no need for you
to abandon any of your present programmes. Rather,: academic performance
should increase from the.imprpvement,in your students' self-esteem and the
encompassing atmosphere." ''A

Teachers were vociferous in their questioning. 4"What'll,we do as afollow
up for 1985?" was one major copcern. Lou explained', that atother run -was
lUdicrous. However, the school's atmosphere and the established social
development model could be used as 'the basis for other types of projects.
"Using the kids' .belief in themselveg and their pride," he suggested, "it
might be possible,, for instance, to involve them in coristruction of a camp
for autistic children near

11,

Keysbrookr about fifty kilometres from Perth."

"The run. is only one phase of a longer project" another teacher remarked...
"There ,must be a follow Lou agreed and noted that a follow up must
be the responsibility of the school.

At this ppint a show of hands unanimously demonS.trated support to go. ahead.
Mr. Bennett announced that it was. essential to:know.the' students' opinions,
prior to approaching the Director General on November 24th. He indicated
that.a favoUrable reaction had been demonstrated by the school's parents at h

the Parents and Citizens nieetingoon Tuesday, November 15th.
-

Dec'sions from the
{staff

meeting included setting a date, Monday, November
21 to inform the student council and student representatives of the t'=,

sta f's Approval for, the project.' Students would.dot be asked to vote on
the project at. that 'time. Rather, they would be asked to discuss the run. 41°

in more detail with their form representatives and amorost themselves. On
November 24th, they would, vote in form rooms on whether to adopt the
project. This would provide the students with an opportunity to examine
the project and to discuss it with their parents.

*'
The feelings of thelptaff were mixed at the conclusion cif,the meeting. "It

was a hit like. citcling a wagOn train and shooting arrows," the staff
chairman exclaimed. "A lot of questions were raised." For many staff



this meetilhg represented their first exposure to the philosophy behind .the
run. They really did not have a clear idea of what the project' would
involve throughout the year. "It was like being hit with a hammer," one
staff member commented. "I'm still fuzzy as to what's happening."

Parents ., were adked to leave their'names prior to their departure and a
promise .was made to orgahise meetings after school-hours so fathers could
attend. Following the meeting, _well after four p.ml, fifteen tea6her$
remained :talking in all groups. "It's.not the usual occurrence after
-staff meetings," Janet observed. "We didn't provide-them with refreshments
this time, to encourage them, either!"

ADELAIDE PERMJ VIA SOUTH WEST

CYRIL JACKSON CYCLE & RUN
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CHAPTER TWO PLANNING

2.1 Obtaining Student Commitment,

At one p.m. on November 21st, the students' reprosentativksfrom.years
eight.- to twelve met t6gether ,c)r the first official announcement of Pro-
ject T4. Twenty five studen Alt7,were presehtt,,quietly eating their lunches
itand listening attentively. /

Addressing the students, Janet praised them-for their willingness to take
leadership- responsibilities and to work on committees throughout the year.
"Because of your pgsition in the schobl," she stated, "you should be invol
ved from the start. The purpose of the project isn't only to involve

t.
students in a run, but also to have students become better at working with

.

each other and at getting on in groups, to look at the needs of others, and
to develop relationships with disabled people."

Cathy ReynoldS, a House Leader, continued .the address by stressing that the
project would help the students to learn apoutiphelves and 'to learn to
lietp others Boys and girls from each yeaT would' be selected on the basis
of their commitment to training and their willingness to.perform academic-

le -atly; socially and athletiCapy. Mould be capable of doing. the
ran, because it mils a relaiy. ,"The un isn't," Cathy warned "an.rexcuse to

.get out of lessons oljo^avoid the normal wtogranne."
)

. 714
;0...The entire sch-

r minute assembly,
56r a whole ne4
ships. Student
students councifl

ation..\ Student
plan -0

General

y met following the,representatives'omeeting. In a ten
. Benw9tt informed the students of the staff's consent,
amme I toOmproveptaff, community and student relation-,P

re asked to talk with theit,/house representatives,

e etform retAesetatives in order to obtain more inform
w.told.that( would vote on whether .to support' the

-

November 24th so that the principal could inform the Director
of-the schcerl." intentions.

2.2 The Role of the Riscabled4

( ,

In Noyember,:1983,1project '84's management plan called for the 2achers to
work together 'n subject dwartments on currilulum development related. to
social -,develo nt. Lou Thompson was invited Ito address each subject
departmerit's s aff. All -the Cyril Jackson Senior High School's staff

ie

/
Oicated their interest in Project '84 in spite of an anticipated transfer .

0,,of ten staff. Lou's addresses'to each subject staff focused maintS, on the
,

characteristics of autistic children, their, integration into Cyril Jackson
Aen.i.or High School lnd some of the benefits to be obtained from the exper-
ience.

1
I.

/

The .student. bobdy at Cyril Jackson .would be Lou Thompson for the
arrival of some autilptic children through italks an films. Lou reported:
"Thelp auistic children are, an essentip14<ingredient,in our social program-
me. FirStly, for students with low ].self- esteem and. at the bottom of the
'pecking order', these autistic people provide readily visible examples of

30
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people who are worse off than they. There's a tendency to feel that :I'm

not so bad after all.' It encourages the .students to change their old

attitudes represented by the feelings that 'it's a dog cat dog' world.

'Anything goes_because I'm at the bottam-of the heap.'"

"Students will begin to feel", Lou told the staff, "that they do have many

attributes going for them such as thei, health and their ability to com-

municate. Secondly, Cyril Jackson'i students should. learn the idea of

committing themselves to the completion of a difficult task in order to

achieve a goal. ,The culmination of the school's efforts could be the

satisfaction gained by everyone participating together in at ceremony to

offer a large cheque to the Autistic Association." Lou added that the run,-

as a focus for raising funds and for increasing. community' awareness Of

autism, should provide an opportunity for every student to participate. (A

This participation could take a variety of forms.

Firstly, Lou suggested, contact with some autistic children in the school

grounds outside class would prOvide many natural opportuhities to be

friendly and to develop relationships. Secondly, the school's students

could serve on commdttees with teachers and parents to organise and to

promote the run. Through this process, Lou said, valuable convnittee,pip-

oesses and decision making skills could be picked up by the students in a

real life situation. Thirdly, teacher, would use the presence of autistic-.

people and the run in th%cr classroom teachingst Students could be given

regular opportunities to think about and-to discuss the situation. Theme's'

such as 'hblping' and 'tolerance for others' could be considered. Four-

thly, during the four weeks.,of the run itself, Loepromised, there would be

'my'an for direct student,involvemeiit in learning-type aqtiv-i

ities supporting the Autistic Association.

Students could`pramote the run by designing a logo, by screen printing t-

shirts, and perhaps by manufacturing an item for the Autistic Association.

Other activities, 'Lou thought, could includelmonitoring of the accounts,

calculating logistics of the run, manning telephones, catering for the

participants and pursuing media activities. A sixth of the school, Lou

noped, would be in the run itself. All the students and members of the

local cammuDity could participate in the grand finale.

2.3 Curriculum Integrations'

r

. Another focus of Proiect '84 wasthe oppqrtunity to study topics in every

subject related to thd school's theme and where possible-to integrate some

curriculum topics. "We cannot take it for granted," Lou suggested, "that

kids will get maximum value from the run alone. We must start as soon as

possibig to look at Our curriculum. Classroom teachers," Lou warned, "must
inforce thd social development aspects from their subject bases."

11:

fr

u explained that numerous would be generated in the normal

course of teaching to refer to the themes of social development, and the

disabled. Ideas should also emerge from the running of other exciting

prolects. .

Following Lou's addresses, the teachers favoured the idea of using autistic
*
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children and the run os a focus for ciirri6'ulum development. Teachers/
suggested numerous curriculum ideas which they would deVelop in their 191)4

programmes.' These included such ideas as serving early morning breakfasts
for the runners, measuring and monitoring of fitness, writing newsldtters,
accountingionstructing posters,'interviewing, filming and so bn.

2.4 Teacher' Concethis

Concerns of tho<E0achers fell into several categories as. indicated by
their questiorning during the subject meetings. The majority of questions
were information seeking in nature. Many were concerned whethef the
school could actually, carry out the Project. "Can the'run really be done
from Sydney to Perth or -do we have a'tiger by the tail?" . Some questions
focussed on 'how, when and who' would select staff and students for spar-
ticipation in the run. Perhaps the most common questions were, "How and
when will we select thd rtInners?" "How do we involve students mho aren't
selected?" Anxiety was expressed over the costs of the run and the mec-
hanics for obtaining sponsorship. The staff wanted to know the full Costs
of the run and the school's commitment towards raising this money.

Concerns over the organisational structure were also apparent. These
included the numbers, duties, select?on and structure of management commit-
tees, methods for the iselection of a coordinator, and methods for the
selection and thv evolvement of all the students: Teachers wanted to know
the name of the coordinator of the project. If the administration coor-
dinated the project, teachers worried that,the run might. 4p a fait
accompli. Would staff, they asked, be involved democratically and have
their decisions respected? Teachers felt that there _must be a 'project
coordinator elected by staff with at least one day a week free'to work on
the project, 4

A second area of anxiety was the school's involv t with autistic child-
-ren. Questions focussed on reasons for choosing autistic ohildren, their
characteristics' and the ways by which they would be introduced and integ-
rated' into the school. Community involvement represented another foqal
point for many questions. The teachers wanted to know how the loCal com-
munity could be involved and their specific roles in the project and in the
school. A fourth area of contention related to the effects of Project '84
on the school's present programmes and curriculum. Questions related to
perceived interruptions to and effects on the teachers' current programmes -.

attitudes of the Education Department.' Did the D r for General and

and on theii existing commitments. Finally, teachers re,.,,,, anxious over thigh!,

Superintendents support the project through verbal approval and provision
of extra staffing?

The numbers and, types of questions'asked by teachers during these subject
discussions did indicate some staff anxiety over the ")implications of Pm-
ject It was apparent that sane staff -felt that they lacked suf-,
ficlent info ation concerning the Project and its specific implications
for them. .



2.5 Planning and Organization

The planning process for Project '84 was outlined on the staff notice board

under the.heading, ,Understanding Our. Own and the Needs of Others".. The

staff was notified tha't December 8th was to be a critical date for teachers

in the organising of Project '84. Then, the staff-would vote on their

wishes to become inv'olvedwith the,A0tistic Society, would elect a Project

'84 Coordinator, and would indicate their'support for various Project

interest groups. The' run grodp, for thstance, would handl4' the mechanics

of organising the, run, support and backup, health and fitness, training)

prior to the toter and excursions and entertainmentY Another; the media

group was tsi_hanOle media communications and publicity, A third group

would look at co4unity involvement and would examine some means to involve

the parents and other oannunity.members. The curriculum group would recom-

mend various ways that social development opportunities'could be integrated

into the school's subject's:

On 'the-Friday before the'sbff meeting of Monday, December 8th, two staff

members, Peter Panegyres, Senior Master of the Physical Education Depart-

ment and Leon Rum ord,. a science teachei, accept nominations for the

position of Proj '84 coordinator.
0

2.6 Difficulties and Orpproval'
I

Both" Peter and Leon then,withdrew their names as nominees r the position

of coordinator. They were-Concerned over the apparent la of Education

Department support. Peter subsequently reac6epted his nomination and was

elected by acclamation on the basis that he would be replaced one day a
%1/4.'?

week by a relief teacher to enable him to coordinate the overall programme.

The December 8th staff meeting was opened by Rod Evans who requested that

the ',teachers select the chaOty to be invelred with Project '84. With

three absentions and two negtive votes-; the staff voted overwhelmingly to

support the Autistic Society and to accept Autistic children withip :the

school.' Teachers ire invited to suggest their areas of interest for 1984.

Relative interest in the different groups was apparent in these numbers:

CUrriculum with six members Under COlin Pratt, _Media with seven members-

upder Rod Evans, Run Committee with eighteen members under,Leon Rumford,

and the Community Committee with three members under Reggie"Mbran.

. These chairpeople with Project '84 Director, Peteryanegyredand the admin-

istration formed the Management Committee. The meeting concluded with an

addreis by the Principal, Mr. Pennett, who outlined a timetable and a.

probable route for the run and who suggested the possibility of teacher

release for the Project_ '84 Coordinator ,ffom teaching duties for a day a

week.

2.7 Conclusion
a

It was hard for the. teachers to believe tha roject '84 had emerged only

Dr
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s,

three Months before the Otid.of terM'onAlecember 15th. ;Staff ,had became
involved in.a major project to alter school's curriculum', to involve the '''''

school's community in its affairs Bind to improve the students' self-esteem.

ti

At Cyril Jadksoh Senior High School, the excitement by the staff over
,Project '84 was infectious. Most of the s aff roan's discussion focussed
on the pros and cons of the Trojecti litopo. logistics of the run, cur-
riculum alterations, autistic children and. unity involvement. Groups N`
met frequently during lunch-hours or after school December 8th, with the
appointment of a staff coordinator and the establishment of interest
groups, marked, the completion of planning for 1983.. The exhausted staff
welcomed their holidays.

maw MARATHON RUNNER RON ANCSERSON BEING
INTRODUCED AT STUDENT ASSEMBLY

a
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CHAPTER THREE SPONSORSHIP

3.1 The_Piedia
.

In early 1984, thp-accOunt of the problems of obtairiing commercial sponsor-

ship for the` run was initially one of, frustration,, disappajrntment' and

,Continual effort. k

cyril 'Jackson's ochePs were superb educators. "We ween't experienced

bUSinesSirten or. p ssional fund raisers," the D6puty Principal remarked:

"We were naive andInsophisticated in dealing'with the business would and

this would be .true of most. school staffs geherally.". The organisers yere

busy classroom tev2hers:. O,faced all the.normal problems of. practising

teachers; heavy -teaching s' Cs, shortage of time; lesson preparations and

qfreque marking 'commitments.' Furthermore, the. organisers did not have .the

techniques 1, resolve;:issues quickly.

The fund raising story began with Lou's promise to the staff ,'that fund

raising would he unnecessary. Lou_conimitted himself to handling .thp

aspect of the project.- "Staff," he swot gi "would only undertake theorgati-

4sat -of-the7tum--- Al-k7f.inancingf-tlitq;rojecl:.-woubd-be- handled 'by the_
.

sponsors WOO.S eager wi71. ing benef :froili the advertising:
These sponsors would be found by the television station from the businesses

who supported 'Telethon-." Consequen'ly, if early-December, Lou Thompson,

had visited 'a television network and met with the -Telethon manager and

othek Telethon officials. ,,At that:meeting Lou had Presented the concept of

a Sydney a Pe,r-th relay run by the school in the same format as the -West

Leederville Primary School's run from .Kalgoorlie to Perth filived_ by the

television ne rk dori the preceding year, This run, .9f course, was

larger in-scope, involved n)re stu clhts and was considerably ,q0re extensive

than the.19183 projett.

Lou told the school that "the staff at the television station were thu

siastic concerning the idea andAindicated.that 41ey could probably f nd; a

sponsor." Asa result of. this-meetincl, Lou. was confident that,the 'station

would locate the sponsors to finance-the-costs associated with undertaking

the Cyril Jackson Senior High School's run. The Autistic Society, he

thought, would undertake the'fund,rpising associated with .the sponsorship

of the runners to perm'It a S-mation by the, school to Telethon. ,Che only

ounititment that Cyril JackSon's staff and students would undertaker, was the

actual mechanics -arks ttlk.- performance of the run. 'As a result. of Lou's

meeting with the personnel of the local- television network"in De6ember, the

school's staff, were confident that the project would be supported and would

proceed/as planned in 1984.

The PrinCiml, Mr. Harry Sennett had been concdrned since December, how-

ever, over fin611,4i-mg the details of the extent-of the support to. be

provided by the televisipn network. A week before Christmas, after classes

had recessed, A meeting was 'organised by mr. Bennett between a Telethon

administrator, titter Dean, himself, and Janet Ristic..

The offer of support by the media appeared tentative in this meeting. They

requested further information from the school. including "the tin tacks",
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hard financial data such as a detailed cost accounting. The school was
,informed that these figures, required by mid-March, were essirti,,f for
approaching sponsors.

.

In an early February meeting Harry) Janet, and Peter met with the executives
of Telethon: The television network again indicated its wish to obtain the
full costs for the run bOt expressed its confidence in finding sponsors,
It now seemed that the television network's personnel shared much, of the
enthqpialam,for the project that was felt by the school,

3.2 CommenceMent of School

The .first staff meeting underplay0 Project '84 and the run. This 8401proach had been agreed upon at a-management committee meeting held in late
DeceMber. That meeting had decided to let the school get underway for two
weeks without disruptions. This petiod was always difficult with constant
enrolments, numerous timetabling adjUstments and the settling in of the new
classes and teachers.4 Avoidance of discussion would also prevent the newstaff frdm feeling threatened by the'-possibility.of an extra workload or
the unknown demands of'the proposal. Consequently, virtually no inform
ation was presented at this time to the9TIOrai..#.4ff Pigcmssions__Ohtdh_did-:-Occur mit.-pdivid4PUA4chere with ifictOlegAo :play. 16.--
PrOject The new'beachersWere introduced by lhnch hour -Meeting to
the ,project -on February 28th. This meeting foc sed on the curriculum ,

aspects of Projece:484:

Negogationa with-the Medi were unknown to most of the staff. But kl was
not w611. The first mana 't committee meeting of the 27th February was
troUblel by the lack of definite support being offered ba the school for
the run. However, the teachers' attitudes were positive with reports from
the media and curriculUm committees indicating that planning processes and
the social development aspeCts of Project, '84-were proceeqing.

4

Mr, Bennett was requested by the -tun dammittee to ascertain the degree of
support by the army and to reapproach the-Media fai further information oh
sponsorship. At this.ttme, Mr, Beilnett approached 'the.Anry seeking use of
their equipment for crossing the Nullarbor Plain. DiffiCulties with ob-
tainin4. supplies of camping equipment, -provisions and water mlle army
support crucial ,for this difficult section of the ruts. Mr.Bennett, report'
to staff indicated that interest-hadbeen expressed by the minister assoc-
iated with the armed forces'in helping with Project. '84 as. part of the
anmy's:training programme. 4.

.

By mid-March; Leon Rumford, the: Un coordinator/ wanted to 'know definitely
whether sponsors had been found to provide all thv necessary fOnds and
running equipment. Teachers were expecting. sponsors to One into the school
to equip studepts with running shoes and clothes to .create a .cohesive.
school image. In,return, spontaors would put their names on the students' T
Shirts. It was assumed-that.if some sponsors could not be found by Easter
then the run section of Project '84 would be.terminated. It vas lt.thst
there would be insufficient time to involve parents. and to train t1 stpd-
ents later in the year..



Plans to call a large C 'unity Meeting by the Con unity Committ coordin-

ator, Reggie Moran, wore postponed because of a growing anxiet over the

-uncertain future of the pr'oject. Consequently some of the initial parental

enthusiasm aroused in late 1983 was dissipated.

3.3 Near. Collapoe ,4

.4

The Media had not yet contacted the school by late February. Urgent phone

calls by Lou Thompson to the television station indicated their concern

.over. the high expens6s of the run. They had not been able to find a sponsor

willing to meet the school's costs. A.subsequent phone call indicated that

the media would not accept the Cyril Jackson Senior High School's Project

'84 in its present form.due,to its expense. At this time the school was

notified by the army that the run was incompatible with its training, aims,

and that no support could be offered. The school was faced with the

enormity of the task of Crossing the Nullarbor on foot.
m

It was at this time that the committee coordinators and administration

really became 'concerned. It' appeared that the run concept would fail. The

sense of despondency in the school was tangible.

Janet Ristic, recalling that moment, made this analysis. "For us,' it was a

huge, exciting and tremendously impottant undertaking. The television

network's enthusiasm had been spohtaneous.when they first heard about it

and we-had seen what had happened with the run from Kalgoakrlie. WsApught

that the same would happen with ours although on a larger scale. The

project was perceived by us as a tremendous event,, the first of its kind

%; being undertaken in Australia. But we got the project out of perspective in

:) its importance to the television network. They had so many projects going

that this seemed only one of a million. We were naive to have thought

they'd give us top priority when, in fact, we were only one of their many

activities. We should have'realised that we were low priority in the

station's plar;ning. Thy were primarily a business company with -business

priorities."

Lou and Peter felt incredibly frustrated by the media's apparent rejection

of the project: Planning for the run had reached a road block. Without

the support of the television network it seemed that that there waslittle

possibility of finding sponsors to meet the expenses. Now, into March;

the staff and the stu-nts were ready to organise and to 'begin training.

CoMmittee organisers begin to question whether the project was plgssible and

enthusiasm cooled noticea ly. mg

Colin Pratt, the chairman

was a general uncertainty
run. Teachers didn't 1

demanding tasks to do.

work in their classroords a

clearly defined if they were
the staff tended to react by
were still open tO.suggesti
putting in work until they kn

of the curriculum committee, recalled: "There

ongst the teachers as to the prospects for the'

i e the uncertainty tahen they had so many other

ey liked clearly cut choices. They had enough

d anything extra in their own time had to be

going to do it. Because the run was'uncertain
saying that they wouldn't participate. They

ns but steered clear of getting involved or

w for certain that the project was definite."

c.
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Once again,' a meeting was organised between the television network and
the organisers. At this meeting the Telethon officials indicated that they
were concerned about the focus of any project which wished to raise' funds
for. one organisation only. Operating costs most also be drastically
reduced. Then, perhaps they would re-examine their position in respect to
the programme.

The consequence, was hasty discussions within the school. Would the staff
broaden the run to favour all disabled people and cU bacic On costs or
would they abandon the'prOject? The original concept of a relay run from

'fulfilled brief. that the sta

Sydney to Perth seemed impossible.

had given him as coordinator of the
the e run/ coordinator, felt that he

had 'fulfi
Sydney to Perth relay. Consequently4. he put forward his resignation ifi a
professional manner designed,to,reduce resentment. The staff accepted the
resignation. At a subsequent...meeting of the run committee, when,it was
revealed that the media could not find a sponsor, the. .members decided to
terminate the Project. At this point, nearly'everyohefelt that the relay
run concept had collapsed.

At-7in extraordinary staff meeting at the end of.first term, Lawrie Schlue-
ter, a key house leader and always a positive influence on the staff,
strongly challenged the teachers to stay behind the project. "In very few ,
staffs could such a project be pos$ible," he stated, got behind
thiS project by .unanimous vote. .There are Amy teachers heie with terrific
oontribUtions to make. Let's see what we can do." Lawrie's speech raised
morale.

3.4 ReorgAnisation

4

The run committee.deCide0 to continue under Lawrie's leadership as run
coordinator. In a quiCkly held general meeting before the first term holi-
day, Peter, as Project '84 Coordinator, reported Lawrie's willingness to
coordinate the run committee. A show of hands indicated the staff's
desire to continue.

During the fortnight between Easter and the first term'Vlay holidays, some
anxiety was caused by conflicting ideas between the principal and the
Project '84 coordinator on the reorganisation of the run, The confliCt was
handled by asking all staff members to put forWard their ideas for reorgan-
isation* ,Mr. Bennett, the school principal, proposed the idea of ohe
hundred students running from Perth in a circular route to Perth via the
South West during the holidays. Peter suggested that twenty, students

. cycle from Adelaide to Norseman, a small gold mining comnuAlty. The staff
felt that the run alone was'`, p as adventurous as the cycle ride,. However,
the run was feasible through -the South West withits rugged ftenery and
regularly spaced schools for a'ccomModation. The two projectemere combi
to include the cycle from .,Adelaide and the run through the South West4

.
-.

ter Panegyres now revamped part of Project '84. Twenty six staff and
students, would gly to Adelaide and cycle from. Adelaide to Norseman. TO
permit participation by a greater nUmber of students, second group of
sixty students would be involved in a run from Nors around the South
West of Western Australia by way of Esperance and Al ny to Perth. This

.1
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group would use the :;chool'!1 .1c1,1 1.

to reduce ootit.9,

lars. The proppql w-11 if

limited tirti2, v

the probabiTity of accepLance of the pcpjecl"hy
the, possibility of loratinq

3.5 1.:'Und Raising ,

At this pp i nt Lou Thompson made n

station wished to know the arnoun ', c-o-. the donAt-

Telethon from the school in Ft ;\n t(T

the cycle and the run. This (-ontristl 4110th

sion concerning its responsibilitiff; for ford

V

for actommodation
ten thousand dol-

' 11,I ry).-;ible within the
cozvts improved

Ihvrtolovision station and

innlinc(-1-111ept.. The television
ion which it could expect For
i_xy:nsi.ie media promotion of

the school's initial impres

9pter's job as the overall Project co-olilincitor was becoming complex.

Not only was hP re,:oon;liblo For theliv,(.h,inis of the run, but

also he would be involved in finding both till- sponsors to finance th; -relay

and the donation for Tolet.hon, rurth::!rmero, he h:_id to motivate the staff

and to enthuse the students without r,,,,114,1v whether the project was

"going'ahead'..", Fortunat,.ply, of Proct,

4 Succeeding under "thk,: raMpotent-ln,lernhi'rl CurYulurTi .C.OmMitteelS.-'-

CooNJinator, Colin Rrat. col in continue with the

comer-It that."all other aspo(-ts of rrojoc(. 3,1- ore really Working." ;-

Aut 'Peter and the school had not nlinned.vo undrtke these 1/;eighty reSpons-

sibilities. At this time loss ,JodirWd in,iividuais would have gladly

'abandoned the run concept. !Irmever, .coMedinator, Peter was truly vcon-

vincedof the benefits of 'the:prolet for the students. Janet recalls: ,

"It was at this Lime th...lt I sow .1 real yhone in PE.ter. He hacj been elected

-by the staff, 'given som.- recotini tion, n terms of planning time, and had

dIsCussed it ":1-1) his supportive. teachers." . He saw it as

integral to .his role in the school. ft 7(:-*Iiv..d that the set-backs and the

difficulties only made him,mor2 Fiqht 1"s' hard is possible for

its success. (He founht all th,,:? wriy to ie the run aspect of the plan

work. The administration dichn have thi,,.; Tight or the time' or the skills
to continue. Tt would hove died 41re/tut !or FA-'ter

If matters wore to pkoceed,. a celr,7h For a --:.ponsor would have to be

undertaken by the* school tO obtain funds to the relay. This task

was not being der taken,. 03 the ,7chool 1-1.51(1 expct,A, by the television

station. Peter PaneT/rs and J6ki T!.i.ompn vt.)r.k(,xl closly together to find

these sponsors and their dedicatiOri did riot f11.c.r. 'Peter wondered at his

oun Commitment._ ."Althouh.. -it would have becn ralistic at this. time to

have tetminatqd the run, I wairaw;ry 6nd, in I decided to -find the

sponsors myself. Originally I wIuldn't hlve fak;.,n on the project unless I

had thought that all this would be done fcu The project would simply

have looked too f large.' 1 ?yvimencc,,,i makin(.1 n!.ancr OU E.3 phone calls and

appointments to locAeip'sponsor. I rode it clear to all the staff that

they woold not be inw)Ived looking for a -.;-pcor and that the normal

school prs ratTnrj would no ;r0-rru."
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At the commencement of the windy and rainy second term, the staff learned
that Lawrie Sdhlueter had resigned as the run coordinator for personal
reasons. Peter Ammediately called another meeting of the run committee at
lunchtime. The meeting was Well attended. All the fifteen' staff members
of this committee were obviously-still committed to the project.

itley accepted Peter's proposal to coordinate the cycle section himself as
well as remaining the overall Project '84'cdordinator. Alan HOnt, a manual'
arts teacher, agreed to handle Stage B, the run from Norseman through the
Sobth- West to Perth during the two weeks of the second term vacation in
September. Within a day of the meeting Alan had presented a paper on the
egoordina fan of Stage B. Other committee members nominated themselves to..
undertak well defined tasks including-the training for the cycling and the
running, 'entertainment,'the catering and the transport arrangements.

Bqually positive developments continued to occur with the curriculum and
media committees while plans went'ahead to involve the school's parents.
As far.as the teachers were concerned, the project was progressing. in spite
of the lack of sponsorship to finance the venture.

3.6 Search for Sponsors

To obtain a sponsor,,, Peter approached Ansett Airways and presented his
proposal of a run. Initially, Ansett would not be involved because they
had felt that the costs of a run from Sydney-to Perth were prohibitive.
Peter returned to Ansett Airlines to seek spondborship for the new proposal.
The state sales manager for Ansett,:Wa-s interested in Peter's alternative
scheme, the cycling from Adelaide to Nbr6eman. He made ea verbal promise of
twenty five thousand dollars to support this plan but in a follow, up letter
reduced this amount to five thousand dollars, to be provided through the
provision-, of a free flight from Perth to AOlaide for' the twenty six
cyclists.

4

The Ansett experience was an indication,. Peter fell, that skill must be
developed by educators in detecting the differences between an initial
sponsor's enthusiasm and the harsh eealities of the business world. What
businesses said and what they actually did were perhaps two entirely dif-
fer t events.

The experience of negotiating with sponsors directly was, a neW experience
for Peter and Lou. They quickly found that businesses wanted to know
exa y what they could expect from finanding the school's cycle and run.
Verbal promises of television promotion were unacceptable. The businesses
wished_to_know precisely, in writing* then nature and the extent of .the
recognition which they, would receive from the television network for their
commitment to Project '84.

0
r.

It was only at the beginning of June, six moriths after °the. first ap-J

proaches, that 'Peter managed to extract from the television network, -a
letter stating'the exact terms of their promotion. The media promised to
provide lead up publicity on the News abort the'school'S'contiibution to
Telethon. Specifically, the television network promised to produce two,.
thirty second commercials and to provide twenty, thousand dollars'Worth of

4
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exposure for these rcials.' These commercials would provide the

background of the roject, a'description of'the cycle and the run and

information that Cyril JackS'bn Senior High School 19s requesting. financial

support for Telethon. The theme would be "Kids Helping Kids". Logos and

names of, the sponsortpg companies ,would scroll across the bottom of the

commercial.

3.7 Yet "Another- Setback

At this time, a further set back occurred following a meeting between the

principal, Harry Bennett, Janet Ri.qtic'and the television network. The

school had planned to undertake a community iphone around' to seek funds

forIblethon. The school found itself respongible for the installation fee

of twenty phones in the school at a cost of around two thousand,dollarb and

the cost 8f mak.in41 thirty thousand calls at about five thousand dollai.s.

Doubts concerning the size of these 'exwnses were confirmed when the Autis-

tic Society's fund faising executive let the schoO1 know that a phone'

around probably would not be profitable. Thei'r experience had shown that

telephoning was being overly used for fund raising. The school would

hav4 -to try .some-other means-to ralse money-:,for ,..Telethon. _During,. this

crisis, '.Peter's leadership abilities wen?. once ,again -apparent. Peter

presented pertinentietails to the staff at each crisis point in a positive

way. Jftnet Ristic, the Deputy Principal Said:

"He was skilled in hi:ftlaNesentation of information. His experience as a

football coach came into play and was illustrated in his' methods. He would

realistically explain the problems, then explain positively how the prob-

lemsJ7ould be solved, ithps rekindling, team-spirit. He didn't at any stag**

let the staff see the problems in a negative light. He always put forward

the successes and the positive aspects of the programme but didn't under

,play the difficulties. These were presented as a challenge but fears were

minimised by taking on the work loadhimself."

The majority of the staff were well proteckd from these difficdlties since ...

Peter handle1 the problems. The staff dice wonder, however) why the relay

didn't progress. In March,,the reaction of the staff to Peter's coordin-'

ation was poqitive,. Oniy the members of the run committee suffered- the

agonies of doubt concerning the project's viability. By early June, how-

ever, -the teachers were despondent concerning the project's chances of

success. Peter was so committed that some staff members felts chat he was

inning: to lose touch with the general mood.

"At a committee meeting called to raie4 the question of cancelling the

Project .in the first week of June, the committee members Pointed out that

only ten weeks remained to train the students. Peter was adamant that thli

projeCt .shouldcontive ,and suggested that the staff's opinion could 1pe

ignored. He felt that' as long as the committee was willing, the cycle.6nd

run could g'q ahead. ' "We're the important ones doing 'the work,;" he em9has-

ised. "The rest of the staff would give their..support asObletails .Wete

sorted outer' As ono staff member commented: "Peter was like a bulldog.,

' He had got his teeth Into the prOject and,simply wouldn't

,,
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The Stage.B run compittee was not fully convinced. A pmall group wanted
the psychological support that resulted from knowing th'at the whole staff
wps behind the project and approved of the committee's efforts. A member
stated that "they'.d go on but they felt that they lacked support. It was
like dragging an iron ball arbund and you wondered why you bothered. What
was the point of carrying on, if this support wasn't there." Alan asked
the committee to seek a general staff vote to see if there was Estill
commitment for-the run section,

fi

3.8 Sponsorship Growth

In the meantime, folloWng his success in obtaining free air transport from
Ansett Airways, Peter and Lou approached other sponsors. The future of the
Rroject seemed brighter; now they possessed the details of the ,free,adver-
Using being made available to sponsors of the cycle and run, by the tele
vision station. Budget-Rent Car promised a Tarago utility van. Thf Rural
& Industries (R & I) Bank agreed to donate five thousand dollars_in cash
and to upderwtite a loan of five thousand dollars which would be recouped
by the school through fund raising.

However, by June 14th, only eight weeks from the date of the PioPesed cycle .

and run, planning time had run out for the school to explain the ways that.
it would raise'some funds for a donation to Telethon. At this last minute
the television network Itself came to the school's rescue. Upon requeSt by
the Netwdrk, the Jesus People, an organisation dedicated to helping youth

problemd, undertook to raise funds for TolethOn on behalf of the
school. Speaking at a staff meeting, Jeff Hopp, organiser and fundraiser
for the Jesus People,, explained:

"Our goal is to get all seven hundred students involved in helping others.
The whole school will feel themselves to be a part of thd plan of caring
for others in the community. There won't be an elite group of runners since-

.all .the students will "'support the Project and will contribute. We'll
provide the students with sponsor cards to be used in conjunction with the
media campaign three -eks before the run. With twenty thousand dollars of
media coverage the publi. 1 know about the run. ConseTiently, sponsor-
ship will be easier for ( udents .to obtain. Incentive prizes will help.
to generate student enthas .sm towards fulfilling the common goals. _Form .

'class time could be used to discuss progress and strategies in fund rais-
ing. Our experience with the fun runs in other schools has been that
they're highly successful.",

The Jesus People. promised to telephone some six hundred businesses to seek
business sponsorship of the cyclists and runners at one cent per kilometre
or.thirtythree dollar grants per business. These procedures could raise
between fifteen thousand to twenty thousand dollars to be donated by the
school to Telethon. The Jesus People would be one of the groups. to receive
Telethon funds.

.Although it appeared%that Cyril Jackson Senior High School had overcome its
last obstacle, Codidinator Peter Pane.gyres was sombre in his summary to the
staff. "I'll go ahead with one proviso. The staff must support us by
backing the sponsorship. plan. This means that teachers must actively



encourage their students to obtain sponsors to support our_ cyclists and

taking some extra classes a some increased workload. The staff must also
The staff must willing to put up with some inconvenience byrunners.

involve same parents in fund raising to offset the five thousand dollar

guarantee to the Rural and Industries Bank. ,Students will pay forty dol-

,lars to participate in the run to offset some expense. Do you support this

Project?" A

The vote was positive._ Following the tally of a secret ballot, forty of

the forty eight teachers - indicated their upport. The general approval of

teachers was evident for the work undet aken by, the committee rs.

Project '84 was to go Ahead.

By mid-July, the 'sponsorship momentum was growing. The major sponys
were assuVed., Fortunat0y, a number of minor sponsors were also partic-

ipating,. Gordonson's Bidycles,, for instance, guaranteed six, ten speed

bicycles for Stage A 'with safety helmets and spare parts. Watsonia prom-

ised some meat supplies. Westrail offered free transport fot the school

bus to Adelaide. A hical chemist provided necessary medical, supplies and

running shoe liners., cPeterSececream undertook to donate and to deliver

all the food Suppliel(s needea for Stage to shopsin the country towns

along the rdute. Consequently, food fc5r' the run could be, picked up from

local merchants free of charge.

Parents of the Parents and Citizens (P & C) Association coordinated by

Mrs. Barbara ley, were approaching local businesses with a brochure and

a sponsor s t. These were being returned to the school with donations

from two to hundred dollars. All donations w9re'handled by the.R.& I

Bank, and personal thank you letters with Telethon's tax deductible re-

ceipts we .e sent 'putty the students from the Business Studies Department.

By mid - August, some two thousand dollars had been raised by the P. & C.

towards the school's operating expenses and towards repaying the five

thousand dollar R & I loan.

Preparations for a school junkathon were finalised by the Parents and

Citizens Council with high expectations that this project would be a suc-

cess. Held on August 12th, this function raised an additional two thou-

sand dollars towards repaying the school debt.

The only regret expressed by Peter was his desire for tw? additional months

11

to complete the organisation. However, by August '9th,' ter said candidly:' .

"I'm happy with the final result of the sponsorship. 've all the vehic-

les, the equipment and the finance that we need. It looks as if there'll

be no difficulty in repaying the Rural and Industries Bahk."
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CHAPTER FOUR RELAY 'ORGANISATION

4.1 Travel Arrangements

Obtaining sponsorship had been a frustrating task. But this was a small
part of the organisational effort required by the school. Thd teachers
were handicapped by the shortage of available time to complete a myriad of
tasks. These included planning and organising the accommodation and the
logistics for food and equipment. Media coverage was required. Students
needed to belselected and trained. The project required the enthusiastic
involvement of all students and their parents to raise funds for Telethon,
to pay back the school' loan and to accomplish the aims of the social
development projects

oin July 7th, ter Panegyres nd Noel Moyes, the camp organiser.for,Stage
A, were supported' by one s relief from classes by th4 Education De-

t to fly to Adelaide to complete the final arrangements. Arriving
in laide, Sunday night at five p.m.,'courtesy.of a free flight by Ansett
Airwpys, Peter and Noel'found their personal presence-in Adelaide invalu

4 able for organising support. "Tbo often people wouldn't to s seriodsi
and Wbuld put us off by being inaccessible, until we perso ally rived ono
their doof-stepin-NoeITTeported::' -"nor-instance., Vithout-a-perSoli viii t,
we weren't able to contact the releVantpolice officials or to o anise
publicity through Channel Ten. he we visited personally we were n as
being genuine and could finalise the details easily."

For Peter the trip was a relief from the'continuous hard work he had
undertaken. Laughing jovially, he Commented: "I had to keep kicking myself
'to remind myself that I wasn't on a holiday. The change was as good as a
holiday!" Organisational details included discussions with the Deputy
Director of Education in South Australia to arrange three days of accomm-
dation for the cyclists, at Campbelltown Senior High Schbol in-' Adelaide.
DiScussion with a public relations official in the South Australian Pre-,
mier's Department led to the finalisation of a media covered send off by
the Premier for one p.m. on August 28th from the Parliament Buildings.
Arrangements were also made for tours by the cyclists through some of the
vineyards of the Barossa Valley,.

Peter and N6e1 drove back to Perth, in a car loaned free of charge by
Budget Rent. a Car. On the way they checked the proposed camping sites.
Arriving in Perth, Peter confirmed local television and newspaper coverage
for a final combined run and cycle by participants from Bassendean Oval to
the school. 'The television station also asserted that its 46dia coverage
would begin pn August 13th.

Two weeks later, Peter Panegyres left Perth-with Maths teacher and recreat-
ional organiser, Dave Hoskins, for a three dby tour of the South West.
Visiting the schools along the route to confirm accommodation arrangements,
Peter-also contacted local police and dropped off Telethon tins at selected
Rural and Industries Banks for the collection of funds. Arrangements were
made with the Golden West Television network for their televised coverage
along the route. Excursions were also arranged.
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4.2 The Training Programme

4.2.1 Stage A: Cyclist Training

Matt Reynolds, a science teacher, volunteered to undertake ehe cyclist

training programme. "I was excited by the concept from the afternoon that

Lou spoke," Matt said. "I volunteered for the run committee but its atmos-

phere in first term was negative." When the new cycle committee was .

formed, Matt, who had some bicycle riding experience offered Peter his

services. Matt commencqd the student training ro ne for Stage A, the

cycle from Adel ide to Norsemen, ten weeks before the cycle event. 'Forty

five students, dazzled by the idea of a flight to Adelaide, volunteered to

commence. train g. To find serious students, Matt jnitiated eight a.m.

runs at the school thr- mornings-a week.

Matt provided his student with a home training guide. This document

outlined the weekly distances bicycle riding required of the students at

their homes and the'maximumti -s for covering the distances.. Students

also undertook bicycle rides during house and lunch periods and maintained

detailed logs off their cycling which were collected and sired by Matt each

Monday. Students were dropped from the prbgramme if they missed, were late

or failed to fulfill the home cyCling requirements. After six weeks,

twenty six:of th4:.originalrf&ty-flqe.StOdents:reMOined-in the-cycle train-

ing programme. By the end of week nine, the cyclists had.been- chosen.

Matt organised for four teachers to cycle with the students, forming eight

relay groups of three.

Enthusiasm was at a peak. "One of the advantages of a'ten week training

programme," Matt stated, "was the increased interest. The quick motivation

caused by the event made the enthusiasm for the cycling training programme

easier tohlaiptain. We used morning breakfasts which were excellent for

developing group relations. All twenty six students in different age

groups mixed well. These students also impressed 'he rest of the school

for their early arrials. and har-3 work."

Nola English, a teacher on the cycle, commented: "I was surprised at the

continued student enthusiasm. I thought their interest would have slac-

kened but the students strictly adhered'to training in August.. I felt the

difference in student attitudes and relationships. I didn't fully believe

Lou when he said thatost teachers would notice an improvement in atti-

' .4tudes. I did notice. the difference with the kids that I taught. It was

fabulous and the beneficial effects spread. The cyclists' friends watched

the training and bdcame friendly. They alpo-became s excited as the

cyclists themselves. ,The atmosphere was unusuallAhappy. and friendly

during the last. few weeks."

4.2.2 Stage A: Camping Coordination

/

Noel Moyes, from the Manual Arts De rtment, had volUnteered for the

project in early second term.. Noel's role was to coordinate camping and

cooking for Stage A, the cycle ride. He was to arrange the camping facil-

ities in small'caravan parks across the treeless expanse of the Nullarbor

e
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Plain. He would supervise erection and removal of the tents each digtik
and morning, confirm availability of the shower facilities and oversee the
kitchen. Noel explained that transport arrangements included shipping the
school bus from Perth to Adelaide. on AugAt 19th, courtesy of Westrail.
Two vans, lent by BUdget and Jason's Mazda were to be -dd.* over to
Adelaide, to meet the students at the airport.

Planning the menu far. Stage :A was undertaken by Kerry Chipchase, Senior
Mistress of Home Economics, and Sue Boyd, a Hame Economics teacher. The
cooking was to be undertaken by a third year trainee teacher, Pat Malas-
pina, from Nedlands College. of Advanced Education. She was an excellent
and popular cook who was to manage marvellously on the trip, assisted by
two studentg.

"In planning the menu we faced a number of constraints," Kerry explained.
"These included a budget of four dollars a-day per student, cooking in pots
on four gas hot plates, a shortage ortime,, and mixed tastes. We organ-
ised for the tins and dry goods to be taken from Perth and placed an order
with Coles in Adelaide for meat and vegetables. Noel arranged to piokvup
bread, milk and icecream at three points on his trip back from Adelaide.
A trailer, towed behind a van, provided the cooking utensils and the gas."

Kerry noted that generous ionations by Peters, Arnotts, Cadburys and Wat-
.sonia had helped to-keep the-food-pricavelthelOW-the-fobr dollar --1r±7
All the Home'Etonamics staff had assisted in contacting these spodsois.

4.3 Stage B: The Run Sub-Committee

In the meantime, Manual. Arts teacher Alan
the run of fifty six-students from Noreman
Manj4mup to Perth. Alan was approached
being a good organiser. Alan commenced in

4" number of staff members whom he felt would
studedts.

Hunt Was coordinating Stage B,
through Esperance, Albany,.and
because of his reputation for
May by personally approaching a
be effective in relating to the

LI;

For Alan approached the deputy principal, Adrian Egginton, an
individ with an expert knowledge of the school buses. Harry Bennett,
the principal, looked after the accoMmodation along the route because he
had been making initial contact with the principals of the schdols. -The
recreational side was handled by Dave Hoskins, a school houseleader. Thor
the actual running Penny Morrison, a Physical Education teacher, looked

'after the safety of the participants and the running roster. Del Harris,
the school nurse, was to handle health problems. Cooking for Stage B was to
be, undertaken in the high schools' Home Economics roans by a hired cook
with staff and student assistants.

In addition to the runners, students of the media group would attend to
take photographs, while three or four students could help prepare food and
camps. These were students who had attended training but who were not
strong enough to keep up with the regular runners. In this way they could
play an important role.
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4.3.1 Run Training

Rob Berriman, a dynamic physical education teacher, undertook the task of
training the runners,for Stage B. "The idea was a fantastic one," Rob

commented. "It appealed to me froM the beginning and T joined a group to ,

promote theylan."

"The students were all good and well behaved," Rob stated. "All were fit
athletes and capabld of the run. Fortunately, no runners were excluded.
When volunteer students 4p:c,re requested in May, fifty five volunteered.
'Since.. then another five students have joined. Consequently', it wasn't
neqessary to reject any student on the basis of inadequate physical or

academic' performance or behaviour."

With limited time remaining until the run, Rob developed a progressive ten
week training programme undertaken outside of regular school hours. Each

student was provided with a log book outlining, the required training.

These logs_ were completed daily by. the students and were checked by Rob

each Monday morning. -Initially, students covered ten kilometres Weekly by
.running at least three kilometres per run, in under six minutes per.kilo-
metre. By week Len, this was increased to twenty kilometres weekly. These.
Aistanges were covered in five kilometre, runs, completed in under five

.

_

e."

Extra running prior to school wa$ organised. by Rqb following week five in

the mornings on Mondays and Wednesdays. "The students were really en- .

thused!".Rob stated in mid-July. "Their attitudes were excellent. They

stopped and talked to me about their running times constantly. Many:ran

some extra-distances."
'1

Breakfasts including coffee, cereal and toast werealso orgapised. By week

eight, three breakfasts had been held for the cyclists and one for the

runners. A joint meal was held on Wednesday, August 8th in, the school's

staff rob m at eight a.m. "The atmosphere was wporb with-eighty students
and fifteen staff,''' Rob stated.- "Everyone was frilMly and enthusiastic.
it was great:"

AL

One member of the administration with a crucial role to play in the cycle

and run organisation wasiAdrian Egginton, a deputy principal. , Adrian's

role in the school included discipline, timetabling and the organisation of
relief staff for absentee teachers.

"My immediate reaction to the concept last October," Adrian explained, "was
to feel dubious. I saw the Scheme as a 'hardseil' and was suspi6ous."
Adrian came to feel that the project was worthwhile. "I saw its relev-

ance;" Adrian. noted in mid-July. "Our kids had, already obtained a sense of
chievement. Their improvedself-eNteem was significant in improving their
titudes and behaviour. . Only those students with an ingrained negative

outlook remained. uninvolved. I saw these students for discipline offences
as usual."

Adrian's role was as a facilitator., He develop6d a feasible plan for use

'of the school's buses and designed contingency plans-in case of possible

breakdowns. He obtained the required police permit's. His geographical
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background was used to complete maps of the route, with schedu ed times and
camp sites. Adrian organised relief eachers for Peter and el for tw
weeks while they surveyed the route and occasiohdlly freed other. teachers
involved In training and cooking. "Generally, the school did this project
on its own resources;-"-Adrian- said. "Very little disruption-:occurred to
the normal school timetable."

TT-

"The major disruption was during Stage B in the, first week of third term,"
Adrian added. "All staff in the school had committed themsel,yes to losing -.
their preparation periods in support of the` staff who lapoured-twenty fpur
hours a day in the field. I relieved nine teachers for one week after the
second term break but retained p small cover for the school in .case of
illness'and absenteeism."

4.4 Building School. Commitment ,

July 19th was unpleasantly 00°,1. Slydents, summoned at midday for the
Project '84 Assembly, huddled_ togher forwarMth in the windy _SchoO1
quadrangle. . Eighty members, of the Stage A and StOge B run, seated on
stage, shivered in their attractive Cyril Ja0cson's Project '84 T-shirts.
These shirts With-the-sponSors' names in oiatige and green.had been silk
screened-by Leenie-Neylon, teacherin-Charrof:theSChoOV0 At popox7:____L
ment.

The assembly opened with the presentation by the West Apsttalia Week Coun-
.cil of a photograph commemorating'the construction of the largest West
Australian flag ever made. This flag, sewn together by the alternative
course year elevenitudents from the school, had been paid for by Hungry:
Jacks, a popular, hamburger chain. Students had Witedly watched on .ele-
visfon as the voluminous unfurled flag was dropp6d with aparachutistiinto
Perth's Esplanade to celebrate the commencemmnt of West Australian week in
June. "The school," the speaker joked, "would need.a sixty metre pole to
fly it."

.

This award seemed an appropriate introduction to the' community service
philosophy behind Project '84. Peter Panegyres outlined the current
developments to students and explained sponsor'ship details. Swap meet )

preparations by the P & C were promoted. Lou Thompson spoke to promote
Project '84.

"When I was ten, one Saturday morning", Lou stated, "my dad came to me and
said 'Thommo this afternoon I'm going to take--you to see.a fUture champion
in action.' The sporting event was the Auckland marathon and we went to .

the halfway stage to view the race. Not long after we arrived the,firsialk, '-
runner came into view, pounding the'turf. Fresh as a daisy he ,flashed.
paSt.,

'Is he the future champion?' -:I asked. 'No wait!' Dad replied. .Thirty
five minutes later after.I thought every runner had gone by a skinny runt
of a kid came shuffling into sight. He was obviously in a great deal of
stress. His right arm seemed to be flapping about in the breOze. AS he
came closer I could hear him chanting to himself:' 'I.caridO i.i I. can do
it! I can do it!' After he went by my father.looked at melpd saidi.'Look
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hard at him, Thom°. He's the future chaMpion'.

We went to the finish_line And waited as, one by of-4, the runners finished,

,My bld man and I were still standing at the-finish lirie'forty minutes after

what .seemed-tojbe the final runner.had finished. . There were three other

. people there,. two officials and am elderly man. Just then the ski ntirFunt

came into the oval. .

Jlewras out on his,feet. You could see that he `-voesi

stil chanting to himself. Unsteadily, .be crossed the finish Jine and
sta ear across to the elderly man:-. He stood and looked at the man for i
maven The.man had tears' in-his eYsrt Then the skinny runt simply said
'I did

I

The runt's nape was Murray Halberg and five ylarilater he won a Gold medal

at the Thome lrympics. 4

During that race and through (Alt his.career, Halberg was' faced with two

choices 'I'll do what everyone says. I'll accept their opinions because.

I suffer paralyinis froim Polio immy right arm. It's- impossible and I can't

do it!'.or :to-hell with them_all! I can take up the challenge.and I can do

of cyril JaCkson Senior High School. You have been presented.with'a

Ch enge that many people might think you can't do. You have been presen-

ted with. a challenge to -hover by' cycle and by foot three thousand . 'kilo-

metres in three weeks so that people out there know that Cyril -Jackson's

students care about handicapped kids.
,

You've got two choices: The challenge is impossible! We Can't,do it!tr

The challenge is incredible. We can do iti So what's this challeri§4.
about? This challenge. 1st about handicapped kids!

Ben, one of the autistic, kids has been watidering iA and out of Cyril
, jaeksom's, classes having a, balltiwihThs haWt always been- the case for Ben.

In 1-14 young life re's en ailed everything from a Spastic'to a slOw'

learner. -At times Ile's ba'bn a most unhapp boy. on Monday of-this Week

4 N he said me,g?Hey, Lou Thompton, when am I going -back to the big school ?' %

He likes it here. So do the others. They feel welcome,,,,, at home here.

Why? Because you have acCepted,,thent. as` kids first, haOdicapped People
r

.
4 secondly, and the relay run will let you tell tbe,community that ,.this is

the way it should ,be': . .
,

.
,

'

t

This,challenge is about pride. IPannet. and I have been knocking on ,4 few

doors 'lately and something's been happAing that we-don't like.p. We have

walked up to a,business:manager peekin4.assistnce and Panner will say 'Hit

we're from Cyril JAckson Semior Highl..and.betore he can'say.another Word -

. the perdbn, will say '14-lere?',Enough of that. We should be .able: to

4'sper the name Cyril JaCkson,Senior High School and ha4 People take

notlice. In the next six weeks, we'll. have' the chance.to earn thayright. . 1

-

This'challenge is about teamWork. At the moment we're seven hundred ihdi-*

viduals. We've grievances, friendships, jealousies. We spend a great,deal

of time thinking about ourselves.? We won't meet this challenge as indi- .

vidipls! PleaSe stand. 14e4 re seven hundred '.individuals. Join hands:

-We're 4 team: We're a chain with no,weak links.' Each lids has a comnit-

,ment, a role to play.. Where do we came from? Let's hear it! ,'Cyril

1.
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Jacison genior High!' What are w9 going to show them? Shout 'it out! ;that
we can do lb!".

4
Followingbou'sspeech, Mr. Hopp of the Jesus People urged all the students
to commit themselves to making a success of Project '84. He expleined:
"Funds for Telethon will be given to twelve community groups working with
socially, physically anal mentall,y handicapped people, You'll receive' a
sponsor book each. If only a cerit\is given per kilometre, to sponsor a
.participant, this will be thirty three dollars for the-three thousand three
hundred. kilometre run. With seven'hundred students raising forty dollars
each ,.this -would be twenty eight'thous4nd dollars."

Mr Hopp urged: "Kalamunda raised ten thousand. dollars with a six kilometre
run. I would like to think that' twenty eightlthousand dollars is the very
least amount that this school could raise. If we work hard each student
should raise fifty dollars. Charts will be placed in each classrooms to
record the progress of fund raising. By helping those students on the-road
we an achieve something great for our community.

. I want yoit to realise.
that you are helping:ethers. I have learned in this life: `

The more you give the more you get, ,
.

--,

The more you laugh the less-you fret,
-.

.

The more you shiF

you will find that life is good and friend's are-kind,e more you
e the more you always have to spare,

tiatonly thethingm day to day.s you give away will enrich or lives from day to day.

live

l'i encourage you to get right behind Project '84'. %Nen you make a Telethon
donation this year, tbe people of West Australia know all about,you.".will

"

. Following Mr. Hopp 's address, a representative'f om the NF & I bait* com-

i II-

mended the 'school fpr _Project '1434 and for helpi other people who were
worse off,4h,n themselves. "It wasi" he st ted,_ "a tremendous. proiject."
Handing over a cheque for ten thousand Jolla tq 'Mr Btnett, he,expaained

k.
that fifty percent of this cheque was a grant the' perAting cost; aria
the remaihder was a loan. Mr Bennett concluded- he assembly with a speech

. -appreciation. , "The Project", he commented, " Ipgild have-falTen thrpg
hack At not been for the.support of the R & I Bank":

4,
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4.5 like Parents' Night
. \

.

,..,- - * a

'Ch the evening of August 7th, one hundred add twenty five parents visited ,visited
Igi school for a final briefing concerning. Stages A and B. Parents viewed
eraisplay of participants' names, route maps, T Shifts afgr run equipMent
while leafing through a comprehensive brochure. which answered most of ,their
luestions. 'The atmosphere , of that evening wab tremendous-with a .unique
sense of well ing arising from the feeling that all these parents wer1/2
fully supporti f the Project. --,

n
,,,,,,,t

;
S

I

Ailoaddress by.Pdter reierred tiQ the Project's aims. He S'eethe 'expectation
that all contingencies were foreseen, comprehensive.planhing had occurred
and the event would run smoothly. Safety precautions, police involvement
and insutancearrangements were reviewed.. Peter explained in a brief ay
same of the difficulties encountered in obtaining sponsorship ando'the
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reasons for changing the projet's foc*from Sydney to Adelaide. Parents

expressed Appreciation at the amount of Work undertaken by the teachers in

the,ir own timo.

Matt Reynolds, a lively entertaining public speaker, approached the lec-

tern. In a pen sketch of the cycle from Adelalde to Norsemar, Matt outlined

a Few technical aspoct, including ehe shod, camping and transport arrange-

ments, - the cycling tins and the staCPS responsibil.ities. Alan Hunt

described the details of the relay run in a ishion concentrating

on the .cooking arrangements ol'Manised by Cathy Reynolds, and the wean-

modation and the social activities. 'Both pte$tations were thorough,

competent and professional in content and delivery.

%
.

Lou. Thompson 'addressed parNts on the philosophy of the relay in clear,

non-technical terms, str6ssing i.tsunderlying implications for self-pride,

self-achievement and community commiLment. He explained why the meeting of

the challenge would improve students' teelincs.about themselves and how

k,this,- in turn, would benefit eheir.academic ' : 'rk.. He removed fears that

students' school work would suffer from the project. He suggested some'

beneficial
_

efffectsJOthat the heavy televisionadverti'sing- of the School's

project would hive on the parents and the school's image. "Such positive

media coverage," he said, "would make, thi'L? schNol noted as a centre where

kids didgreat things and- school was a good plac6'to be."

Parents' questions were positive and optimistic. They focussed on food,

costs,- clothing, the need for a run.fee, parental participation en route,

and camp lighting,. It was clear that any fears over safety had been

allayed and that the parents accepted the underlying principles and motives

wholeheartedly.

'On the morning of August gth, the teachers watched a previesk of two, sixty

second adsyhich would be shown five times a day for the following three

weeks, commencing on Ailgust 13th on the focal television 'station. These

ads'demonstrated squids of Cyril Jackson students running and cycling while

the announcer explained the date and purpose of the Telethon run. Spon-

.

sors'iTomes appeared in -succession at the' bottom of the screen. The name).

Cyril' Jackson Senior High School was stated a number of times' .emphasising,

the- school's' identity. The pride of the teachers in this 'public recog-

,
..ntkion:of the school was apparent as indicated by their animated discussion

and smiles. t was evident'that tfit3 effects of such publicity would bene-

fit the stafes-s411-esteem as well- as the school's image and students'

self-eoncept."

4.6 The Send Off Assembly

A- general school assembly occurred on Friday, August 1F :h at lunchtime.

About twenty parents Atched from the side while cyclsts' d' runners

occupied , a place of honour .on the stage. Seven hundred'stu e s gathered

- to bid a formal farew?11-to the relay participants. 44The.fir peaker was

Lou. Thompson.

"At this .timc, last year," he recalled, "eight _people set quietly in a

twelve metre yachtt-the Austrlia The score was three all and one race
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/remainAhey knew that the eyes of millions of Australians were on them. -

They. knew that no one expected them to win. All the odds were against
them. Yet, they won!

So people of Cyril Jackson Senior High, we've come to the foot of a great
mountaip. We've come face to face with this'great 'final challenge of
Project '84. It's not very often that we get a chance like this: and'weare
ready to accept it, and we'll do it! This team of Cyril Jackson Senior
High School_is in great shape. Evety link is strong.,

To date, Project '84 has been about understanding elves, commitment, to
and.acceptance of other people. It's about communi y. The, challenge that
we'.re about -tcl undertake requires two further. cohtributions from you:
determination and courage: !determination that we can do7it. Courage that
we believe in our team arid that in spite of all the demands placed on us,
we'll -do At. In the next four weeks when you are called on to make your .

contribution; be it the quest for a sponsor, the running of your last
kilometre or cycling up a steep hill, 'there's a thought that I'd.like you
to keep in mind.

Throughout this year, four young children have been a familiar sight at
Cyril Jacky Senior High School. These children have problems in talking,
display strange behaviours and, through-no fault of their own, they face a

. life of being ridiculed. It's likely that they're going to be embarrassed,
Yonely and uncomfortable frost of their lives.

You'll have, one great-chance to do something about this. You, more than
anyone else can telland'show the people of West Australia, indeed, the
people of Australia, that in spite of their handicaps, these kids are
people withnormal feelings.

I feel something special here today. I want_you to share this feeling with
me for a moment. I feel a sense of commitment that I've never experienced
before. It's a feeling that we're doing a worthwhile task, not because we
have to, but because we want to. I'd like you for. a moment to 'be
absolutely still, absolutely quiet. Good: Now, feel that presence. It's
strong. Now show it to me by-an pwering these questions. Where do we come
from?- 'Cyril Jackson Senior High!' was the response. What are we going to
show them? All together, shout it! 'We can dollPit!'"

Following this speech, Peter Panogyres was invited by the president of the
student council to address the assembly. Peter presented the financial
side of Project '84 mentioning the_four thodsand dollars raised by *the
Parents and Citizens committee through their approach to, local businesses
for sponsorship in cash or goods. Peter read out the amounts of sponsOr-
ship. funds' raised by each class in the first week of fund raising. Th
total amount of over a thousand dollars was enthusiastically greeted, by
students with clapping. "That's fantastic work," Peter stated. "I congra-
tulate you."

Peter also congratulated the. Stage A students for their preparedness for
the run. These stuaehtsmou4 depart Perth on August 26th and would cycle
in groups of three, with one group riding and two groups resting. TWenty
five kilometres an hour would be mainiained by the cyclists covering a
distance of two hundred and fifty kilometres a day. The cyclists would

7
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arrive at Norseman on WednePiy, September 5th.

The / address concluderlOth a_stbry about a bronze medal winner at th,
recent Olympics -times 'Los Angeles. eacting to a comment that bronze
was better than nothing; the champion gold to- me.' "Everyo4"
Peter exhorted, "involved with Project '84, who invests their energies in
the cycling, the riding ot in AAlecting funds for Telethon is a winner.
We're.a team. Project '84 i what we're oq about. I wi ski all c you the
best of luck.".

Alan Hunt's brief presentatiO6 was equally well receiVed.. Noting that the
team had been highly lisible while running around the school before and
after school hours and during house periods, Alan asserted that all members
were physically fit arld.ready to go. Students would rest on the bus or run
in twos or threes from seven ."5"-.111. to five p.m. each day. The group would
leave the school on the last Thursd
would return to Armadale, outside
finale 'would oc ur the next day
welcoming baclL th rticipants.

of the holidays, September 6th and
rthi on Sunday, geptember 15th. The

involving the entire school's body in

Mr. Bennett praised th nts for their involvement. "You'll gain
immense satisfaction by doing your best," he stated, "be it by actively
partiipating/or throu9h raising funds by the use of the spongorshi0 card.
I've got my Aponsorshik card and 41 be asking all my friends this after-
noon at a Union meeting for thir support. I hope you'll do the same.

I'll be telling all the high.school prindipals and the Director General,
Dr. Vickery about Project '84 and about the terrifiC kids at Cyril Jackson
Senior High School. I'm veer proud to be associated with you in my last

year at the school."

4.*The Swap Mtet

The Sunday Swapmeet took place on a sunny warm day with the help. of the

parent coordinator, Barbara Bartley, and Mr. 4m Gaffer, the president of
the Parents and Citizens Association. Some thirty sellers with their
booths were established by nine a.m. By ten o'clock some three hundred
buyers had paid their one dollar admittance fee. The line of parked cars
reduced traffic Obone lane on the street outside of the school. Everyone
was in high spirits. The cyclists in their brightly coloured yellow plas-
tic helmets and distinctive T shirts were highly visible after their morn-
ing's workout. Sales of everything from car tyres to jams and potted

plants were brisk. In particular, lively safes were enjoyed by those

stalls loaded with cakes baked by students Erom the Home Economics Depart-
.

The highlight of the day was an auction of two tants of
number, of local businesses-to the Parents and Citizens
Project '84. Some two thousand dollars were raised to s
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roup in support of
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CHAPTER FIVE CURRICULUM PLANNING

5.1 The Curriculum Committee
stk

Colin Pratt! Senior Master of Socials Studies, had been involved in senior
high Schools with a large percentage of students with social problems.Colin had gradually moved away from the tertiary acImissions type of
academic material for these students towards focussing on the Ron-tangible
social development topics within the syllabus.

,

'Lou Thompson's lecAre to the staff in October, 1963/ was w6111kelpived by
the Social Studies staff. Colin supported the social development.project,
particularly the idea of setting the sOidents a difficult task and havingthem work together as a telm to.achieve theirogoals. Explaining his in-
itial interest, Colintistated:, "The students didn't have a record of
achievement. They were always being knocktd down. They experienced more
discouragement than encouragement." Colin was attracted because the entire
concept of thesocial development programme was presented on the basis of a
complete school philosophy rather than an efforts by an individual depart-
ment. Colin's firm belief was that an effective social developaent project
within the school had to encompass all the students and the staff working
together. The best way of doing this, Colin'felt, was to set jobS for
the students in the school and to have thdse students work as teams to
achieve their goals. This, in,a practical sense, was what Lou Thampson
recommended.

As Colin. saw the situation, the problem with any proposed school wide
scheme was obtaining 'competent and willing personnel. Colin felt that
there was enough.staff with sdfficient guality and expertise to go ahead
with this project. Because of his belief in a whole school approach and
his desire, where possible, to integrate sdbject areas, Colin was willing
to put his name florward to, act as chairman of the curriculum committee.

b

Although Colin was committee chairman, most of the work was'undertaken by
some 'ten staff from every subject department who served on the curriculum
committee. A typical planning session was democratically run with all
members actively contributing their ideas, and volunteering their initiat-
ives as representatives of their subject areas%

5.2 Curriculum Workshop

In November and December,' 1983, Colin coordinated a series of meetings by
each subject area to meet with Lou Thompson and Don Pugh, the ,Curriculum
Support Coordinator, to review their curriculum. Subject areas examined
some` ways to integrate various social development activities into their
lesson plans.

'

The focus of this planning was'to develop an awareness in, tOp students of
the needs and abilities of disabled people. n December'_ focus group
was autistic children and their communicatidh roblems. witW sponsorship
problems, this awareness was broadened tok nclude all disabled people.
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I Colin and his committee felt that the four or five hundred students who

could not participate directly in the run would still gain from the pro-

I ject. These students, by linking themselves directly with the needs of

disabled people, would be involved i)e raising money by obtaining
sponsorship foe the students participating in the tun.

Early in first term, 1984, Colin quiAly found that students were hot aware

of the problems faced. by disabled,pqople, the assistance that they needed,

or their methods of adaptation to overcome their problems, Colin wiiithed

to demonstrate to the students that hpndicapped people faced a challenge

larger than that facing Cyril .Jackson's populace. Disabled people set

themselves goals and worked hard to achieve them. Colin and his committee

hoped, that, the students would identify with and imitate the model being

presented people with handicaps. The students would gain respect and

self-confidEce by setting themselves a challenge and by seriously working,

to acdromplish it.

The awareness phase in first term commenced with the curriculum committee

arranging for Gpu-Thompson to speak at the year'eight and the year eleven

camps in February, to generate interest in disabled'people at an intro-

ductory level. Lou Thomson achieved this aim. Leon Rumford, theayear

eight camp organiser, stated: "Both teachers and students were absoiSed."

Lou commented: "The camp was a real'r'ipper! The students were really

enthusiastic. I was impressed with th4 kids and the well run nature of

the camp. I said the things that I really wanted the kids to think about.

The students seemed -to'be really interested in the plight of disabled

children."

5.3 The Introduction of Disabled People

The next step/ in April, was to set a general school climate receptive for

disabled people. At a student assembly, attended by same parents as well

as by all the staft and students, a quadriplegic and a blind marathon

runner were invited to address the school's student body. This assembly was

to create An awareness of problems faced by, disabled people and some of the

ways that they had tackled these problems.

Don Pugh spoke on how he had become a quadriplegic in 1978 from a car

accident and the challenges he had overcome to live independently and to

obtain employment with the Education Department, These included learning to

write again, and to drive a car. Ron explained the importance of keeping

busy and possessing healthy attitude. He demonstrated some ways that the

students could physically help the blind. The entire.audience was atten-

tive during the forty minute gathering.

A group of primary school students from West Leederville Primary. School

then described their fascinating relationshIps with autistic children which

was climaxed by their run from Kalgoorlie to Perth.

Following ene,assembly, a crowd of visiting parents;:were invited for coffee

with members of the Student Council and .committees, according to the

school's established custom.
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A media camp for years ten, and eleven students was run by Cannon' Broderick
with the support of teachers Rod Evans and-Jan Hansen at (keen Gables, the
Autistic Centre's farm. Five autistic childVen attended the camp. Stu-

. dents helped around the camp and made a videotape. Although there were
problems initially in contacting. the Autistic Association, the-outcome, RA,
found, was beneficial. "The kids loved the experience, behaved excellently
and felt good'abOut-their visit. The visit had real impadt in improving
their motivation.",

.IA April, video tapes on atitism wets introduced into th4sehool and Were
shown by interested teacherS, principally in the social Studies, areas.
Informational sheets were madeavailable, with the tape's fOr, use ,by the
teachers with-their students.

Colin organised a day to int'roduce disabled speakers into Social Studies
classes across the school. The year-twelve students acted as guides and
introduced the speakers in a competent and friendly way. qbere were fif-
teen. Iceople who came at various times during the day to speak to the
students for fifty minutes sessions: pl.the talks focussed on problems
faced by disabled' people and their soikitiOns.

5.4 The Involvement Phase
$

By the end of term one; tile awareness - stage moved into a more active stagei
. involvement, for term two. This phase sought to encourage student, staff
and parent activity in projects providing direct contact with handicapped
people through visits to institutions for the handicapped, work experience
with the handicapped peoples' associations, vislts to the homes of a few
handicapped'children, excursions with handicapped - people, and introducing
some students with disabilities into they normal school operation. ,

With planning for the cycle agd run pAceedingi enthusiasm grew rapidly for
this programme. Colin noted: "Students can see the link now between
disabled people overcoming their problems and'the challenge which the Cyril
Jackson's students have set th lve#."

Some of the direct in/olveme cluded three young autistic students ages
nine to tiwelve wt)o visited the school on 'a regular basis to participate in

woodwork classA and house periods Friday mornings. -They returned for

classes for part of the'day. attended year eight metal and

Home Economics and English classes. Two older autlitic students from
Byboona, the AdtistictCentre, also spent. entire days with the year eleven

*<"alternatj,ve studies 'students., . Initially, the students o,e,eKfi invited in on
4'.a.., trial basis to gee hoW they mere, absorbed into the school 'and to 99e:
cat Aher the

r

pliogramme was a success.
.. .-t',.

.
.

Nola *fish, a Economic's to er, described-her experience. with these
students. '''She said, ."1 was or gi.nally skeptical about bringihg autistic
children int'W the school and worried over' the reaction of our regular
students. Tallying with members of the CUrriculum Committee I realized that
the disabled fitt Ant() early Childhood Studie6 ,Programme, particularly
inEo the section h iWen with Special Needs".

v,
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"I had never seen an autistic child beforq, and didn't know what to expect.

We were all so fearful about what they'd Ab like. We had seen the videos.
My students, at first, rejected the idea of bringing the autistic kids into
the classrpcm. They were 'freaked out'. They didn't want to.know the

autistic kids at all., They didn't want a bar of it. Then, I got In and

Ben; in. , The kids wereh't like the videos at all. They were gorgeous

little kids and were no problems whatsoever. We were imagining something

worse than they were. It wE wonderful. The kids really responded and

were friendly. They found out that there was nothing to be afraid of.

One girl is writing to them. Another has volunteered to help a mother

with an autistic child on weekends. This experience was something valuable

that we've definitely given our kids.- I'm one hundred percent behind the

programme. The fact that the students had contact with someone with a

disability ,has meant that we're visiting the Para Quad Centre and Osborn

Park Training Centre. The students previously were too apprehensive to,

go."

The staff, students and the Autistic Association believed the programme to

be a success. The disabled students continued to attend the school on a

part-time but regular basis. As Colin noted, "once the contact was made it
was easier to organise and to continue the project. The hard part of the

programme was in establishing that initial relationship and a sense of

trust with the Autistic Association."

§
Most of the students in the school were involved with studying people with

handicaps as part of their regular curriculum. For instance, all yeatr

eight classes viewed and discussed the play, "Stronger Than-Superman,"' 0,

work' based on a boy with a spina bifida disability. Once again, thEi',..7

response to this play was positive and English teachers were able to dis

cuss links between challenges faced by this boy with his handicap and the .

school's challenge in Project '84.

Other activities organised by the curriculum committee included a bi-weekly;.

staff newsletter prepared by reading teacher Bronwen Johnson with a team of

year eight student reporters. A community/newsletter was also coordin-

ated by Mrs'. Linda Bishop of the English Department on-a monthly basis with

an eager group of secondary and primary student contribgtors.

A poster competition using the words 'Kids Helping Kidsra;and 'Cyril Jackson

Senior High School was organised by Godfrey Blow and .the school's Art

Department to, advertise the run. These posters were visibly placed ardpne,

the school and prizes were awarded at an .assembly to the designers of the

best posters..

A notice board near the student canteen was commandeered by tte curriculum

committee to facilitate communications by placing all the newsletters and-

notices concernin4 the social development programme for the attention of

students`'and6vbarents. With the help-of Rod Evans, coordinator of the

Media committee, regular news its were broadcaAt,over radio CJ, the

sehool'siweekly rill° programme.

As Colin repotted: "The object of the programme was to give all students

in thepchool sommw.exposure to disabled children. 'It's not app, exposure

Which occurred all at once.. Rather, it was a casual exposure repeated a

,number of times'during the term. All the stOehts-in the school were in

4 r
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one way or another exPqsed to disabled children.' Not all these exposures
were through the curriculum committee, as other committees operated as
well."

5.5 The Media Committee

One such committee was the media committee underteecher, pod Evans. The
media students, Rod Evans explained, were trying to recur ,the Project on
film not only for the current students but also for future students. Stu-
dents took super eight millimetre films and slides of the entire project.
In July, :'Stage A, the"cycle, was scripted so that the cycling students
could undertake that section of the film. Students also took films of
some asseriblies, visits by autistic children, and club activities. Year

. ten students were involved with filming Stage B. After the event, media
students put the film together to produce a thirty minute scripted VHS
video of Project '84 as the ultimate product.

A

READY TO GO
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CHAPTER SIX THE CYCLE

6.1 Reasons for Student Participation

I

The. end of second tens was an exciting one .for student's participating in,

the
-

cycle and run. After ten weeks of trainingi the cyclists were eager to

commence the project- These students were asked why they were willing to

devote ten days of their holidays to cycling. The Students' answers ire-

flected ,their thoughtfulness and inshght. These were the reasons foremost
rt

in the students' minds.

There was a girl called [ilia who reflected on the question and wrote the

following: "mainly to achieve something out of the ordinary and to look, -

back onit and say 'I did that run to help 'students who are not as lucky as

us and to say I helped them'".

That. thought was echoed on many occasionSfwhen the students were in the

r street collecting money for Telethon. Someone from the public would come

up and ask 'What are you doing?' and 'Why are you doing it?' Their

answers were not learned 'ot4fi pat'. They were committed. The harder the

challenge, the more'meaningful.their oommitmen't became. These students

truthfully were out to help others and they derived deep satisfaction from

the process.

The second reason for participation was -to. ,obtain personalsatisfaction and

self-esteem by attempting a difficult task and by achieving it. "I thought

the cycle would help increase my sense of responsibility," one student

said, "and this would help me with employment."-

,

There was another revealing student's coMment concerned with finding out

about oneself. This particular one was made by a year eight boy whO was
slow in becaning a pact of the oamraderie. As a younger student in the team

he said, "I'midoing.Ehis project to help'students who Aren't as lucky as I

am and to get to know the teachers?better. Also, it will be good exper-

ience for me and for my future education." Lou thought, "This boy had
really thought the theme through."

This notion of finding out about themselves was often found in comments

411 like, "I didn't think I could do it but I Aid The' students, when

they were confronted with a huge hill, said: "When I firdt looked at that,

it was rally very frightening and I was, surprised that I could do it".

Before the run, another boy was regarded by the Physical Education staff as

questionable. He was a student who continually. made excuses for not doing

Physical Education. Yet, the further the project vent', the more he became

involved in it, to the extent that his team in thegend was one of the most

proficient cycling teams. He said initially, "The 'reason why?I'midoing this

project is because it's great to ride from Adelaide to Norseman ". It was a

tangible activity for him, Ile*pecially_along the Nullarbor Plaip..Later, he

gave another reason. The.cycle was for the, personal satisfaction t it

vocal give "because it is something which no,other,sclyool has ever

.:.`Oif)-sdolng.- The reason y I'm doing it is to tell, my friends about My good

'a6enturer. This type o comment represented the esdence of self-esteem.
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Perhaps, a third reason-fOr:,:participation wig; to gain recognition for the
school. . "It's a new challenge anewill help the School be knlIqn by every-
one' in South Austtalia and Western Australia." "I want pellople to know I

come from Oyril Jackson Senior High Sohooll"lk

10
1

6.2 Sttent-Staff Relations
1

Staff and students were also asked: "Has the project changed your relation.-
ship with staff and students?" This question was. answered When the cyclists
had actually reached the Plaini,They had been been riding for two
days. One has often heard around schools some student saying: "If only
teachers were real people". One student was as blunt. !leachers now think
of us as people, not bloody pupils. I now see my teachei41 as oaring
understanding -people, not masters." From another year eight student was,
heard: "Yes, We're more friendly and we know all the nicknames of the
staff". Another one said: "Yea, with some teachers. Now everybody gets
along' with each other without fuss. Yes, you learn b000pe with a lot of
different people, even if you ,cpion**.t like them".

Coping with different people Whom one may not like, was an -interesting
response. There' was one of the participants during the trip who was'self-
centred and who was lacking in. communications Skills. The first. few days
made it obvious that this young man was in,the activity for himself and was
inconsiderate)of other people.

For example, on the actual cycling itself, the key to the cycling was.that
each -would t9ke a turn in front and keep'in contact with the other people
who were there regardless of what speeds they were capable of. Cyclists
would. adjust their pace to suit the other meMbers of the team. This
fellow would' stay at the front and'would ride as fast as he could to leave
his mates 1Sthe distance. When it became his turn to lag behind, he wOuld
tailgate lead cyclist' dangerously and disconcertingly. The rest of
the cyclists were upset with this rude behaviour. It was dbvious1/41to them
that he was not fitting in with the spirit'of.the ride. It was thought
that his team would have rejected him.

Lou had expressed his admiration to this team for ]air show of tolerance.
They replied that this ,student would 'toe the line.' This.
person more and more fitted into the team so that, at. the end, these
cyclists were in the top three in performance. Yet it took sane dialogue
from the teachers in charge. ,It took some courage from:his team mates to
tell him. The success Was'that the team performed better as a consequence
bl him 'toeing the. line''and he was proud of. it. The development of a non-'
threatening sense of communitywais one of the successes of the trip. This
was apparent in tiff011Owing diary entries.

"I've learned to cope with peoples' different attitudes and living with a
large group does help.to improve your 'I think it's great hOW
the teachers and kids. get on together 4bdt bane. can be pains. You still.put
up with them. We are one big happy family."

There was a touhiAig comment from a staffnember: "I' come to admire and
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appreciate many qualities in some of these students. I .could easily call

sonar,, of them friends instead of students." That revealed an unpleasant

truth about Ming subject teachers in pig secondary sclIrs. In a project

like this all people were equal. The teacher was not ng the performing

with his students sitting passively in a classroom.. Instead, the key

concept was one of 'mateship'. That person felt that "I like these students

and I want to be involved with them." One needs -informal interaction for

this sensation to. emerge.

Another. cement to .do with the relationships with the' staff was this: "The

'transformation of students has been incredible. I've never imagined that

they'd work so well together, and that Zhe team could beclosely bonded

after- °nil a few days together. However,lkit's great to see such enjoyable

relationships developing between myself and'thor students. We've estab-.

lished as the saying.goes 'one big happy family and I'm glad that I had

the chance to be part of it". That relprk showed that the teachers under-

estimated their capabilities in this affectOe area and emphasised the

importance of this project as a model for'permitting social development.

"The students still needed the teachers' leadership-model. They still needed

the usual authoritarian discipline but they also needed the communication

that came from a close caring relationship. The students had to feel

personally accepted. e communication had to be a meaningful interchange,

rather than merely mo ring irrelevant classroom/instructions to per-

form.

6.3.1 The Cycle Diary: Day One

On August 26th, the (weather was overcast and showery,. with a maximum of

seventeen degrees celAus. At nine o'clock, Sunday evening, the students

boarded AnSett flight.2283, bound for Alice Springs and Adelaide. Arriving

,at CampWitown High School at an early hour after a sleepless night, the

cyclists Were impressed by the gymnalium and a health studio- complex.

Essentials were unpacked and fortified ifrth coffee and biscuits they toured

the Barossa Valley.

46.3.2 Day Two

*'
Tuesday, August 28th was the official send off. . From nine o'clock to

eleven Ahirty, the majority of party was involved in sorting and:packing

the equitioTnt required for-the "campirig" section of the trip: Bus and vans

were washed and sparkled in the sun.

At one thirty, the students looked professional in their colourful yellow

helmets, orange and green lettered t-shirts and ten speed bicycles, "not,"

Lou stated, "like something fallen off a bus". They bewildered pedestrians

on the footpath outside parliament with their bicycles, -as .Premier 'John

Bannon spoke- briefly and informally before television cameras.

\Congratulating the group, he stated, "In this era of fund raising,' it's

necessary to find interesting ways of attracting attention and you've

scceeded, He complimented the group on giving their time and energy to
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such a worthwhile project and wished everyone safe ri,ding. The. Premier
handed over .a message to be carried to Perth by the cyclists and the
runners .to give greetings from Adelaide to the Premier of West Australia at
the GrElnd Neale. -

, ,
The fitst ten kilometr along King William Road out of the city 46re:
completed with flashing ilbts and a polite-escort making ;a picturesque
sight forAhe tci,evision cameras. Behind ;the .polioecar, was a Tarago,van,
covered with ,the names of the'sponsorS and'carrying a tgoftop sign announc-
ing 'Cyclists Ahead.' Then cameathe.cyclists followed by the Sthool bus
towing the cycle trailer. A second van towing a mobile kitchen had gone
ahead to prepare the evening meal.

After this short ride the students 'stopped to shop while food stores were
collected. In the-evening, from six to nine o'clock; a meal was provided
by Peter's sister, Mrs Riley. Channel 10's News showed an item on the
cycle to the excitement of the students. cyclists went to. bed feeling
"that they didn't want to know about tomorrow. They would take it as it
comes."

6.3.3 Day Three"

41,

Day three, Wedriesday, the 29th, was, beautifully sunny. Everyone was up at
dawn with a breakfast of -cereals,' and sausages at six_a" The bus was
loaded and was on the road by seven thirty a.m. The average speed, main-
taived during the day was twenty one,kilometres per hour "with,the average
distance of each ride being eleven and .a half kilometres. Semi trailers
which ga cyclists little.considegption were in the word of one cyclist,
"frightenilt" and proved to be a hazard. Yet, their spirits were high as
the riders passed through a,landscape of mainly .flat coastal lowland,
giving a panoramic view of vast green pastures with early spring crops
spotted picturesquely with blossoms. Those who had ridden welcomed their
rest, complained of sort backs and legs, but looked forward to their next
ride.

?The top speed was reached by. Team B at forty four kilometres per'hour The
total -distance covered was two hundred and Sixty two kilometres." The
cyclists arrived at Point GerMaJne at five p.m. with tents pitched: and gear
stowed by six p.m. The evening meal was consumed by six thirty p.m. and
students explored this isolated coastal resort with 4s- pit., a general
:store, a post ofrice and a caravan park. The evenkrgywasAncluded with
41kcial awards and games.

,..

, i
.! 44:,.,:-.,,,,,'... ..

, l' ,.._ft honestly expressed, typical student's comment was, "Stuffed, but to-
morrow will be good. I can't wait since I'm in the thirdigrOup. riding."
-Thee day had been one of excitement to. be going again and-one when' the
,.actual' physical demands, those muscular aches and painsrOW§ starting to
be .felt. "My first ride was extremely difficult. I had'firoWork' hard to
finish. My second ride was great." '' ffilwas glad to start 'ing but I was, ;,

,210/also tad to finish." "The hill was fie miles long,, but it wasn't hard, :,

and,-1 was glad to finisb and go to sleep." "It was hard to -motivate
self to ride in the,wind but, otherwise, I'm feeli good." "Tited and.

I'm glad to go 'to' bed." The wind was, Andeed, an unbelievable barrier
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Everyone semedmhappy with their achievements. It was a great feeling,

they felt, actually to have started 'the trip. "I'm now feeling very posi-

tive' about, the rest of the trip. Everyone ON still bright'and cheerful

which isaZjood sign," one person remarked. Another said, "riding is very

enjoyable. The team worked well together." A staff member observed:', "I'm
really impressed with the marvellous attitude and feelings among the ,stu-
'dents: Lou ailseryed; '"The riders axe in excellent shape. I've-no doubts

that we'll ,meet all our trgets on sChedOle." ,

That night, recognition was given to the cyclists through small awards.

'Winning. he Freddo Frog award for the ride of the day was the'highlight
for 'me", one cyclist confided to his diary. This was a. simple basic

tangible thing that hhppened every night,, a little chocolate Freddo Frog

was 'awarded to draw attention to amusing things that happened, in some

dcases a mistake or in other cases an achievement. There was an extended

dinner with long conversations'during.whieh Freddo Frog Award6 were 'pre-
sented to Pat, the cook, for significent services_rendered,rand Team'e, for
'grit in adverse conditions.' A 'Boo Boo! Award went to'a teacher for a

lost key, found in his pocket. "What staggered me," Lou stated, "was

reading the diaries next day. The significance that the students placed on
that kind Hof reinforcement,, and feed-back was amazing." Comments like

these abound. "I'loved sitting in front of a warm,bonfire.with the eteam

with Lou up there giving his encouragement and Fred& Frogs." "The Freddo

Frogs that we get and the ability to get on well with everyone are thing's
,

enjoyed."

Another area of comment by students was their pleasure in the public recog-
nition obtained during the occasional parades through towns ,and,awsense of

pride they *felt in the school. "It was a real lift going through Crystal

Brook on the bikes. Unfortunately there's not many towns to ride through.

We yelled out, 'We're from Cyril Jabkson Senior' High-SChool, Western Aus-

tralia.' :It gave us a ieal buzz!"

6.3.4 Day Four

Day-four, ThurSday; the BOth,jasAwindy, and overcast.. The night had been

cold and some cyclists were wet, from having their tents/blown, down. Stu-

dents were up-at six a.m.-for a welcomed breakfagt of cereal and spaghetti.
The team was travellthg by .,eight a.m: Two hundred and thirty three kilo-

metrgs of hilly,tough-peddling'bought the cyclists to a new base camp,

Kimba. At twelve nook, gro6p pasikd through Port Augusta, and at. three

ROC, they bad passed the small town of Iron Knob.
s4

Jhursday'wap an unpleasantly windy overcast day, and many of the students

commented on .the difficulties caused by the:weather.' A common the in
these comments+as that the cycling was difficult but the. team would suc-

ceed. ".It < was difficult for those with the wincf,against them..and a few

-hills that we hit were tiring." "The.hiliS seemed to go on forever before

we xedched the top." "Dur ride was difficult as we had some of the.strong-

- est' wind. It's also getting hard to get up in the moining% especially
-

becaOse. 'it's. cold. The best thing is working like a team" and it's a -/

really great. feeling." N611., day's. ride was very difficult indeed.
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wes'verY,, very close to giving in but when.I finally reach the end and see
the bus 4n the distance I get a whole new boost of energy. I feel extreme-
ly proud of myself. 'A reel sense of actlievementL,,, The rest of tie group
plays an important Pole in keeping me going." 14

A link in all the comments for Protect '84, was 'difficult - but %%et
it.' Lou recalled: "It's interesting that one"day I watched one Of t e
youngeAt girls witha mammoth hqlto'cliMb., She'd her head down and she
was repeating to herself, 'I can do:. it, I can do it,%1 cane do it.'"

Many camments focu4sed on the team effort, the dlose relations be the
staff and tkwe students and amusing incidents associated with thes:wlialat-
.ions. Peter noted: "The students were great and their courage and stamina
amazed me at times. I' saw the great advantalge of mixed staff- student-
teams, in keeping the enthusiasm and team co- operation going."

6. 3. 5 Day Five

_Day fiver 'Friday, the' 31st was again unpleasant; rainy and windy. 4:111!*

Nevertheless, the total dJOtance covered was an excellent twohundred and
twenty two kilometres. The first 'cyclists were on road at seven thirty six
a.m. The weather domirgteld the day. ,It was 'the pits.' "There weren't
many days-likq rhisl- thank God," Lou exclaimed. The cyclists were literal-
ly soaking aid- if eveugithey were going ,to quit, it would have been then.
The cyclists had been going since Tuesday and were tired, cold and "lonely.
Some kids lampnted in their journals: ."After the first ride I was .tired
all over. -The second ride was good but for some reason I must have pulled
a muscle and when I gpt off the bus.the pain was killing. "I felt I hit
rock bottom after the first ride. The weather was pathetic." "After the
first ride/ felt as i( I didn't want to gO back out and ride. But when my

'turn came again I went out and'rode."'

It was, as one report stated, a magnificent effort. ,'"A magnificent come-
beat to end the day only sixtylidnutes behind schedule. This morning
H faced forty kilaMetres per*hour winds and rain and it was obvious to
that this'wes the challenge so tar. Everybody dug in and battled their way
to record a gutsy effort. Every-groresponded in the same` way. We rode..
through some ''terribl,e' conditions today 'and 11m-convinced that we must
have faced one of the hardest challenges on the trip. There's,no'stopping
us ndw! It was a day of mixed feelings and all the team members had good
reason to be extremely proud of ,themselves."

The staff pa a tole in giving the kids support. One teacher who was
not cyclist was so amazed at watching the cyclists "in' such 'disgusting
conditions working'their hearts out" that he was "all misty and upset.apogt
it." This teacher, to demonstrate his support, climbed out of his 'warm
vehicle and rode; six miles in the drenching rain. "It nearly killed, ,

that cold ,wet morning," he recalled.- "Those kids were made of pure steel."

The students learned about themselves and their endurance. The divers.
often leanedlLout of their vehicles to say 'Do you want to get into 'the
bus?' but the'cyclists would not,.get off or quit. Finally, the students
would stiffly climb off their bikes and warm up in , the 'Wag() vehidle
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murmuring hoarsely: 'I didn't think it'd be tha

In every.toem there was a strong and a weaker- rider who had worked out the

cycling detAils; -.the one that wanted to spend longer in front to, break 'the

wind and the one who rested in the rear. As a strong rider Would drift back

to rest, he would pat the back of the second Student coming through and

they would offer each other encouragement -'well done, Well done.' It was

a humbling thing to watch them while they forgot about their own discomfort

and reinforced each other,

4

6.3.6 Day Six .

fl
wl

Day six, Friday, bst September, was fine but continued to be windy. On the

road by five past seven, the teen. covered a total. distance of two hundred

and fifty three kilometres. After arriving in- Ceduna at eleven a.m. the

bus stopped, to allow people to shop Or twenty Five minutes. The vehicles

were filled with fresh water, while riders made use "of the salt water

,shOwers, the last for two days. The riders we're now well on to the'empty

flat plain of the Nullarbor.

- l
.

'The cyclists caught up to a small Japanese rider riding solo from Brisbane

toperth, loaded with thirty kilosof camping gear and averaging twenty

kilometres an hour. .Someone in the bus learned...about this fellow. By'the

time the bus had.stopped and the Japanese rider had caught up with it, they

had OqtAriether a presentation at one-.of the camps, a hat and sTne fruit.

Everyonalhad signed it and presented it to this person: a gift not from.' a

staff member, but from one of the students. The vision was widening.

The staff reaction had been different.. With four riders on the. road, -the

"staff thought. that there could be problems. Lou yelled out to Pan gyres,

Net'cracking, I Want to see if we can outdistante the Nippon Klippon," a

reAerence to the Japanese rider's proximity to the rear cyclist,. Peter

RanegyTes rode hard for'atout eight kilometres, head down looking to- the

front ..and' working. As he was about' to firiish, he turned,reund to say:

'Jell', have I °Fulled ahead of and the inteprid cyclist was right

'behind.

Peter could not believe it, saying, "How can he still he there, this guy

with a sixty pound' pack on his, back just\coasting 'along". The incident was

amusing and everyone teased Panegyres. As one cyclist described it. "we

were going full* guns and our spirits were very high. . We were feeling"

really ,proud of Ourselves hut'I must admitit was a Little deflating after

'seeing that Japanese rider bking i,t So easy after cominj from Brisbanel

Our effortl.seemed a little minimal compared to his. We gaVe him a cap to

remember us by and our team spirit is still fantastic." ,

y ) '0,

That night 'there was ,the first .camp-fire..It was, Lou found, "an experience
OP '

ryowea I'd never forget. We were in the middle of the Oullarbor. It was ..a ,.

tranquil night with.some'thirty people sitting around a bush fire, tired.

It 'had. been a tough day. After dinner, when i was quiet,' ,the students

look at the fire AsorCed in the occasionvida rds_ weren't needecL That' .

*,,Oigh in the middle of ,the enpty de'sertit. welThared a commorf and meaningful

exiperience 'si't.eing a4pund the fire,.under the sts." One father; wrote:

J
.
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"Thq comradeship around the fire tonight was one of due.. highlights. The'
students really enjoy the humour. As a Parent I think th4 social inter-
action and growth ofpthe group as a wholeq what it's all about."

6.3.7 Day 'Seven

Day seven,. the 2nd, was Father's Day, -,=The group members were on the road
at six-fifty enjoying a beautiful morning and noting the obvious change in
landscape to a barren wasteland, dominated by saltbush. By ten a.m. the
cyclists were on to the Nullarbor itself and tytleven they were riding
over the Plain,: amongst the most desolate country in the world. Here the
cyclists were noticed more and more by friendly car drivers who acknow-
ledged their presence cheerfully by waving. \ Mid afternoon riding brought
the hard working group close to the coastline 'With its hilly conditions and
more interesting views.'

The group reached another bush camp at six p.m. having 4accomplished two
hundred and seventy kilometres, the biggest total to date. As Peter re-
marked: "After being on the road for nine. hours it was satisfying' to
arrive at the bush camp especially one so superbly set up and located in a
matvellous setting, dinkum outback. After an excellent meal and campfire
discussion, the usual Freddo Awards were presented with special father's
day presentations made by the ladies to mil the male adults. These were
well received. Everyone was visibly tired."

The half-way mark represented an exciting and achievement filled point for
the students.

7

6.3.8 Day Eight

Day eight,. Monday, the 3rd, was the worst APthe trip. The riders were
lk awakened by gale for sixty kilometre winds and torrential rain. Visi-

bility was limited to twenty metres. Five hours of purgatory followed.
.Students realised that they could succeed only if they believed, showed
courage, determination and stamina. There were times when in howling
wind, two. Y6ar eight boys and a teacher were struggling along at a forty
five degree angle. They were peddling as hard as they could but they
crawled along at about ten kilometres an hour. They did not want to stop.
One of the toys was hurting to the extent that his face appeared grey,and
he virtually collapsed after his ride.

"he highlight of this miserable dgy was the tremendous morale, boost ob-
tained by reaching the Western Australian border. "iltday we reached West
Australian territory!! A Deal morale booster for everybody. It was really
funny , as the sun was shining on the W.A. side but not in South Australia.
One of the difficulties was the terrible road surface in W.A. It was good
to reach' our homeland. It gave the whole team a real boost. 'Great,
Effort!'" ,

7

Police escort was provided put of Eucla and the base 'camp, Madura,' a
caravan park, was welcomed with it Olegomfortapqmmping conditions and warm,

)10' ,
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'salt' showers. A warm glow andfsense of achievement were.shareCI by all

that night. The cycliSts.had gained complete confidence in their ability
to take the worst, to achieve their purpose and to complete the trip.

6.3.9 Day Wine

Day nine, Tuesday, the 4th, was fortunately a pleasant day. The group left

Madura at six thifEy a.m. only to b immediately confronted with:the,big-

gest hill of the jouiney to be tackled by Team D, with cyclists Nola

English, Phia Weyers, and Denise Abordi. The description of this day is
best taken directly from the trip:is journal with the first entry being made
by a teacher.

1r

"I learnt a big lesson today! It' After losing most of my night's sleep

worrying about a huge silly hill I was to realize that one should never

underestimate oneself and'one.should always be confident of what one can

do. I guess that this.is what we"ve been trying to teach the students and

this is what Project '84 is all about. If Project '84 hasn't. taught the

students o this group a lesson, it certainly has convinced one. staff

member. If somewhere along'the trip some of the students experienced the

same feeling I had today, then they have experienced one massive boost to
their self-esteem and egos!"

The self-esteems of those students were also heightened as illuArated by

team entry. "I really didn't think I would make it up the hill out of
a but I did.'Ifelt good becaue f finished."

The cyclists organised the afternoon into a series of four mile sprints.

The teams averaged forty kilometres an hour. It was amazing. The riders

knew each other sp well that their timing moved the sevens on.their shirts

in unison. Their legs were actually in time. Although they were hitting

speeds up to fifty seven kilometres an hour they did not look as though

they were straining. There was a complete understanding or a trust in each

other. There was an understanding that a team mate would'not hit a partner

off a-bicycle, a trust that everyone would perform their task perfectly.

They had moved from a group of students to teams. of skilled athletes -{oho.

knew each other's strengths and weaknesses and who knewAhat their bikes

were extensions of themselves.

The day was concluded with this diary entry. "Bush .camp at Water Tank:

warm conditions. Soothing fire Aeveryone tired. Glad to hit the sack!"

6.3.10 Day Ten

Day ten, Wednesday, the. 5th, was the last day of Stage A. The ten left
the bush.camp at six thirty a.M.'with an air of excitement and anticipation
amidst noticeable displays.of wild flowers, and greener .,pastures. Most

teams were easily averaging over twienty five kilometres per hour now. At

three fifty p.m. the Norseman local. radio station broadcasted the forth-

coming arrival. By four p.m. a police escort arrived from Norseman and, at
laA, the target was in sight. At four thirty, A Team began a final
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ride into town while the rest of group formed a, welcdming party with
balloons, and streamers, much to the bewilderment of Oe'local residents.
At four fifty five, five minutes ahead of Schedule, the "A TeaM" crossed
the finish line. Stage A of the task had been suceoesrully completed.

The cyclists were euphoric as they reached the final day of 'the ride.
Samples of journal entries illustrated the happy feelings. "Feeling good,
rtoday0 "My enthus*tAsnand excitement gave me that extra push!" "I feel

gic

really happy today that we've accomplished thi'5 feat ." "I ieel tha -we've
known ourselves and others a lot better after today." "Today, feel
-really great, I feel as if I could do another one hundred kilometres."

Yet, 'in spite of the joy of concluding the trip there was a sense of
sadness that this wonderful experience had ended. One student said: "I -

wish this trip would go on forever. I feel. so .close to everyone-and we got
on so well together. I feel so good doing things to help other people."

-6.3.11 Day Eleven

On day eleven, Thursday, the 6th, the clelinq had finished, but the riders
were not due to go home until the Friday.. Piens wereThiade to pass on the. .

baton officially ,'bio. the team of runners that were arriving 'that night,
Meanwhile, the students tidied up and cleaned the bus for the next group.
They wanted to leave the equipment in perfect condition so they worked
hard; washing, scrubbing, and drying all through the Thursday.

There were the usual presentations. that Thursday night.' After dinner the
Stage A students moved out oE their accommodation to make room for the- new
Stage B team who were arqving.. Thursday evening was one of general con-
fusion, with the excitement that accompanied the arrival of Stage B.

)1F1

Accommodation was cramped', for the "A Stage", and pupils and staff were
tired. Thursday evening s a real test of tolerance and patience. At.ten
thirty p.m. thatnight there was,an emotional event involving th. e official
handing. over of the baton.

At that time there was a feeling'of depression, of a let down after a
marvellods achievement which was described by this perdeptive student's
comment.

"The previous night, (Wednesday night) aroused the most intense and satis-
fying emotions I have ever felt. We should have been allowed to stay up a
bit last night so the feeling would last longer. The feeling left after'
tea tonight, when we had to'start unloading the '13' Stage's gear, to make
room for them, and moving out V our beds. We feel we're being pushed
aside. We've done all the hard.work and now they're getting -the spot
light- What ,should have happened was that the runners should' have been
waiting at the finish line to give us a bit mo6? team togetherness between,
Stages 'A' and 'B'. We were depressed when they came because they felt
like intruders on our small, very very united group which included eve the
year eights!"

To some extent, 'it was a. feeling of jealousy, a sense that 'we've. done it
and .we don't want other people taking it away frog us.' The students Were

.
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counselled but further planning was needed for this transition period.

6.4 Conclusion, Stage A

For everyone involved, this Project represented an exciting achievement,

The venture proved that the teachers and their pupils underestimate their

abilities. The lesson to be learned was that students must be given exper-
iences: formal ones, social ones, physical ones and academic ones. Every

aspect of the curriculum must become a means for students to reach their

potential. -These students obviously agreed with the comment: "There's no
better feeling ever experienced. than doing a bit more than we thought we

were capable of doing a§ a cohesive team in an atmosphere of cummunity and

mutual understanding."

M
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7.1 Re

CaPTER SEVEN THE RUN

f

onsJor Studont Nticipation'

V

p

The Mme caring attiVe, ,a-deep concern over helping others, tat eq1111y
Apparent in the reasons given by the runners for participating in the
relay. The students' journal (nminrmts reflected this concern-wiVh their
remarks. #"I'm doing thiOproject," one s(ndent said, "toe help all thpse
*ho, do not have .all thlt we have, and also to better-my )Sharing' qual-
ities."

Although thesetomments..whigh emphasised sa sfacti n gained from assisting
others- were Oredominart some otherActsons 4 re. anent. For same stu-
dents -the run was a 0/once to.Narn !wire about themseles,- to demonstrate
their, abilities, to meet and overcome alleges and to display tho&
strengths which %ften they could not revea in the classroom.

Students spoke of meeting challenges`and doing worthwhile And meaningful
deeds. "I'm doing it to prove to myelf that,I cpn do' t(," "I'm doing,
this project .teuse I've always-want Tto feel 'involved in something
worthwhile. This is my chance to show that I can do,something that 1 can
look back on with pride. My time spent in school ,

e
-although educational,

0,

was otherwise not fulfilling." 1
-

'

Connected with accepting the challenge was a desire to be physically fit.
Some students,Angicated their enjoyment of running amd reported that the
hoped to continueNoggidg after the ,event to keep fit. Another simply. 'sal"
"Fo*fame,-fitness and fun."

it.

For others, the project was a
the staff better, to socialise
with teachers and kids, that I

chance to net new friends, o get to *now
apd to' have fun. "I want to become closer-
didn't know -even existed ,at school."

Perhaps a final reason that students felt for participating was to repres-
ent -their' school and'to-sholiit in, gOod light. "I want to give the
school a good name," one runner said. "I'm proud Of my schdol," another
coMmenteor

4
0

7.2 Organisation

The run was Organised so, that the students in -teams of two ran twos Aflo-
metres at a time. One hcindred and thirty kilometres were covered per'day.
The runners were split into two groups which occupied- different buses.
Each day the groups alternated between running and .excursions. Normally
students in the running group ran four or five times a-day for about ten
minutes a tun:

The runners were accompanied by two Mazda vans,joreceding and following the
runners for safety. ,Each carried a driver, an observer, a two was? radio
and one carried the school nurse. Eight reserve runners wore carried .by

a- the blue Mazda andOie rest travelled in the runner's bus. .Consequently
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tool kilometres we4covered before e large bus would change

Mazda's runners. This'meant one stop per hour, with a half hour

the large 610 of runners.

7: 3. 1 Events.; Day 1

.
I

Students-assembled t. the school at six forty five a.m., Thursday,.Septem-

ber Rh, 'the nd wee.jof the school holidays, '' to commence a' crowned

slow bus trip florsemaR. Nevertheless; the rudhers enjoyed themselves

on the bus th topes, dancing, singing and anticipating their meeting,,..--

1, With the cyclists. After a*twelve hours drive the group off' tired studentA$

reached Norseman late that evening. "I was happy but nervous, " one student

remarked. "I iaas really lOoking forward to seeing. all my friends on.....tlopla'

bike ride again."-

ver the
reak for

s

The first night was cha6tic, with over one hundred. 'people crowded into

small recreational centre. Students were bunking down on the floors, in

the gymn,- the-kitchen, and6squash.court. G4ar(was difficult to locate in

buses, vans, trailers and in the building. No routines had been establish-

- ed.

4, was a good fiTst night }for Stage B because they were ,given a 'vision of

carrying the baton and completing the task despite the obatacles. The kids-

and the "staff immediately recognised that the project 46 a challenge, a

yentore., that peoplehad'sweated for The cyclists told of the terrifit

advent that they had enjoyed and their feeling 'that the runners 'would 11

not let 4hem down in this important tosk-. The runners also saw the ex=

haustion.of the cyclists, their sodneks at leaving anal their cohesion as a

group. ,

7.3.2 .Day Two

-24

On Friday, the 7th September, in spite of--the late night, group one of

Stage B was packed and running at-anearly hour. It was not easy getting

up as one student recortled. "The,aspects4hat I didn't enjoy was waking' up

at six o'clock or earlier in `thy morning,in the cold." .Student feelings

differed from satisfactionat getting going to these.comments: "It was a

pain. Terrible! Tired!" "ft was great to fiish, but Imas tired, liter-
,

ally exhausted. jt's a great feeling when you'.can see the blue Mazda

stopping to wait for you while 'you're running." J4hile group one ran, group

two was involved in activities around NorseMan including cricket, running,

playing bdsketball and swimming in A heated pool.

. Small towns along the route were in reinforcrft the students' pride

and self-esteem. In Esperance, the students had the oppaqtunity to see an

nisolated but friendly coni'nunity that was familtar with the runr through

radio and television coverage. The runners were'eXcited that all the towns

people knew about and supported their: task,. The rurpers had a real sense

of their importance and of Cyril Jackson S-441.or High School's jdentity. ,

\-There was an organisational problem that became.obvious the sdbodd day in
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Esperance. Some of the students were feel;ng that the two busload separ-
ation destroyed their group cohesion, Thiscomment was typical. "I hate
being separated into two groups and only seei6g your mates in the other
group in the early morning and at night. Pretty rough,"

tray Three

On day - three, Saturday, the 8th, in Esperance, the students were feeling
exhausted from their workout. Group one continued the run. "For the first
time", Peter wrote, "there was 'mutual admiration' between the runners and *
the cyclists. The running was completely different from Elite Stage A cyc-
ling, but was as enjoyable. It was interesting to watch the different
running styles. The kids appeared to appreciate the use of the power
amphifier and music which was play4 to them as.they ran. The wild flowers
at the-lunch stop today were super6; masses of colourful spider orchids,
donkey orchids, assorted lilies, hakea, and grevillae."

The hilly terrain was difficul
hill," one student coranented.
murderous." Comments on riding
bit boring in the bus sometimes
Unfortunately, it's too crowded
sometimes boring but overall it

t for the students. "Sonia and I had a big
"We classified this steep hill climbing as
in the runner's bus were mixed. "It gets a

, especially on long h'ard days of running.
and cramped to sleep," "The bus travel was
was great."

Group two spent Saturday on excursions. Activities included collecting
funds' for Telethon from the shop keepers and towns people as well as
cheer/ing the runners in group one as they passed. The group went to visit
'the, Esperance Farm School for a tour and travelled on to Cape Le Grand
,National Park where they undertook some hill climbing of Frenchman's Peak.

Some of fun experienced by"ttiese students and the informal interaction
amongst the runners and teachers was illustrated by this journal'entry. !',I

enjoyed watching everyone bet* 'electrified', especially when they held
hands obedientlycas directed by Mr. Pratt and then, the one nearest had his
hand puShed onto the wire by the farm manager 'Smithy'. Everyone jumped in
the air, screamed; shook themselves like puppies or doubled up in supposed
agony. Then we all laughed hilariously because it didn't really hurt at
11. It was just unexpected."

I

At Cape Le Grande one student wrote: "Glorious sunsets, clouds and storm-
swept sky. We rant along the'white beach barefooted and climbed the rocks
together while looting at the blackened granite walls and the green-striped

. clear rock pools." \For another, "climbing the bill was difficult but once
you reached the top and were able to see the scenery, the beautiful view
made up for the hard wOrk."

The night was .againspent in ESperance. A recreation centre was available
for use by the students in their second evening with weights. room, pool and
basketball court.
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7.3.4 Day Four

A

On Sunday, the nth, group one enjoyed an excursion while group two ran.

The excursion group watc-bed a shearing demonstration, 'then tried their

skill at shearing sheep.- One student wrote: "].felt sorry for the-sheep
because it got so many cuts on its body."

Another student corrnented: "One of The highlights of the excursion today

was when the bus got bogged. We were on a guided tour of the farm in the

Ford bus. Underneath the farm paddock was an underground stream which made

the ground like a waterbed. It took two tractors and some hours to pull

the bus out. Meanwhile we enjoyed a barbecue."

Seeing teachers in a new light in a situation of a crisis, coping well and

still being able to laugh, being outgoing and carjg of individual students

was the critical factor in developing relationships. Janet Ristic noted:

"I saw a real change in the way the students began to perceive themselves

and the teachers from the time that our plans began to go wrong. . e kids

really appreciated the humour shown by the teachers who didn't get ,angry

and upset. The stuiptssthemselves managed to make good fun of the prob-

lem, even being stuck or two and a half hours."

Group two, the runners also experienced challenges. Highlights included:

"Running up the long steer) hills from the river valleys and getting wet.,'

"Not good! I've finished my run, the first of the day and I'm tired. Even

though everybody had a headwind to run into I think that they felt that

they had accomplished a great deal."

While bne bus was bogged on the Farm, the runners' Leyland bus had -a

mechanical breakdown and was left on the side of the road. About fifteen

of the students remained with the bus because they could not squeeze into

the vans and continue with the run. The runners in the van experienced a

challenge of running further and more often than they would normally have

done, sometimes up to sixteen kilometres per person.

"The report I've heard,2" Alan Hunt said, "was that the kids were tremen-

dous. They wanted to keep on running. There were almost fights to gee who

would run next. A member of the media team suddenly discovered that he

could run too. At no stage did the running stop and they finished that day
.

iexactly at the "time planned.". 'Student journal comments ,midcated their

dedication. "Even if we fell, we'd push on harder." "I like it because I

know that our cause is worthy and we're helping others." "When I run I'

feel really good. I say to myself that I'm running for victory."

Students stranded on the bus did not question their teacher, Mr. Hunt or

become. nuisances in any way. They allowed him to tackle the problem of the

bus. They kept themselves happy writing a song which illustrated their

dedication to the challenge, the good fun and the sense.of unity of the

group.
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THE CJ SAGA - PROJECT '84 THEME SONG
(Music Offenbach's Grenadiers Song)

Verse 1.
On the shores of the Swan River,
In the town of Bassendean,
Is a school called Cyril Jacson
Whose like you've never seem.

Chorus:
It's hooray fot stiff and pArents,
And hooray for kids who care,
We're on the Rpn, n the rain
We're on the Run, in the sun,
So to Telethon be fair!
We're on the Run, in the tdin
We're on, the Run, in the sun
With disabled kids please Aarei
(Chorus after each of seventeen verses)

When- the Royal Automobile
in pouring rain'the group
of a qpized engine due to
hate to sit on the side of
any idea when the other
cheerful.

I

Society (R.A.C.) mechanic looked under the bus"
learned that the bus could not be fixed becauie
a brokOM crankshaft.bearing. The ents would
the toad and wait for the other bu:. No one had
bus would be along. the students stayed'.

4

The R.A.C. mechanic .unexpectedly returned with a local schoo bus' about
. . .

five p.m.' He was driving into Ravensthorpe and suddenly thought of "those
poor kid's .stranded op the side of the road for hours. Why don't I do
something about them." He sent his wife to hire video tapes while he

"":'"borrowed a bus to load the fifteen students and to take them back to his
own home.

The teachers discovered that thd mechanic and his wife had returned from
Sydney the night before and didn't ha.;?' mooch food. The students were
thrilled to contrAter their 'food. The couple lit a fire and the children
sat around eating, watching Mad Max IT.and relaxing until they were
finally picked up.

The teachers eventually returned to haul the broken down bus back to
Ravensthorpe around midnight. Preplanning had included provision of a
tow bar and trailer hitches on the front Of both bused. In the process a"
kangaroo was hit, damaging one of the vans. Tqlteachers went to bed at
,twO a.m.. and were up again at six. 4P-7

*it night in a Ravensthorpe school everyone slept in an open area grads
four classroom oreand between desks. This situation from then on wds
a6antageous in helping thelocial development Process since those talk-
ative runners, who keptmothers awake,' were confronted by the other stu-.
dents. Groups were gradually becoming self-regulating and responsible.

5
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7.3.5 Toy Five
I.

Preplanning of the trip had included checking the availability of 86s hire

along the route. Consequently a spare bus was quickly rented until a bus
could be brought from Perth and the run continued on schedule. Group one

was on the d on Monday, the 10th September, by seven a.m. as normal and
undertook running from Ravenstborpe to 36-rkamungup.

The night was spent in a classroom in jerramungup District High School.

"The students mixed well in the courtyard with the local kids," Russell

Hogg reported, "The Farm kids were really curious 'and asked: !What's

like running around the State?' Ovr students shared -their experiences, made
some good friends, and have since exchanged letters." A quiz organised by
Russell" Hogg and 6odfrey Blow was well received as the evening activity.
':The event, was symptomatic of the terrific staff .attitude throughout the

trip," Alan Hunt commented "Everyone pulled their weight well beyond the
call of duty."

7.3.6 Day Six

On Tuesday, the 11th, group, one was given free time in Albany while group
.two, `the runders, coveted from:GAtdener"to-the Rural and' Industries Bank in L'

Albany.' The highlight was the welcoming crowd in Albany and considerable
media attention. "T.V. cameras filmed me:dith bright lights shining in my
eyes. I knew I'd be on television: a-heroic sensation!" "The'recognitien

was great. There are alSo kids from other schools chperi us on. We're

talking to people on the citizen's band radio from all aro nd the country
who are cheering us and wanting to help us. Thanks.",

0

Lawrie Schlueter, left Perth at midday and drove down with a replacement
tbitis. Luckily," those of his }Op' eleven students who were not on work

experien ag! were on the.rpn. He to prove to be a valuable lasset in

improvingrorale and organising activities. Further bus problems continued
to place the staff under pressure, and to annoy the students.

Peter PanegyreS and Dayld Hoskins after nearly a month on the road were

exhdUsted, 'and treated themselves to a day off. "By the end of the run I

had ,rraVelled enough," Dave'noted.f "I wouldn't have voltinteere6hagain,

altho'bgh now- that its over my attitude is changing." The-students- too,.

some with influenza and colds; 'were 'f9eli;g the strain. "Igbete always
1. stopping beCause,the vehicles canit start or'they break down," one student,

recorded.

Ten kin bowling wa's a popular evening activity. The night was spent in the

Albdik Senior High School's libyary.between stacks of books and desks.

Food for cooking was icifckd pp' *mg 'the route, - ,- having been ordered in

advance. "THe hred COO< was. essential," Cathy Reynolds asserted. "The

Home Economics room was used for choking and eating butlwe found it tiring,
having to pack the cooking gear and having to leave the roams spotless by

eight a.m. We'd have preferred a cooking,caravan. The food itself was

goOd, with two roast dinners and barbecues."



Day Seven

On Wednesday, the 12th, both groups were given.a day of _excursions,
barbecues, rollerskating and relaxation in Albany while the uses were
serviced. Students enjoyed visiting such popular natural phenomena as the
gap, the natural bridge and blow hole at-Albany as eating albarbe-
coe meal at Emu Point where they Played with f s on the beach. The
day was described as "mint fun, with,.only the,waphing to4te done. Stu-
dents carried collection tins around town gnd gathered donations for Tele-
thon. The evening was spent roller skating, an activity which raised more
blisters than the running.

The media students were occupied in filttiing activities_ for the production
of a 41m. These students lacked the guidance of their teachou, Rod. EvaO
who was ill, but nevertheless they obtained some valuable eigh t millimetre
footage.. "The event had great impaCt on rthese kids," Pod later, reported.
"They now get on better together and have developed friendships across,,year
levels. .They're also more relaxed and less inhibited-to perform in front
bf the cameras."'

/

7.3.8 Day Eight'

On Thursday, the 13th, group one commented on their running
to Walpole. felt very sore when running up the steep hills. elt as
though the hills didn't end when I was running up them." "I was amazed. at
smooth change overs handing the baton on between runners.. We're acting
cooperatively." "The most difficult parts of the running today were the
hills and the hdad WThd." Passing th`tough small towns en'route gave the
runners a sense of recognition as shown by this comment. "I loved running
through Denmark and being a hero.'

Group twolundertook an excursion to scenic WilliaM Bay, a'visit highlighted
for the city students by the sight.of five wild. kangaroos: "Had a trmend-
ous time even though I didn't get out of the bus to have a look. Happy! It
made my day light up." The students toured Ocean Beach in Denmark,-,viewed
the magnificent Tinglewdod trees in the Valley of the Giants and visit
the trout hatchery. It was',, the students commented, "a really nice time.
Tliey also visited the De6mark.Agricultural School 'and obtained ,thir
dollars for-the Telethon tin. Group one stayed for morling tea i 'a lar
dining roam. "We had "soup, toast and'a piece of frui

lots

That night was stit.in one big room at the Walpole lf Club .ich did not
become vacant Until six p.m. This Made for a late, meal but "not a 'com-
plaint did I hepr, said one hungry teacher. Awards organised by Peter
were given for effort,.and hUmorousevents. Harry Bennett, for instance,
recet4ed an apron for his work in kitchen'. Sttident,journals frequently
,*lied entries suchsas "I loved getting,Kit-Kat awards because I'm so bril-
liant!" By the end everyone had received at least one award. Birthdays
were also celebrated. FoIloOing the awards, excursions or evening a6tiv--
ities were run .until ten thirty. The activities Chat evening included' a
presentation, of amusing student skits, foflo by pool, darts and telp-

,
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visi Abe exhausted udentsiuiokl.y went to sleep.

7.3.9 Day Nine

On Friday, the 14th,- group one helped pack up and we es educatio

excursions to the fish hatchery and apple orchard.whia; Irouwstwo ran fr

Walpole to%Manjimup, 'A runner wrote: ''''.E:hate ist whon.it's raining a d

the wind blows against my 'face while run., 1--hate having a cold and a

headache when I've to run and When,it's

This. was to be.the second last full day of"Onnfng for group two. Students

could see the end in. view as illustrated by this comment: "lbe .difficult:

part will be .going back to school.after'three-weks and pa4ing.up for the.

last time. Highlights will be.the Finale with everybody and iiemgries of

what we've achieved as a -"Pfelt really bad,' wandit wasipird .toY .

run. I was sad,-'because.all the fun is getting close. to afibish..' I feel

that everbody is being a little bit kinder because iha.end.is dradingnear

and we -won't be a group again."

4,
That evening was climaxot by ,a school disco held to,hohour.the runners by

Maniimup high .chool. P.ends raised by Manijimup choc:il were' donated .

to the Project '84 collection for Telethon. 'AccorApodation in Manjimup--

combrised of three classrooms and a Home'Economics rOm for cOoking.
4 A

7.3.10 Day Ten

.401n Saturday, the 15th,' the runners in groUp one commenced from Manjimup at

seven a.m.'and readOod Bunbury Civic Centre t d,five p.m: Group two viite

an Apple Orchard (Fontys Pool), a Trout Farm,'the Gloucester Tree, Bridge-

. town, and the Old/ Cheese Factory with crafts, _pottery, and arts._
ty's Pool they were shown the Apple sorting sheds and drove the sgbirrel, a,

power driven three wheel machine controlled by the feet and' used for prun-

ing trees. The actliWities were well received by one student. who wrote: "I

felt that I had a eally good timetoday." ,

The night was spent in/Newton Moore High,School. Evening - activities in-

cludeed Earth Games involving total group par,ticipation and cooperation. A

quiCk wend up presentation .thanked ;the cooks. Students and staff-reCoided

events ,'that they enjoyed -during the fortnight. '_New friendShips were one

.source pf pleasure. 1

"The thing; I liked best aboutrProtoct,r84 the waA everybody ?got on

together .like one big happy family.1.4I've me a- lot of kids.and talked to °

them and, found them really nice, although I haven't.poticed them- before.

Everybody got on like brothers and sisters do. the feature of the run that

1 liked the Most was the friends I made-.', I' g6t toLknow my friends' , atti-

tudes and my .friend got 'to knoWome toot The team spirit was tremendous,

generated ty,the eel g that we ere membersof'a family all pushing. for

the sarnia)m5rthwhile . 'All the kids .and :the teachers have joined Up to-

form ones big team of people."

A*
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The staff alsO found that "this project has been a fantastic experience.
The kids have been absolutely terrific in every way.- I wouldn't have
mitsed it for anythin9 and -I, tgo, wish that it didn't have to end!"

7.3.11 Day Eleven

student

Sunday, 'the 3:61h, group one returned by bus. to Peith. It was, a
wrote, "diffficult''lely,ing all our friends and .going home after

twelve days without seeing'o r parents.. Everyone wanted to keep on going
with the run'but also they ted to.see,their parents.' (It almost made me
cry)."

Group'two ran from Bunbury to the Ar'lladale & T. Bank on the outskirts of
Perth. The exhaUstton of the runners was clearly evident by "this time.
There had been no medical problems during the run, but three runners pulled
out^. from'running. that day although they participated the following day in

. the finale. The three cyclists who had .also Undertaken the run were
Clearly Affering towarTs the end. A month was too long to stand up to the
contivuous pace-

Motivation' (4 the runners was always excellent. Organiser.Alan Hunt ex-
pKessed his admition: "At no-time during the run did we traye trouble With
students. It was absolutely amazing, really! They all knew that they hod
to run to complete-the distances. They did it wittiogt any argument: TheY
would push themselves too far in *any takes and would stop only from over
exhaustion, 'Hills, Ki-pd, cold or rain made no difference. -Illoay maintained

. a reasonable pace.. The rapport between students at the end was excellent,
particularly 'between Aiffereht year groups and age levels. This was a
valuable benefit derived from this unique experience."'

All. the: runners spent thJt.night back at t'ieir homes in Perth.

'. THE GVAND FINALE



CHAPTER EIGHT: THE GRAND FINALE

tr

.8.1 Welcom'e Back

ti

Monday, 'the 6th,Sept6Mber; 1984, day t4elve. was the Grand Finale. This

event, was of crucial importance in recognizing the-efforts.of the cyclists

and runners,' and in wel4mirgthem back into the school. The event was. also

significant in motivating theremainder of the students to collect funds in

support of Project '84 and Telethon:

Group one ran from Annadal(1.from nine to ten thirty with the police'

motorcycle.escort. They were relieved by group two who reached Bassendeah
Oval near Cyril Jackson Senior High School .at twelve fifteen. Both running 4

grotips with the cyclists left Bassendean Ov.A1 atone forty to travel

together to reach the television cameras and Grand.Finale at the- school at

two p.m. as one united triumphant group.

The entire school's population was gathered 'on the school oval for a spec-

tacular

.-

welcome with banners, streamers, balloons 'and;the television net -4

work. Television personality, Peter Dean,f; welcomed the participants re-'

soundingly. "Here they come, the heroes. Lets give than a big hand. The

last two hundred yards. All the way from Adelaide...." The cpeering,

whistling and clapping, was loud even from the distance of three hundred

metres.
6 *

At point the school moved to the formal assembly area for the.official

welcome and.speeches. Students were placed or) both sides'of the assembly

area leaving' the central seats as, places of honour for the cycl=ists and

runners who'paraded to the-stirring music From Chariots of Fire. The stage

was occupiedaiy numerous' dignities. Addressing students staff and disting-

Oisfied guests, Mr. Harry B6nnett spoke: .

, ' i.
.

.
.

.

,

"This assembly is to welcome back Ad congratulate a group of students",

teachers and parents see have-been involyed in a unique -project. 4It prob- -,

ably had its beginnings in .early 1982 when abbut eighty parents, students

and teachers concluded that we should put more effort into improving stu-

dents' serf-esteem, self-concept, self-confidenCnd thejr. ability to .get

on with one another. A.

t 'After some weeks of discuasfon, teachers and ttudents.decided that we'd
4

,

give it Our best :shot' even though the.thought of transporting over one

hundred .
persons Aco Sydney'and feeding .and.accommodatIng them for over a

$ Month 6f,continuous travel was enough to give you nightmares.,

V, .It's not my intention tog(!) through the whole history'of the project but,

- 'as. we delved more deeply into the.prciposal.,)0,0mY found that-thecosts were
, prohibitive-and that sponsorship was unavail5ble. For quite some tite,6*it

appeared. that we'd be utlAble to stage anything though- Channe4 'Seven were

prepared to support'Us as partof Telethon '84.-
..:

..
.

\

, .

Get's make it quie.clearthae the event wouldn't have got off the ground

without the most generous support of our, sponsors. I'm .durd you will join

with me 'in publicly acknowledging our deep debt pf gratitude to. these

finms., 'After naming them, Harry continued: "The support given to us loy
- _
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all these companies is -even more notable when we remember that times have-
n:t been good for business and many organisations call on them for help. I
sincerely hope that you, in. turn, will support these firms in the future.
I should also make a special mention of the support and.encouragement given
to us by the Director Geheral of Education Dr, Vickery, Mr. Len Pavy ofAhe
PhysicakEducation Branch and a number of other people in the DepartmenL

What has-been the result of 'all this iactivity? Well there can be no doubt
that the whole project has re-vitalised the school and given,it, I suppose,
the finest hours of its twenty year history. I've been an employee of the
Education Depattment_ for almost forty three years and have been involved rt.,
in, and heard about, the activities Qf a lot of schools. I've never heard
of ,any school tackling a project as Olg as this and actually carrying 'it.
througtlf"

.
'17

Mr. Bennett continued by:reporting that virtually everyone in the school
had been involved in one way or-another. He thanked each of the organisers
and."the terrific bunch of students and teachers sitting in front of us whet
took part in and have successfully completed the actualirelay." He con-,
tinued:

"Both stages ha their setbacks and problems to overcome. The cyclists
had to battle heir waY thrQugh a .full southerly gale with, rain and hail
between Madura _a Eucla, and developed a riding system reminiscent of the
races att,,plympic Games. `-

When the A'age B party arrived at Norseman on Thursday, 6th Septerriber, td
start their part of the relay some of us remarked on the quite special
relationship which had developed between all the members of the A team.
They had taken on a significant challenge and as a group had won through.
When they finally.,sealised late on Thursday night that their wonderful
experience was just abdut over, some of them, boys and 1 ls, 'wept _a little
as one sometimes does when something very precious.seems o be lost.

It was very pleasing t1O 'observe that, within a couple of days of Stage B
commencing, even' though it,* a much bigger group, the same feelings of itr,
being united in a common,currose began to develop as we had seen for Stage
A. eh

What of the future? Well, first,Otkallwe mt*-confinue our efforts to
raise money for Telethon. Secondly, I thift we've opened the prospect of
a new leyel of performance at Cyril Jackson SenloritHogh.School., We now
have a u'kof nine* students who were` actually in 'the relay and a lot
more who'' ver.'raised significant amounta of money who now-know that 'we-can

vado it' nd I..hope that they, the teachers _and parents- carry this cry
forward' into the years_ahead. The "theme of our. relay was's'Kids Helping
Kids.' 'We've done our best to live up to that, not only by raiding money,
but als9 by helping"one another on the actual-run. I'm sure th4t,211 of

ple who haVe been truly involved have lived through an unforgAttable
experience'. :. .

.

. .

- For my rt,' I'm deeply grateful for' having had the opportunity,to be a
part o such a wonderful experience .- l'm sure that in the his4y-sbf the
Educqt dr0Eepartment no Principal has eNfer been mere proud of his students
and s gaff than.1 am. I can only say to all of ydiU congratulations,- well:-

%
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done and welcome home. A

4 /

On Tuesday,- 28th Apqust, the Premier of'.ftth Australi6, Mr. John Bannon

presented a baton containing message to tour Premier Mr, Burke. This

baton has been carried by the cyclists and'runners for the entire journey.

Three of'our students, Denise Abordi, David Lidbury and Carl Uren have

travelled over the entire distance and I.,n6w ask them to come forward to

present the bAion to the Hon. Mr. John Harman representing Che_Premier."

dr,
. 4 .

.

Pirsentation of the Premier's Message -'7-

..

,Enthusiastc clapping followed. 'The Hon. Mr. John Harman complimented the

students on the daripg nature of the relay, 'the long distances covered,,,,-

it effective organisation' and the amount of energy expended H e

e message from Premier of Sduth Australia to the Prom ice o stern

Australia carried,by the cyclists and runners trom'Adela' 01P This short4

message scroll cornmeladed the school on the magnitude o task. 'Stu-

dents were praised tor their concern and ded&cation. On behalf of the

South Australian government greetings were extended to all, West Austra-

lians.

8.3 Address by r u Thompson

.-
.

Addressing an app eciative and responsive audience, Cou'llhompson, the next

speaker, commenced is message. .

,
,

4, .

.

"People of Cyril Jacksbn Senior High. You've met the challenge. The .three

thousand kilometre Cyril Jackson relay from Adelaide has xun its full

course tip hill, ,down dale to Perth. This community of seven hundred stu-
dentsteechers and parents together have made a task that three Font s aLio

seed impossible, become possible.' Cyril Jackson SeniorHigh, you'v_. done

it. And, right now, you should feel proud of yourselves.- Witcmand good

\ hide. tn meeting this challenge of cycling and running three thousand

kilometres for, handicapped kids' you've displayed courage. . .

Courage in the forM of crashing a bike travelling at forty kilometres per

hoUr ana finNng,rthe resources to get, Kick On your bike the next d4y to

meet your cammitment. Courage in the form.of pounding up a hill thou)h

your feet -were Affistered and your calveS felt :like they were .going to

explode. You'v disp determinat, n! ,.

t 'N ...
petermination 4?1e 'form of the student who unsuccessfully knocked on

eight doors-be '64Megit1 supported his request for sponsorship 'and Who

went oh_ rais "Adlars! Determination. in the form of the young

ladies, alr y.exhoiiSted0from five days' of hard running who kept to their

targets, co lapsing fromHexhaustion at the *nd of theii run. Determination

in the form of the studehtS'who crying from the pain iriVolftd in pushing

their cycles forward into fiftykilometre winds; up neVer'ending hills,

kept chanting to theMselves 't can do it, I can do it', and they did it.

411 .Howver, it hasn't been all blood, sweat and tears. ...In carrying out
.
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project alldinvolved will, take away many pleasant memories of shared exper-
iences and adventures. There's been lightOr moments and times When we've
laughed toga her. -Something else has happened. You've seen your teachers
in -lc diftOent light. Some who don't,rtin have run, They have'.given up
holidays, been away from their own famllies, and taken extra classed.

So,does,.it all end here? No way! Never again will you fhce' a challenge
and say 'I can't.d0 it!' In your continued endeavours to raise money. In
your 'forthcoming.4.thls. In the forthaoming athl6tics tournament. When
yoWre seeking employment. The spirit of Project '84 will come to the
surface and you',11 meet these challenges in the same wag. Why? Well, I'll
simply ask you two questions: Where do you come'from? What will you show
tNe people out there?" The response was resounding and the atmosphere
electric.

"If I might conclUde on a personal note. T wanted to find a way of expres-
sing .to the Students, the staff and the parents of Cyril Jackson how:the
rest of theCommunity felt'about them. I think Joe Cocker cdoes that for
us. "; Music from the song,-'' ''You Are So Beautiful,' played from a HiFi
system, was enthusiastipallV greeted by the 'audience.

4

8.4 The Meal

Following the assembly, a large meal was-held for th4megnitaries, parents,
staff and participents in the school's staff room. 'The entire centre of
the room was occupied by tables heapecl'with plates.of delicious food. A
massive one by two metre cake, with a welcoming greeting,. -covered one
entire table.

The students!. views on the Grand Finale were enthusiastic. . -."The welcome
was as good as anyone could ever have. J was quite overwhelmed. It gave me
areal buzz, although I was embarrassed. The assembly was short and sweet.
The lavishness of the party after the assembly was a tremendous tribute
although we couldn't eat much, because we were tired from running. We felt,
that we were really special with the police, sirens, flashing lights'and
al )55ur friends waiting and welcoming us. Lots of my friends wished they
had lone. They have realided now whatathey've missed."

l'Uanet Ristic added:. "Preparaition filr the finale'had been equally enjoyable
for'Reggi, MOran ana her students.- A little group of ye nines had put up
balloons,. banners and streamers and did much at the prdnration. It was
good for them because they felt that they too had made a corkribution."

8.5 Effects of the Publicitist

The euphori4a ''built -by Projedt '84 4inkte :Grand Finale was apparent in a
number of ways. A school ball held iikortly following the event obtained a-
reoord turnout of ex- students and stUdentkfrom years ten o .twelve. The
night was a tremendous success-for its organisdrs, the Students Council.

The twentieth anniversfIy show run by the school received a t rMut of the
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entire student body and a 'large nUinber of parents.
favourablezpublicity which the school had received

television contributed, to this record attendance
evening.

RecQgnition of Fund R1-ising

and ex-students. The

in the newspapers ar0 on
and the success 'of' the

The final aspect of Project '84 was an assembly to present fund raising

awards to the students and classes who'had raised the largest amounts .of-

money. The figures were impressive. ,kiJean Byfield, :who.bandled all the

accounting, tepor ted that the school had raised thirty four thousand dol-

lars of'which fifteen thousand dollars were available after costs for a

donation to Telethon. This worked out,to twenty one dollars per student

or nearly -twice what the Jesus People had ever been ,able to collect from

any other .school.

8.7 Telethon

. ,

The donation to Telethon oc edat midday on..4.11:06y, October 28th, when

Harry Bennett, Feter4Parlegir and a 'large iroup,Of students presented a

cheque for well cwic fifteen locisan-d-doilatipiit Channel Seven Television.

Ina five minute Ielevls ed'iAerVieuir 0&t.er described the student initiat-

ivdt'" and Uarry exprqpied his pleasure a Dinging associated with such a

magnificent stand. students.'... The 4[9onsors were thanked again, in turn,

an the cheque was pAssedro*. 'The't1,verlt was heart warming for all

co _med. ---k-1 ''''',

-41 ..-'71/:"P'ir
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'Mt followd 1st All%11,14n newspaper reported tliat Teleth4
.

had raised a rec
--,.....
ou 4r charity, ''' two vallion two hundred and forty

thr oth6vand liars. oCyril Jackson Sediot High- School was listed'

mtly amohOt the jor contribvtors.
cqr

it I

al bevobeoPmertt tough Small Groups
,

,, $ .

f-the manner in which this project was .used as
associated 'self-concept activities was apparent
y Principal, Janet Ristic with'a grou of year

An in4Sgation
to stirmlit

ie71:tu Vats c
I!pu

not participated in the cycle or run.

4.

an 'umbrella'
in the exper-
nines. These

___,-Early-444-pear, a group of twelve Tiels began to meet on a weekly basis,

"`" --2,, sometimes with, Lou'Thompson, and sometimes with Janet. Fran the very

beginning, the concept of Projeci '84,, understanding one's'oiAn and others-,

needs an in particular, those of the disabled had caught ,their. interest.

These' girls had regularly experienced victimisation in their own lives but

.

t
.their only solution was to fight back viciously.' Asthe months progressed,.

jt %;715s3Ded that the constant Meanness continued despite the solidarity' of

the ,The, girls lived from day to day on a see-saw of emotional

heavals either at school or at home. ,
...

Air
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In term three; thI Iroup had decided to meet after school for some litrucT
tdted sc/lls training. _Lou challenged the gies to organise do activity
whieh they dieln't believe possible. -Instead of a physical challehge, he
chose complex organisational catering task. He challenged the girls to
put on a NOW Zealand Maori Hung! Feast for the one /hundred and twenty
ltaff,.students and the sponsors of Project.'84. The weeks following their
agreement to take op this alternated between a sense of excitement to
disbelief. Frequently towards e end Of discussions about who was going
to do what, someone w9uld say 'we're never going to do this!" or "what
have you got us doing this for? 'We're the dummies'. , Then someone else
woeld say "Don't say that, we've got to do'it!" "We cando of course
we can'!"

Listening to the feelings of depression, to anger or to frustration some-
times almost entirely consumed 5 session. But gradually the girls became
aware that the date they had chosen Was drawing .With the help of a
manila folder each and paper, they all0eated and organflpi all the tasks.
No one task looked roo difficulthsoheartened, they began gradually lo get
events underway. Evekytriing was left to bhe girls, the invitatton-d; the
music and the menu within a hungi's requirements. For ordering and quant-
ities they negotiated-withVe.116me'Economics teachers; Almos- -very girl
enlisted their parents' Help in some way, eit- her to provide for: or 4Irinks
at cut prices. 0

Gradually, it became noticeable that the girls were gaining 4n Confidence
as music and' activities were organised.-' Wit flu as a News' Zealand huhgi
expert, little cOld go wrong. Probably the unusual nature of the exef-
cise lent anextra air of exCiteMeht'butothe girlS worked enthusiastically
and hard. The Brent . went smoothly with everyone imptessed by the girls'
achievement. 0\ '

s. . -,

At the following meeting, it seemed that the,girlehad'grown inches ller.
Their eyes were shieing. They Weld 41zei4 heads high. They spoke 7 their
initial fears, theist feelings of embarrassment and their &Right when, the
students among whoip they usually t41t themselves to be outividers, had
invited then to play\volley-ball and had thanked them publicly.:

... . .

The real successof, tie "project," however, became obvious when one of the
.

girls.reminded Lou-that-he had asked them to think about what thejortard', got
oet of the group. Ea h one, in t \shyly expressed a discovery.' "reSn
now stand up for myse f, . whereas ore I thought that I Vas no good and
always gave in". "I \ve learned -to ntrol Amy moods". "-I've learned to
trust i)thIrs. Through discovering I 6a rust people in this gtoup, I'm
gaining .confidence -with people outside". "I've learned to express my
fee rings instead of tiding them". N).,

.

.

qM
`

8.9 Staff Reactions

e

A

4111
"".

. It
Following the Grand Finale; a staff association meeting held one week later'
ilipstrated that the euphoria for the teachers had dissipated. There was
certainly a s se of flatness at theiMeeting.' The'staff-re'46gelz-ed that
in spite of al that they had done, Aprofessionalty they would not obtain
much recognition .

wt

,
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The staff felt that tl project was Worthwhile from the point of view of

what they learrout themselves, about the students and about the ex[Ar-
ienceofthe event itself, Perhaps they - wondered why they had given up

theirInzo weeks vacation. Why had they expended so much energy and time on
an unreconised'project. Now they "were facing the third term's stresses
wthout a break and perhaps with less carefully prepared programmes. The

teachers .w we Ideally the school shOuld have allowed anfew days
,rest, t leapt a few days oft for everybody who went on the relay and gave

<7-\ up their vacation.
,)

a

8.10 A Model for Social De,ve opment.
2

The' following observations ware made by Janet. Ristic. Teachers need and

want the opportunity to feel that they have the right to relax and be
themselves with their students. They cannot relax in the classroom. They

feel that they have.to be teaching content, getting through syllabi, and

gettTng the children to pass, written examinations: In many ways the trip

represented an opportunity, for staff development in life skills exercised'

in -a real, life situation. Thqj trip gave staff confidence in their own

skills. They showed how much they cared for the students by making time Eo
sit down and talk with them whenever they had a few minutes.

Being a Priority School, a percentage !ofC;children who came On the run were

in situations of extreme trauma. During-the first night there was a lass
in floods of tears hiding outside in the dafk. She did not know what to do

because she did not have anywhere to go 'having been turned out by her

mother's boyfiend a couple of days before. She did not know where she Ansi
going to 'sleep when she got back fr6m the trip.

The staff made arrangements for her to stay with, a friend who knew her

mother for the firt4t couple of nights on her return. She was assured that

the social worker would also help her immediatel! when she got back. In

fact that happened. In a couple of days it was'all sorted .out. She was

back on a contract situation with her mother.

The staff helped her trough that crisis and 'helped her to elate. to
another older-atLident wid to support the younger ones. She rose bove her

problems and made a *eat contribution towardyhelping the younger memiNvers
of the tFip; both boys and girls She was like a motherto them.

There was another person_ who-had beena little unsettled on the first

couple of days ,and aeacher found an opportunity to have a chat with her,
The night before she had-left, her mother and father had split up unexpe:ct-

edly. Apparently they had been happily married, and'she did not realise

that a break was imminent. She did, not know where het father was, and was
worried about him.She spent time writing a lohg letter to her mother which
she sent off. She was happier from that time dn.

These and Won4similar incidents were handled by' teachers in a caring way.

Through provision dE challenges and through informal., interaction of 'staff
and .students social develOpment occurred More easily.
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( CHAPTER NINE OUTCOMES

.9.1 School Profile
Ok_

The effects of Project '84 on the cyclists and runners hav been well
documented. HA. what was the general effect of Project '84'nn the entire
school. body? , Did the Project improve the students' attitudes generally
towards their schooling, Urreir teachers and their subjects? Was the self-
esteem of the, overall, school body raised? Did the project achieve its
goals?

On the first day of school in February, 1984, the students completed a
student information.sheet and an attitudinal or self-concept inventory as

- pare of their registration-process. These inventories had been designed by
the Research Branch of the West Australian Education Department. Both
measures have be:en heavily used inderth's schools. These surveys were
repeated with the same students in November.

Analyses of the results from these surveys in February revealed results
-charaCteristic of many disadvantaged schools.

9.2 Interpretation of Self-Concept Information (See Appendix One)

the data collected in early. February,' 1984, indicated, from a random sample.
. of three hundred students,' that the students' perceptions of their !sel-

ves' were somewhat insecure. IM,kiy'of the doubts expressed about themselves
. Such as "things are all mixed up, in my life," were typical of the confusion

° associated with adolescence. , However, of particular concern, was the stu-.
dents' expressions of dissatisfaction. with the 'self', as shown by their
support for such statements as:. "I wish'I were younger;" or their dis-
agreement with statements like: "I am glad I am me".

The key source of concern .indicated in the data was the 'negativism' re-
lated to the students' perceptions,of the 'significant others' in their
lives. Deers and parents were viewed, With apprehension by the students and
it would appear that students' relationships were tentative and short term.

1

9.3 Interpretation of Information on Attitudes (See Appendix Two)

Again, in February, 1984, frglyva random sample of three hundred ,iitudents
who completed the attitudinal inventory, it became apparent -that the
students' attitudes toward6 their school 'in general' were quite' neutral.
The data did not suggest that 'school.' was perceived as a reatening'
institutt6; by the Studaes'vbo even seemed tolerant of the scY o1 rules..4

The data clearly pdinted to an area of concern rela'ted. to students' atti-
tudes towards khe.curiiculum. An overall negative attitude was expressed
toward the core subject areas. of ,the 711rricolum; maths, written expfes-
sion, and social studies. The students' respqnses did give n indicatiork
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of the source of their negativism towards the core subjects. They had

expresSed a relative* positive attitude to all "hands on" subject areas;

physical education, mauai arts and playing maths games.

It is suggested that this trend was partly explained by the fact that many

of the students attending Cyril Jackson Senior` High School were failure .

oriented in terms of their performance in the pore subject areas.. They had

set themselves limited aspirations and goals In this area of learning and

proceeded to perform accordin41i7. The more positive attitudes that stu-

dents,- had towards 'hands on' subjects, as exemplified by house activities

and school camps, suggested that they preferred 'concrete learning activi-

ties' which had short term objectives and which provided immediate, tang-

ible feedback on students' successes.

The pronbunced negative response to "speaking in front of the . classes"

supported the overall trend of insecure students' relationships with their

at peers .reflected in the self-concept survey. Tt would seem that for many

students, performing in front of 'significant others' in this manner, was

perceived as 1 threat to their self-concepts.

The overall trend to emerge a0M both the self-- concept and the -attitudinal

surveys was -that many of the unrealistic expectations and misconceptions

related to the 'self' that students demonstrated were related to the ten-

tative relationships that they had' with the current 'significant others' in

their lives. Oveicoming this problempeeds to be given a high 'priority in

all curcicular*0 extra curricular areas with the emphasis being .placed on

fostering positive communication within the school.

9.4-Post Test ftesults'

In.early November, 1984, all studentS within the school-again completed the

identical self-concept or attitudinal inventory, which they had completed in

February. Each student's result was, again analysed using the original

Rasch model. The change In results 'in a random sample of eighty six.

students who had completed the attitudinal inventories is shown in Appendix

Three. The change. in results' for the random sample of .04 hundred .and

fifty students who completed the selg-concept survey is shown in Appendix

Four.

9.4.1 Attitudinal Inventory Changes (See-Appendix Throe)

Of -the random selection of eighty six students, slightly' less than ten'

percent of.the Students scored lower in their overall attitudinal rating in

'November than in February. Sixty'percent of'the students obtained a sub-

stantially higher score in November," indicating an :overall improvement in

their attitudes- towards school in the .nine,month, since February. The

remaining' students' scores remained much the same.indicating no' overall

changes- in their` attitudes. Of the' nine students sampled who participated

in the cycle or ,the run, all but one demonstrated substantial improvement

-in their attitudinal-scores._
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From these psults it was ivident that-tt;e majority of students 'in. Cyril
Jackson Sertlor' High School left the school. in 1984 with better attitudes
towards many aspects of schooling than they'posses4'ed Miken they arrived in
February,

9.4.2 Change-/n Student' Self-Concept (See appendix Falur)

Of thd one hundred and fifty students randomly selected for the po$t tests
in Nevem4ar, less than ten ,percent_ Show6d a decline in overall self-con-
cept. These ',were generally stodents,who already possessed vecy loW self-
concept and whO did not choose to participate..in the relay. _Ttik remaindet
of the students demonstrated a substantial and remarkable improvement in
their rating's .since F ruary. These increases included some very large
increases for the rela partici,pants-repcesenting a great,._ improve ant, in
'their salf-cbncepts:

To what extent may theseimprovedattitudes and self-concepts be attributed
to Project '84? :Perhaps.a partial answer to-this question may be obtained
by fockitsing speci'figally on the Project's goals and some changes in speci-
fic. students' behaviour's related to these goals in the two months since the
relay and the donatidn to Tlet1on.0 The schoWs student information sheet .

completed io February,' 1984, surveyed initial. students' views towards till
goals of Project '84.,

945 Students Views 011 Goals

.
Well over half Of, the student body saw the planned run; from Sydney to perth
as an' important or very iMpoqadt event for the 1984 school year. Four
-fifths of the:students saw caring more about the needs of others as an
importadt or very importantgoal. Nearly'nine tenths believed that learn-,
ing'' how . to..4t along bettermith other people was an important or very
.'important gda1j1 Nine tenths Of students felt'ehat feeling confident of
achieving a difficult taskewds an important or very important goal. Final-
ly, slightly more than Four fifthstrelt that helping thosqess lucky than
yourself was an ,,important or very impot;4vt goal.'

(
v .

,

,
i .

. , V ..
These results based on a survey of six hundred'stodents conducted in early
February, 1984, indicated firm support by the students for the. Project '84*
goals, In November, .two,months after Project '84, students were asked
whether they would like to be involved in another Project like.Project"84.
Nine tenths of the students indicated an affitmative responge. Maur fifths
.of .stOdent body indicated tbat they had felt that they had learned from
their experience with Project.'84, and supported this feeling w4th comments

. indicating changes in the students' behaviours congruent with many bf the .

Project's goals,

1

9.5:1 The Critical Incident Technique..

In his book Measuring Muman Performance (1962, r).\11, 12)'Dt.' John Flana-
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gan ,explained the critical incident technique as a systematic way 'Of

fulfiment of ror fain edurational goals. ' A critical incident
lecting observations- Of student behaviour. Whh clearly illustrat the

icatedfigment
something ..that a st.odent had done or not done which was.5,61ear e ample of

attainment- 'or lack of attainmeot of a specific goaj. It represented an

unbiased objectiVe description of the facts of a specific situation, ofteli

in terms of observed specific behaviour of a.student. If the studenegg

behaviour lo -port of the every day expected classroom standard, then it
T .

was not a critical incident,

1

9.5.2 Data Collection

I

Each student wasgiven a questionnaire with the five goals of Project '84.

Students were asked to recall any Specific students behaviours which they'

had observed which indicated the fulfill Tent or lack of fulfillment of t1,1.

specific goals in the month Following tb 'elay.

9.50 Improvement in Student Relationships

Specifically, sfmdonts were asked to describe:incid nts between 0Qtober and

November, 1984, which indicated whether or not dents were 'getting on

better' with each other. Incidents were categori into areas and dupli-

cated incidents have been removed.

a. Relations with Teachel:s-

4,

Ahave noticed that certain students have been getting on better with

their teachers in class since returning from the project. They smile and

approach teachers freely. I'have seeh certain students 'getting on together

very well' now when before the project they always used to fight."

b. Mixing of Different Year levels

"The senior scilooPc-students are now mixing with the year eights. Those

students whip went on the run all tackled the:same challenge and succeeded

regardless of their age, year, or intellectual ability."
. vo,

"Yes, during' a physical education dance some of the year eight students.

were 'baying trouble doing a dance step so some of the year' ten students

helped us to do it. In house periods, forms play,in teams ratht.thanos
individuals.. the more bthletic students really encourage the less.pthlytic

students,' everyone' mixes,and we are happy' together."

"Since Project '84 a group of year eight, nine, ten, ,and eleven Students

are ,alwAys seen-together a lunch time.. They go to the 'movies and ,roller

skikting together; and there are lass fights._ Before the marathon kids in

diffeKent year groups didri't mix tqlother. The year tens and, elevens are

now playing ball games with the year eights. Boys and girls. Ilug each

other and have better attitudes towards eachother. IT have p.prned that
)

kids can be nice to other kids if-they really,warit to." :4fr
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"At lunchtime and recess all the years which attendedProject '84 :usbally
hang around togetherT. and now disregard what year. they're in. ,WhereaS
before Project '84 these students didn't even know each other and WOu,Idn't
be caught 'dend' haeiging around with someone who was in a differeneyeat."

c! ConfidencliOith ieers
r',.

. ti

"Before Project '84 s me students wouldn't participate in achieving English
activities. ror i ,tahce,. during English some students woad speak in

,
front of the class ile others would sit at.. the back 'andmake nuisances of
themselves. Now eryone in the class partidipates quite willingly."..

d: 'Consideration of Others ) 4*.

"A special group of year nine girls invited all Project '84 participants to
a hungi and undertook itsjprganisation for them."

"I've noticed `that 1)oth year eight and year nine students have IpoWntp445
Of awareness of the problems of new students coming during' the course
the year, Year eight and nine-students are now going out of their way to
help new students by taking them to the guidance Officer or social worker is
When they".' re experiencing problems.

"Within my class there's often_a rush for seats. Students in third term
are now prepared, to consider others first: 1 noticed .that they now ask
'Where do Au want to sit, Tam? Ok, I'll sit over here' instead .of a brawl
over a seat, Kids qow automatically hand out books Or odifect them for
their, group. They now care and think of others first."

. N

"A kid was sitting clown by htmselt with'nothing,to cipand no friends. Then:.

a group of boys'came-up"to him and asked him to play 'cricket' with them."'

"A couple of year.eleVen students lent a sum of money to,--ra year 'eight
student to buy lunch. The year eleven' students trustee" the year 'eight
per sop to pay them back4"

, 4
b 0

,

"I saw a
W

student .help another student to ttie nurse after an)injury.

"I found in the classroom that when I have difficulty doing'someAing: "th t
my friends are now. willing to help rim understand a problem."

e. New Friends

94+

"In K block you see many s6den*ocialjsing together -Wthput fighting-
like they used to."

V

"Students seemegoto interact more readily. Especially students Who had
participated in.thectojecehave beoorn friends. These-friendships. have
been sustained."" i,', _ ,,,

. .

-,,, .

"After finishing '.84 a group of us ha stayed really Close and
spend our.tire-with-each other. '.We've learned re about" each other from.
Project-- '114 and now share' many of our tegether: :The' oily:..:

.
i

problem is that we ar 1 -in:different Years and tqs caus's a barriet.'!.'
- ..'



9.6 Awareness .o f Handicapped Children

)
'awareness of disBbled people was an outcome of theprogranrie but

,

.-has had little follow up as compared with the other aims of the programme.

. a

a.oluntary Work

"A number 'of students have deCided to do voluntary work with tie disabled-

duripc vacations and week6nds. Certainly there are more-,than IT had noted

berae. The students are very ready to volunteer. to assist and are.conf i,-.

detA that they can do things." .
.

"Some-students ar4 seeking part-time jobs' atir old peoples' homes."-

"Students' have devoted

Satbrday mornings, to

kids!"

r-

their olg-ospare time including Thursday pghts and

handicappedCollect ney at shopp in g .centr es for
N

4

wilt door knocking And rnised a hundred dollars towards the

realisedthe Importance" 2 f fund rai sing . ng together with

raise ' money was, a good loci a 1 ;ex per ienOe and en' oyes mysel f

There should be apother *ping event next yedr
0?' 4

cause . and
pther.s to

oroughiy,..

" Sttidents are ing '..7t.4pa, tiajpate. in 61-1-r- community service ,4Pr °gramme

,without '_an x ta 6n-of reward,:it.,Early , in the year students demanded

-.rewards such s going :roller slfating; but 'not in third term."
...

,1. Improved 1410itudes.'Towards t isabled:

.

"I learne0 at ' it does- not make any difference, whether people-are- hand.
. -. v . .,

&

capped 1 It's as easy ,eto.-be .fri7ndly.letil them as with ordinary'rd0r.''
A a .

. 4"I've
learned "that .3hildren. less ',fortunate HO us need to be yeated

.

normal people.11 v ,
,

. -,

e ti

as

I.

"I' ve ,leacned 'that. people wh6 have 4 disability are Much -the same as ottier
peopie

b

c.-Helpingthe Disabled
.1

1.1

. .

"hens the4.441.1tistic.chiliartin visited. Cyril, JacksOn Senior High Shoor alb

the' '.,studentst were willitIg to give up their free time and' to show thein* .,

.around the schoon" c . ..

.
% -. ,

sv - .. . -

"When a disabled* person irk:a wheelchair was in the ischool I

i . students go up andaSk him whether Fr needed assistance."

1

. a
.

V t .

A
.

te

$
9.7, St'ucleritssi Awareness of -Themscolves .

-..,

s. -

116

.Sa

'we

I
16

some

..
4 ,

..... .

Project '84 was' .aim2 at ii-Freesing students' .awareness of thqMselves..
. . .

. .

Students' were 'asked 'o'recalrl. inctdents over October and' 'November, 1984
0
,.4,V of.
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tich indicated a growth or a lack- of'growth of the studentli;' awareness of
selves. These, incidents were menttpned.

p

.a

ta

-1-"St

at t

Growth ,in. Self- Confidence

eats noW.have the courage to geb,up in fr9nt of the school and to talk
ssemblies."

"(one in ident which indicates that students can do it was Aaron ONurie
I -

singing a song spontaneo0sly on the open day assembly when, the cassette
tape wasn't available for the dicnce,andtbe audience'wes'uniting."

.

,"People collected money from people in shopping ceares and $1, door knock-
ing which takes a bit of"courage. Owbple had to talk to of i people that
they- had riever,met before. I was,sdiprised ghat. I cou talk to other
people so easily and to ask them to assist in Telethon. en we weiq door
knockingi alady sl@mmed her door in our face but this didn't stop us from

1, &Sing three hours of door khocking. I learned that giving makes you feel
great."

:'I learned than that often Seemedmpossible for me can in fact, bt
done.. During English classes students wi,,11 try to get:up in front of the
class to perform 'playas,: Some,students came in prom another class and.
encouraged us and nott.714e aren't shy at all. The Audecits are -now showing
self-confidence."

b. Sense of.Achievetent

"We raised triple the amount 'of any other schodl in Perth and Rae completed
the task WhiCh we set out to do. I learned from Prpject,'84 that we can do
anything. if we Itcy hard enough. I learned that if wOput our minds to-
gether that everyone mould become'a:part of a great team."

c, Self- Esteem

"Before my friend went r Project 84 he used to be 'Very quiet, =withdrawn
and shy. Now he is not shy'anymore and is more-talkative."

"One example of a student' becoming moreaware of 'hers elf was thi.8. girl
who' had no selfres,teemparticiplated in the fashi9n parade, 'not with a
partner', iiut op her own:' 'I thought this took great courage as even the
most confident would not want that Challenge." 4

10

-9:8:41prowth of
i

hq
. .

f
.

A

1 .. w

Students were asked to recall recent-fncider'te.following.the tycle'sand run
which' had hap neck around,the school Aro which ,4lustrated that students
',.were, or were not, taking glipe tnAheir school:: , .

-., w, ,-
a ftide in: school Name

"PrOjeCt ,'84 has united the students and.shown.that 111 Jackson Senior

. . ..

Nigh School js important. Students shouldn't be-ashamed that,they're from



Cyril JaksOn now they know that they' can meet challenges. .There was real
delight. ahoWn by a gfrl who went for a job interview for part time work.
The employet indicated awareness of Cyril Jackson Senior High School, asked
about Project '84 and .said how impressed she was by the school., Project
'84 has united all the 4tudents and got the school to be .more widely known
in Western'Australia."

t

"most students were proud to tel
project. 'fihe runners and cyclists,

ple outside,the'shoOl. about their
sess the most pride We learned that

when the going gets tough, Cyril Jac son's students ke ng"

"f know one student who didn't care whether or not other people -knocked
Cyril Jacksoh Senior High School\but now he sticks up for his schoOl."

b. Care of the. School

"Same students have been making tup posters and putting them around the

school without being asked to keep the school clean. Students are ,-now

being tore careful t to drop rubbish on the'ground., I feel there's a

general sense of ,ha
school social an
rented out. the
School's,students.

iness around the school. Everyone pitched in at the

helped td, clean up in orderoto leave the people who
a-gOod impression of Cyril Jackson Senior' High
(ect was greet and I wished it had never ended."

w r
, k

, "One of. the stUdentsmaA walking past Cyril Jackson Senkbr Hit. School oh ,

the weekend and found a geoup,Of kids vandalising' the premises: He, went
.

O'and called the pol4ce.. 'I think that before the run many school kids would
not have bothered'. "P' f.- Of

,-,

f

°At. the start of the year I saw some' of the older' s dents 'vandalising
lockers. I've not seen that sort of behaviour recent y. Students are

'showing more pride in the school by not walking ph the grass and in the

library where they tidy up books and put them on the shelves:"
, - _

"I have seen studgnts cleanikg out the bus without'being asked by their
teachers.. I heard) of a student 'whe'iwas going to raise mOney to buy' some
paint to paint the -girls' toilet."

,
p 0.

"StUdentse have only recently showh a,reall and genuine desire to finish the
school focal centre realizing that they'll net get,to use, it bit to able
to leave knOwin0 that future groups will,'

ft ; . ,,
c. Pride in Appearance

.

.
, . It

,,- ) .. , .- p.
p. .. .

....'p"Students havesbeen showing pride in the schoulty making the effort 115

wear school Liniiorms,ighen visitors. are. :I've learned -from ect,.

'84 t1-at we Can get along happily with eacti"other and can do.things that we
O Al idti't know, we could;o.: I hope ther,es another prOject'like Pro) 8'

'soon . It was-fun and for a worthy cause." . *''''':z,.':,

. . e .
. . . ,..

Project '84 sAtas the- biggestrand best' project' I've e'er been fnvolv,eitv,aln.
I never-thoughtj'd go so far away from my family. Alen sawn the oil

-,gacic'so-in Senior .1-ligh School's ktudeas on tplevision att.tele.thon I felt
.. protd because 41 , the students had wOrk&d,together to' help handicappwl.s.

children." P .,...,,.'7

I ,
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CHAPTER TEN , CONCLUSION

10.1 A Window Into the SChool

. ' .

'Phd-se students.wbo participated on'the cycle and the run participated It a
,challenging event Maysicajly; the effects on their stamina and their body

development were beneficial. These .Physical changes.ere well documented.
by the Physical Dlucation DiElpgrkMent. Seffiori. master, Peter Panegyres
reported: "Using pre and post.testswhich monitored students' weight,
resting heart rate, blood,presskare, flexibility and a variety of other
measures, we found that..the results reprepented a real improwMentin the
physical fitness of the participants. cyclists and runners initially:Jost

. ,weight but, by the.concluSion of the 'event, they were incrvasing their. .

weight as they, replaced their body fat with muscles. Their 'muscular
flexibility improved, consiaerably as did, their ,achievement tillies, and
tSeir distances covered.- Students,6-althoughthey'suffered from 'fatigue and
niindr muscle problems,, were able to r44t%their relay targets reasonably'
comfortably:"

.

A1/4 r

,Sociallyr the students' were crowded and *ere' living-_ together in close
, proximity for 'nearly ',two"weeks: "A readin4 of .the . students' journals
illustrated the growth in peel and, in peerand st.4f relations. By the end
of each event, the students avid gtaff clearly wei4 .'one.big"happy family'

* .
`wbo asSumed &sponsibility and couX.resollie the, i differences' Peacefully.

,.- . 'V
4 0 ..4

. .
,

Growth jin.the.students1, pride in thenSeives and in- their-school wasequally', ,

apparentAn the fund raising activities.' StudenEs.Were_genuinely plipaseel .....
: to say that they vere from Cyril. Jackson Sentht High School.'". Most of the. , .'

public ,contacted 14 est ntsthad heard of Project '84, were unstinting. .,2-,

in their pra4se, :of the ,s udentsiNeffots'and donated cash, for, Telethon
freely. This pub ,i recognttiQn bolseetedstudento'. self- confidence :in,
themselves, theiiCage,and theArl school. StudentS were'prodi that they ..

were 'meeting: a subSOnEial:physicalchallenge and were raising. lturidgii,to, , ,'
help other people.

. '''-;
. .4 . .

.. . '
The effects On the rti:cipants of the dyCle and the r)n were,fend4ihg.,
These students showed, greater bonfidencein ChemSelesl'a willingness to
volunteer, to partici ate- in school activities-and.toiwproach and be

Ariendly:with,heir friends and the staff''

D0

4

V

What of the students whodithnot paKticipate
Itese students collected and contribu
child& over twenty dollarg-per head. Tras
any other schodd'in the State. Pot a disa
high ratio unemployed and.one'parent faimi

t

truly commendable .

The Grand cri
of numerous-

rcommentary.

.

the relay cycle and ,run?
lethQn and for Aisabled
nearly Moe that given by
aged neighboukhood-with a

this bontriblVon- was

le involved effeiyone. The entire SchboI shared"the appOval
wspaper articles and considerable and television
e entire school watched the televised-presentation of 'a

Cheque" for `over ,fifteen thOusana dollars ilOkated -to Telethon by the
-4 students of CYril Jackson Senior High Schoot,

r.
82.
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The school's educational process was dynamic.in the publid's and parents'

:minds. Students were accomplishing unselfish deeds of a magnitude suffic-

ient for public recognition from the government, the Education Department

and the press. This recognition benefitted all the students of Cyril

'Jackpon Senior- -High. School. The ,,massive turn out ,of all the school's

students and parents'at the school's twentieth anniversary celebraticA in

October was 9 reflection of the community's and-students' pride, in themsei-

yds and in their school.At.

Project '84 was proot of-the-hypothesis that self-condept maybe enhanced'
by focussing on-kg strengths in the studerit population and by capitalising

on these strengths during regular classes. Project '84 demonstrated that

the' strengths' .6f. the ,student body,, when given 'wide spread public

recognitiori, Iimproved '.se/f4steem of the entire school's population. In

this electronic age, with children, who .had grown up watching an average of .

six hours .6r more of television -daily, such recognition must include

televisicen coverage.

4

When students saw themselyes on the televi4ion news as heroes, recognized

, .-- by the State's liticians, the effects were enormous. Students learned

from the -tel ,ion that they really were achieving a great deed': They

others and_making a significant contribvtion to

society. ;This reIgnition affecfed the entire school population byllolsber-,

ing theit self-concept"enormousty.

10.2. Recommendations, r

/

How could Project '84 be improved? On November' 23rd, 1984, a meeting was

held with the organisers of Project '84_ to review the organisation,

outcomes , and possible improvements for a. similar-project in thesfuture,
, 4

a. SponsorShip at

The it .way to obtain sponsorship was to assign responsibility to 'one

persoq to sponsots. The difficulty faced by the school

was that ffibsf sponsors'foimulated their budgets early in the year for the

next twelve-months. Consequently, possible Sponsots Must be approached

eighteen moths before the actual data of the social development project.

..Ong arge spoilsor was amore effective way of sobtaining financial support

nuffierous small sponsors.

.. 4 . . . . .

Th organisers believed that the e of an organisation to undertake fund

.raising within theschool'hadAbeen uccessful. The .Jesus People had done -a -

good job ,ond , use of. such an .organisation for a future project was

recommended.
40

, 4 ,

-
.

NIP

il

b. Rand

%

- PA valuable, feature of the project was th4'ini.61 ement of .all the students_'

in' tNe, school's fund raisin4. Not only, did this fundCraisIng ,give the " 4

,..

ce for every student to gai
,

n"self4esteern by contributing to the project

!oil tI also this involveMentsreduced the degree of.elitisi,that %es associated

the relay's participants.- More r- nition should' be given to, they
. Atwi. - vo

, -
0 . .

,

,,
,.,

Vi

.'

a,
i*

1

S ...
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student: body for .their. contribution t:o redue-e tho nap,in prestige' between.
. the cycle and ywn,participants tiw remainier Ult.: student body.

c. Publicity:

.4

The publicity for the 'social (level olv.)op prograll r tc. should be improved...There was, a need for a staff incobe.r or rtn be assigned theresponsibility' for 'organist-rig the ublicity wi-th newspapers, radio andtelevision -along the route.

dk Training:
4,

Ten weeks was an ideal. 1

'beyond this period coul
studen'ts. Ttie entiire trai
and had not intertek-E.,d wi
to' be a \ialuablelfeature.
effects, derived. from the

11. .
e., project Workload:

,

,. ,,engtill of time fir trainicg. Extended training ,-
d lead to a dc-'c I ire in en thcv,i ipsm amongst the.ring program hid takob ply-e out of school time
th the regular fichool, nctiv i ties. This' was felt

Satisfaction was. c?xpresSe-1 in the beneficial
eady-morning brearts enjoyed by ehe students.

....

. - .

- 'The work load pre.senteq by Project '34 Was: --onsiderable. Broader,

teachers
of all, the'starf in the school could be obtained b'Y giving theteachers' in -e sed stipPort , ,recognition and.. promot i ona 1 oppor-tun i .ies -for
.:*1'their coritYib onst. TimeLabling the school td permit a social. developmentproject should Involve a 'reduct ion 'in the,te,?chIng loakirs for ,,the organisersof the project ' .

4

f . The =Cycle/gunn i ng Event !

4Stage A, the cycling, may havelx.,ety,..s--lightly mO're st..xceslt.11. than Stage B,the 'ginning, in promoting social development. The r ...-eakonal daysof Stage B reduced sol-he. of the intensity,anc-I impe5(.7t of s .;development,.,.
. ., .programme Since students sliPixA,:ack into old habits. } er, -because' of"-

nning strairll, the students cc.)ulf.1-noe run every day. 40r A fliture soCial. ?development event shoulti focus on cyc I i no, on a daily bad is . wi thoutqraP
excursions.

r.

51 4.,
....09e. advantage- qf the,running event was the involvement, of a la,rge number of,students. .. A ;f4ure , event focussed totally on cycling -8hould involve a .larger group of students by running the o.'Ore ip stage.s. *Perhaps seven -Anays per stage 'would be an '..adequate le -of.""time 6) ichievOsithe -social -V

development ainifftior each group and' up to thirty student,s could be involved .in each seven day stage. AboutAhirty percent cif the school was n ideaj.ir :number of students to 13e.'involvec."1 in 5 soctial development prograrrthe.
. .. .

% . is ....
AAP"'The idea of a cycle' from cs3ydnqy to' teeth was c.-lisc.k.isek.-1 -enthtis4sttolly.

Options included involvi TIl sc,hoo,ls alonq'the route in the -cycYck4lay . andin a programme for self-eNteem developme nt, Eachch schoorabuld T,UhdertakerINponsibility for fund raising alqp;rits _part_ of . the..route. . 'f
-

,.,

,

.
4 55,A11.° . .-'

The .work of the curriculum:committe0.6ndoubtedlyvas criti6o1

in prcm4ting
'I'l greater awareness amongst: the schOoI's fopulaLion of the'ne6.ds of- the

).1

g. The Curnict4um:

9
;

9.,
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handicappeak. .HotiOveri the staff simply did not have the time to organise a

follow up with autistic chitdren and other disabled' people in the- siThool

following Project '84: 4 -

The co-orAinator cprriculum committee required a half to one day a

'; .week free from teaching duties to organise visits by spehkers from the

societies for the handicaiTe. Somt?. improvementslk-could-- include, foi

instance, visits of handicapped people.spread over a series of months with

a, greater number of speakers integrated into the-scho61 to. demonstrate a

wider variety of handicaps. The framework of speakers and events shbuld
be organised a year inadvance and timetabled Into the school's calendar by

the beginning of the year The entire school shOuld be involved in an

0 alternative day based on promoting the ,school's theme. Much of the

preparation for a social development project shoUld occur during the year .4

precAding the evnt. r'

h. Student Involvement:',

..

In developing a curriculum programme, the students should be involved in

the planning process and in the implementation. There are many jobs which

could be undertaken. by students provided training is given. For.instance,

studentS could telephone to organise visitors or could undertake the, clg-

icai tasks such-,s writing letters to organise a curriculum programme.' A

special,interest group or enterprisisecretariat'of students could be given

the necessary training to underta4 these activities as part of a social

deVelopment challenge.

,

i. Community Involvement:.
,

s V

Community' involvement should He promoted in the social'.development .

programme. -Those parents who had bo6n heavily involved in Project '84 were

those
.
:with 6 deep personal G'ommitment. Two were parents of ,partially . Er

..i

disabled sons. .
,,.

.. .

- 4800"

. - . . ',lb` . .. , c. ,. ,

Mahy, parents lacked-the sledlls iequired.for'dfiect involvement in-- the

Aproject. '- Community niembers shbuld not be brought into a_ large".social,

development project without alequate,preparatipd.-,0-Rather, parents should

be encouraged to volunteeefor smallecjObsFroundthe school until they

Bedarhe confident These p4e4s 'could be prOvided "dthy the 'required skills

and could be involved-gradually- t9 decision maqg and interaction wiEq the

students.

N

f

. ,

, i
a

1.0.3. What Next?' '' .

1,
- k ...

-..,, 4 S.

1:1
, N

, . . '

A . 41 ., ad

Project '84 continuedis6an aCtive gobCat develOpment' programme which hair

#commenced in 1982.' Tocointinup to promotil;s411-2concept,'* Niow up-brow/

#ammes will be needed. The TemiliistratIonAeadherA, parents 440 'students

at.oCyrfil Jackson SeniO? HilR'Sch901.,will'be discusing progtammes. to

maintein'the Students' .self-eSteen in 1'985 and A986. . 100 .111,%'
. . 1 .. ..

.,

.

A special unit for-intellectually handicapped studedts was established at

Cyril' Jacksoh Senior HiOh School in,,198w Thi.pAnit.js ptesenting *the,

,s&iool with the challelige of integratiNtj these students.' ,'The students.'
1 .*

,,

,, ;/-
. ,
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.
responses to having the uni t and i7.0 havine these students integrated into
their classes were favour abl 0 to.. 010 de.1 o the unit's teachers.

"1....

The school has obtained_ pr2ritiss ion to use the-ram, Arnchj.ca's Cup and is
investigating the pess ih i ty o completing a Sydney t-o Ikrth Cycling Relay
via Canberra, Melbourne aril $ol.lide to mark the ('orrinencement of the
elimination o f the AMpi! ira s ()in. ovont i n 1 9 q The event -may be
spoDsored by the Wrest-,ustral iam Inst tyLe Cor th9 111 ind whose headquarter
is located Aear" the school, 411 ind would be included on the .cycl-

.

ings team.

Thi roject would continue to focus on meeQng challenges and appreciating
the needs of others. During 1985 and 1986, students may be Involved with a
number of activities associated with blind people such as learning braille,
contributing to the talking library, visiting the blind institute's work-
shop, hosting blind students and studying stimulating curriculuM. themes
associated with sight such as the nature of vision, .music and the blind,
and .so

Provided that the project is accepted by the. school, Cyril Jackson's stu-
dents and the commix)ity would also be involved in the organiSation of the
event, oummunjcations, fund raising, the cycle relay and the Grand Finale:
School staff would not, ; howevor, be -evolved in the ?search for sponsors as
In , 1984. .

Schools along the cycling' route muld he invited to napvas for sponsorship.
and 'to host a concert. in rOtun, thr4se schools;m661".(1 be offered a related
social . developMent package, _an oppor tun i ty -part ici pate in a section of
end relay, access .to the' concert and a percentage of the funds raised by
their school.

A concert group would accompany the relay and perform at ala major locat-
idns. Public sponsorship across Au. tralia would be invited' through radio
and televison .put*icity. 131 ind Wr5ti Lutes. along %the route would also
,canvas their traditional supporters. One major sponsor would mkt major
expenses smaller items to be provided by the minor sponsors.

Provision of nearly eighteen months of planninej time will'permit a greater.
degree of curriculum integration, ana the prodbtion of the community's and
the student body's involvement in the programAe. Under, the umbrella of the'.
larger project, smal. r groups <xi. teachers and students
in formulating 6hallerlge and committing .themse Tves to TO: nn and impa -
meeting smaller projects to achieve their, go:531s.

4; :
0. :.

It is ..not .necessary for evezy Pea.cher stuApt
big project as many smaffer.projeets' may oper!atoks Alt neolis

in Ihe.

necessary to .have- con*pes on thejaqi-f/inelSchAlv le tilteme.,.;and phi
phy,00ftch, as 'Kids.qp.fpin9 , -st.ron 14amoss-the
This theme 'must. exten(raCtps$ >.arject: 'art_ ;.and .across:curfcmlum ct
ties,- *with ,,somd" caorainInoh to perin4the -di f arid fertiiisaf,ion .4

ideas. There. ruf -13:e an AY&It.;:ptanpe implAt'..atio's -of this philoOptly,
that, . at times, 4' "lq0.4ining".-Of the tiMetabLe. atiotV. stvo,o1 strqictbre'is:
justifiable and Is essdhtiat to aUdwi a ' flow'a5f staff and StU*niOr Al
gaged in . informal.. actN4Eies; , Thi4proces8 iiijows the staffer; to °become

- . :- .

; V
m

, .
. -N

# AP.

uld be inVolved ," '

"people," rather than 4!tpschers,40
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a
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For. instance, ,in 1985, four enterprises; clerical, printing, a health

studio and a catering unit have been established at the Year Ten level.

Enrolled studentS manage these businesses, with teachers'as consultants; as

- small profit making'businesses for, five hours aweek of school, time and

weekend or evening activities depending the demand. For instance,- the

printing of this book was a challenge, andertaken by students *oiled _in

the printing enterprise using Sunday afternoons with meals provided by the

Catering Unit. The challenges facing these students are the challenges'

facing all businesses; to maximize. profits through providing quality mer-

chandise or service at reasonable costs. 4

4

Some year ten girls are enrolled in a -'Challenge Course' in which the self-

concept model provides. processes by which the students set, :develop and

implement their own programme to meeta challenge that they had set.

With the coMmencement.of the implementation phase, a full year would be

-available to promote the project's theme and related' 'umbrella' projects

/. before the' culminating Sydney-Perth cycle. The skills developed by the

staff in Project '84-will enable many of the challenges -faced by the

organisers in .1986 to be solved. The,schooylp theme and resultant program-

me will help to prevent a tragic waste of those who hAve failed to perceive

their real potential socially or academically by promoting positive- atti-

tudes, confidence and initiative. These are the qualities sought by em-

ployers in thq youngsters that they hire. Youth with futures' are antici-

pated consequAnces of 'Kids Helping Kids.'

Argyle, M.
1961

Burns, R.

1982

'- Psychology

Self-Concept
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APPENDICES 1 & 2

The data from the Self-Conpept'Inventory is summarised in Appendix 1 whilst
data from the Attitude' Inventory j.s summarised in Appendix 2. The data has
been summarisq0 according to' the Wsch model, a technique which is reported
to have a high degree of statistical strength. ''`(Wright;. x.977, p. 100) The.
model compares the statistical Tiifficulty ofcagreeing with anqtem with the
ability parameter-of the respondent and determirfes the pkobability of the
respondent succeeclingon the ftem. .Responsei were processed from a sample
of three tfundred -students from years .eight to twelve. For each Appendix, a
positiye.score, from zero to two, indicaths4the degree of agreement .with
the item statementsA whilst a negative score, from zero to minus two,
-indicates ele degree of disagrement with the it statement.

/. A a

ANALYSES OF SCORES

117 Strongly agree
No opinion one /ay or the other
Strongly disagree

`APPENDIX 1 SElf-CONCEPT.RESULTS IN FEBRUARY, 1984

2. I am pretty happy
3.i I wish I were younger
4%1 I am eaty to like . , '. i-

1. 7. I. often wish I were someone elSe
PERCEPTIONS 8. I can -make up my mind easily .

OF SELF : , 10. I am a lot of fun to be with
13. 1 think I look as nice'as Other

, ;

.
.

.

16.

19,

students 47-./

T Oeuld'rpther play with ,students who
and not as old as 1,7am,
yhings are. all mixed up in my life

20. 1 am glad I am me. A .

.11 Peers :
.

t
. ,

22. I often get picked on by other kids
. 18. I am-shy When-I am asked to speak

0

472.0

-1.75
+.5,

J
,.

4.5

0

+2.0
+ .75
-2.0

+1.5. , 4,4

2. in front of the class - .75
SEE,0 tti

And.

(YINERS

,n. Parents
- .

5. My parents and 'vhave a la of fun
togethei. -1.2

11. I get upset easily at home . .+ .75
1'7, No one pays much attention to me at '

home,



Cr Teachers

1. I enjoy bping at'school
I

0

.9,- It taka Me a"lono While to get to know

a new tr,?achy / +1.0

'15. I get upset .,,-iily When my teachers g,

,
,f'

My
NL w. +1.0 * ,

24. my teacher,mnke!-; me feel that I am- ,

not a very good student +1.5
. .-

.1)1

Sc
-APPENDIX 2 .ATTITUDINAL SCORES IN FEB VARY,

.

1. School is a lot otLfjun

SCHOOL IN - 7. I find most lessons interesting

GENERAL 13. T am glad come this school

19. Ilehave'good rules at our school'

25. In our school there nre -lots of
interesting things't.o.do at lunchtime

. -. i

3. 1 enjoy reading in U.S.S.R .

/
-.A

.., 4. I like social studies . -.25

CURRICULUM' 6; Physicbl Educatton is fun +.75'

j 9. I likegthe maths do in this scho61 -.5

10.. I enjoy_writing stories. -.75'

11. I%like the lessons where we do thinge-
with my hands +1.0

23. I'like drama -.5

+ 1.5

5.

SCHOOL/CLASS., 15.
ORGANISATION 18.

EXTRA: .
22.

CURRICULAR 24.

ACTIVITIES

TEACHERS 8.

0, 14;

20.

I like working in groups r +1:

I like speak4ng in front of the cl.asSA -2.

I enjoy House Activities +1.

SA.

I enjoy school camps +1;5

QUr,schbol helMO know ho; to find

omployMent + .25

My teacher helps mo !o lea +.5

My teacher .likes m -.5

I get on Well with my teacher +.

89
4.
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APPENDICES 3 & CTIAKTS :iN.SELF-CONCEPTAND ATTITUDINAf, SCORES

BETWEEN FEBRUARY A_NU,WZMIEPA984
o

.

-

Individual student' number9 are showd on;the horizontal X-Axis. Movement

of arrows upwards .on the Y AxiS:indfcate annimpropamInt- in the overall'

attitudinal. or self - concept scores betw6en February and November, 144;
Movement of arrows downwards on the Y Axis illustrates,deterioration /in the
overall -cores. The length of,the arrOk3 graphically represents the size-
of the change; Dots indilate nearly two identical scores in the February

and November -pre, and post -.inventories.. ; The arrowheads'show the November,'
score while! the arrow ends give, original February score. . Asterisks.
next to student' 'numbers-on the.X-Axis represent those students who had ,

partiOpated inLthp crle or run. ,J
. 1

APPENpIX 3

644'" 'In ATTITUDES

O

E -01,

-2 5
-344444-1+444444--.44444,44-

1 6 II 16 21
STUDENT

CHAINGE IN

31 3d
UMBERS

41 4,6*

ATTITUOMS

_ ,...-

-351; 55 59 63447...r1 75 79 133

STVDENT NUMBERS

t.

2
0
2

ANALYSES Of' SCORES

, r .
a

Strongly agree
No opinion one way or the other
StronglyAtsagree

"t- APPENDIX 4.

CNAMGM IN OMLP CONCEPT
3.3

3
2.5

.2
1 . 5

1

90
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AN APPROACH TO DEVELOPING A-WHOLE

SCHOOL SELF - CONCEPT PROGRAMME

-s

Stage'3 'Goal Setting

of

low
by 101

f

organisation:Activity:

I

indicated that auccissful learning is closely.
Soli-concept.. Schools which, succeed in

of their students, also succeed in raising
Here is one way that schools hAve addressed

raise the sell-concept of students on a

As a consequence of the
analyais.seerealistic
And achievable goals.

E9. ( i) To increaserthe-
self-concepit
30% of the students
with perceived
self-concept
by December..

fib -To indrAate.the.

A small committee could
present a report to--genior
Staff fosr discussion.

Mt:geminate goals tQ the
entire staff.

INTRODUCTION:

/

aisearch studies ha0e
orrelated.with high
raising the self-concept
.piclemic performance.

issue -in an attempt.to
Thole sch4o1 basis.

stecie 1 Determine Needs I

Activity:

1111 A general needs assessment of
staff, students and the community
44y lead to a consensus. on self-
concept as an area of locus,

5'Stage 2 : Data Gathering I

Activity:

This activity seeker to
validate the perCeption

need.

Adminis ter self-concept and
.., Attitudinal inventories tO.:

I eaMAe of. students.

0

Organisation:

e, A committee to conduct
s needs assessment.

_

Analyse and present re Milts
.beckto the'participants.

rganisation:

10 4101Y00.0hd Pr,0:11nt results
to ponipt5teff in the forM
Of a 500: A

A

Ask de. Staff for their
interpretations and conblusions.

,

Establish,,i committee.

Obtain.inventories
hesearch Eldnch.

Y9ur P.E.P. or P.S.P.
Soho& Development people
can help. n

t

9

A
Stag! 4

-ActiVity;

positiyeiattitudes
toward' the school
by 20% by.Decem4er.,

: Setting the Thema. ,41
'4-

4

One theme is selected, that
engages the attention of the.
sxu4phts4 staff and.00mmunity,
MeAthrs."

r

Organisation: 4 .

t

A committee may Organise :..
i'mpfekehce tor'-setting
a theme or may propose
theme. ,

Stage 5
1

v. Initiating a 'Programme,
.

Activity:

OeviX0P:specifip objectives
.for the thele wid,..stato
practical activities:

.

bonsiderseltf,coicept theory',
- , ,

Wool to,doprova student /teacher
latio4shipi: )

f

PO.O.if)0,Ikr04r,
or

e

-

Present inforMetion on-
themes used by other

Helping
Kids.
We can 4g, it.

Organisations, ,

e. Conferep4eer workshops.

USE:

r.

:

.4i#,C4.i mete:lel*

.1444'9**1P



I*tag 6' : Organisation

Activity:

.pOnsider these stions;-
1. What activities could

teachers integrate into
their subject programdes
to support the theme?

44. guest speakers
so' films

4 topics
4

excursions
\

2. What 'whole school"
actIvity will belprganised
as d. focal point for the
progiamm? d

Who would co-ordinate i

i.tho would be involved?

What will be.thesmanagement
%structi-re and process?

What nesourcee are available?
-Costs?

When.'would the activity.occui?

Wtiat timeline is eftvieaged?

eg..

t?

3. How can the c unity be
involved 106- port our
programme?

Stagi 7 : Monitoring

Activity:

A

Regular meetings of committees
with reports to co-ordinatos.

Regular reports by the
co-ordinator.to"the staff and
the administration.

97
,r

Organisation:

,Planned by small group,
discussions of:

k

The whole staff,'

House Masters

Faculties

Students

Patents

co-ordinator and
manartart.cothmittee.

'Sub-&511mittees with
leaders may be elected
.if necessary,

A theme newsletter
providing on-going
reports, is useful.

Media coverage
arranged?

'should be

I

Aur

V ,

Organisation:f
Record minutes ,nd
decisions.

Reports may bekgiven
at monthly staff
meetings or during tea
breaks On progress aid
activities. '

4/

110

f

Stage : Evaluation

Upon conclusion of the culminating event:

re-administer self-copcept/attitudinal inventories.
,

.

interview a .randomLsample of'a grow. that. you thought
Aad benefitted the most from the pagramme.

:,analyse and- present results bao* to the staff irl the
form of graphs/case descriptions.

FURTHER.INFWMATION

4.

Pugh, D and Thompson, L Kids Helping .Kids is a case study of

a whole school self- concept project. The bSok is. availably

from the authors. on'09-384-9043.

4

k.
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